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1. FOREWORD

Whitfield Syke Mill, which was  established in approximately 1795, was one of the

earliest water powered cotton spinning mills to be built in what was then the West

Riding of Yorkshire. As one of the seven cotton spinning mills in the parish of Embsay

with Eastby, the remains of the mill and its environs is an important heritage site.

The site of the mill  lies immediately to the south of Washfold Hill  and Stoneycliff

Bottom at the foot of Embsay Moor, and is now partially submerged under the waters

of Embsay Reservoir.  

The mill  was initially a three storey building and was surrounded by a complex of

dams and ancillary buildings, which included a row of workers’ cottages. Apart from

one, all the mill buildings and the cottages were demolished in 1909 and 1910, when

the Embsay reservoir was in the process of construction, although parts of the walls

of the cottages are preserved in the north wall of the reservoir enclosure. The one

remaining building was originally used as a store for the mill, and later as a Mission

building during the construction of the reservoir.

To  the  east  of  the  mill  complex,  where  the  Moor  Beck  enters  the  reservoir,  the

remains of a sheep-wash area, in use until approximately 1908, may also be seen.  

With the support of the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority, and permission from

the Chatsworth Settlement Trustees/Bolton Abbey Estate and Yorkshire Water, the

Upper  Wharfedale  Heritage  Group  carried  out  an  archaeological  survey  of  the

remains of the mill buildings and cottages, the mill-ponds, Moor Beck and the sheep

wash area, during the spring and summer of 2010.  

At  the  same  time,  a  comprehensive  survey  of  the  field  walls  of  the  area  was

undertaken; and a botanical survey of the wild flowers was conducted over a twelve

month period.  Documentary research to investigate the history of the mill and the

surrounding land-use was also carried out.

It is hoped that the information gathered in the course of this project will be used to

determine future  management  and conservation  strategies  of  this  interesting  and

historic site
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2. INTRODUCTION

2.1 Preamble

2.1.1 Background

In 2008, an invitation was extended by the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority

(YDNPA) to the Upper Wharfedale Heritage Group (UWHG) to survey the site of a

former  cotton  mill  complex  and  associated  water  management  system,  now

partially  covered  by  Embsay  Reservoir.  The  invitation  followed  an  introductory

walk led by Miles Johnson of the YDNPA.

The UWHG committee discussed this invitation and agreed that a topographical

survey, supported by a desk-based historical summary and a botanical census be

carried  out.  If  selected  areas  could  be  recorded  employing  geophysical  non-

invasive techniques, then UWHG members would also explore this avenue.

2.1.2 Site location

The former mill complex lies 1½ kilometres north of the village of Embsay, which is

3 kilometres north-east of Skipton, in North Yorkshire

Fig. 2.1 Location of the Whitfield Syke Project site

The site is centred on NGR SD 99747 54808, with the main mill  building area

approximately 220 metres above sea level, some 60 metres downslope from the

spring-heads, which fed the mill ponds.
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Introduction

The main  section of  the  complex,  recorded as  Whitfield  Syke (or  Sike)  Mill  is

shown as disused on the 1895 OS 1:25 000 map and is to the north of the present

day reservoir, divided from its former water catchment and storage areas by a wall

running  east/west.  This  ancient  wall  forms  the  current  boundary  between  the

Chatsworth Estate (CE) land (Bolton Abbey Holdings) and the area of the reservoir

and adjacent land belonging to Yorkshire Water (YW).

The location lies within the Yorkshire Dales National Park (YDNP) with the CE

allowing access on a Permissive Footpath basis, whilst the YW area, to the south,

is  open  to  the  public.  The  former  mill  site  has  no  vehicular  accessibility  but

pedestrian entry is possible through a gate in the north-west corner of the YW land

and access to the main water management is via a gate, some 30 metres to the

north, in the south west corner of this section of CE owned moorland. 

2.2 Aims and objectives

The Upper Wharfedale Heritage Group committee identified the following:

(a) To identify the archaeological, architectural,  historical  and botanical features

within the site.

(b) To comment on the extent, nature, character, condition, quantity and possible

date of surviving material.

(c) To provide a detailed recording of the major structural elements on the site.

(d) To  establish,  wherever  feasible,  the  functional  relationships  between  the

identifiable archaeological, architectural and historical features.

(e) To provide an accurate record of the botanical diversity of the area.

(f) To assess whether there are plant species considered to be rare or at risk due

to the current patterns of care or usage.

(g) To suggest  possible ways in which the cultural  heritage of the site may be

made available to visitors to the area.
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2.3 Methodology 

Starting  in  Autumn  2009,  community  involvement  was  encouraged  and

documentary research undertaken to investigate the history of the mill  site and

land use prior to 1900. Monika Butler, an Embsay resident, and members of the

Embsay with Eastby Woman’s Institute, as a Millennium Project, had previously

recorded the history of the building of the reservoir.

The botanical record was compiled with the aid of Heather Burrow, and the variety

and location of identified plant species, were plotted and photographed throughout

a  full  year,  commencing  in  September  2009.  (See  Appendices  7.5  and  the

Botanical Photographs and Species Distribution maps on the CD accompanying

this report). 

Photography of  site  features,  finds  and botanical  subjects  were  made using  a

digital  SLR. Photos were taken in the RAW format and converted to JPGs for

publication (full details can be found in 7.10)

In  January 2010,  UWHG members carried  out  a  detailed walkover  across the

complete site and produced a gazetteer of all the archaeological, architectural and

historical features then noted. The NGR numbers were recorded using a range of

hand-held GPS equipment (See Appendix 7.4). 

From March 2010, the Whitfield Syke site was carefully examined for all features

considered to be of relevant archaeological,  architectural  and historical  interest

and  the  majority  were  then  recorded  in  field  notes,  topographical  surveys,

photographic images and sketches, as deemed appropriate.

The  UWHG were  approached  in  February  2010  by  the  YDNPA and  asked  to

provide an opportunity for a geo-physical survey by a student (Kathryn Ormston)

from the University of Bradford as part of her MA assignment. 

Kathryn undertook this survey in June 2011 and an abbreviated version of the

report may be found in section 5.2.
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Introduction

A further  request  from  the  YDNPA to  the  UWHG  was  received,  seeking  the

opportunity  for  another  student  (Beverley  Foster)  to  draw  up  a  Conservation

Management Plan for the Whitfield area. 

Beverley was a student of Environment Conservation at the Ironbridge Institute

and carried out her project with the assistance of Ruth Spencer and Jane Lunnon

in February 2011. The suggestions for conservation management, in section 6.4,

were based on this plan.

 

Note  –  Feature  numbers  throughout  the  document  are  references  to  the

Archaeological Gazetteer,  Appendix 7.4
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3. GEOLOGICAL CONTEXT

3.1 The Whitfield Site

The Whitfield hamlet area lies at the top of old Embsay Pasture and is underlain by

Carboniferous sedimentary rocks.  Under the south part of the reservoir are Lower

Carboniferous Bowland Shales.  On the hillside higher up to the north, are steeply

dipping Upper Carboniferous Millstone Grit  sandstones and shales which can be

seen outcropping on the Moor.   The strata are offset by a small  geological  fault

running NW-SE down the centre of the reservoir and along the deep Lowburn Gill on

the moor (see Fig. 3.1).

Fig.3.1 Scenery at Whitfield

Looking north across the Bowland Shales that underlie the reservoir, towards the Millstone Grit 

sandstones and shales of the moor. The deep Lowburn Gill on the left follows a fault line.

                                                                   © Alison Armstrong
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Geological Context

The Whitfield area is covered by Ice Age boulder clay masking the Millstone Grit

sandstones  and  shales  beneath  but  the  reservoir  is  largely  built  on  impervious

Bowland Shales  This  simple  geology is  part  of  a  more  complex  structure  of  the

Ribblesdale fold belt,  a narrow belt  of  highly folded rocks.  Skipton, Embsay and

Whitfield lie on the northern limb of one fold of rocks known as the Skipton anticline

(see Fig.3.2). 

This is a great arch or anticline of Carboniferous sedimentary rocks, now eroded

away. The view south from Whitfield looks across the axis of the anticline, with the

limestone quarries  of  Skibeden  in  the  centre  and,  in  the  distance,  Millstone  Grit

sandstones on Skipton Moor.   The older rocks of the anticline centre are mostly

deep-sea shales and mudstones with dark limestones, containing fragmentary shelly

fossils. These were deposited as muddy sediments in the Carboniferous sea basin

south  of  the  Craven faults  (see Fig.  3.3)  The sandstone rocks  above indicate  a

change of geological environment  from marine to one of tropical swamps and rivers. 

The rocks were folded during great disturbances in the Earth’s crust at the end of

Carboniferous times (300 million years ago) when the Pennine hills were formed by

being thrust upwards. The rock layers dip steeply on each side of the anticlinal fold.

On Embsay Moor, above Whitfield, the 40-50 degree northerly dip of the rocks is

clearly seen in the quarry above the site.  By contrast, the rocks of Skipton Moor on

the other side of the anticline dip away to the south, forming the rocky escarpment at

Standard Crag.

Beyond  the  north  edge  of  the  reservoir,  the  stony  outcrops  of  Millstone  Grit

sandstones are apparent above the moor head-dyke wall at Whitfield but are offset

by the fault near Crag Nook farm.  

Much of the Whitfield site, both north and south of the head-dyke wall,  is covered by

Ice Age boulder clay (see Fig. 3.2), deposited by melting ice sheets 13,000 years ago

and giving poorly drained land. The clay includes sub-rounded cobbles and boulders

of sandstone and some limestone which provided local walling material.  Gleyed soils

developed from the clays in the last 12,000 years. These soils are characteristically

mottled blue and orange colours due to seasonal waterlogging and drying.
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Geological Context
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Geological Context

STRATA  AGE STRATA NAMES SITES

   Devensian Ice Age 

(The last 115,000 years)

Boulder clay Lower slopes including Whitfield

   Upper Carboniferous

     (298 - 350 mya)

Millstone Grit sandstones with 

shales and coal seams  

Embsay Moor

         “ Upper Bowland  shales Reservoir site

   Lower Carboniferous

 (350 - 365mya)         

Lower Bowland shales Reservoir site

         “ Draughton Limestone

(Pendleside limestone )

         “ Skibeden shales 

(Hodder mudstones)   

Arable fields north of the village 

and lower Embsay Pasture

         “ Embsay limestone Quarries for lime-burning near 

Embsay

         “ Skipton Castle Limestone and 

Halton shales 

(Clitheroe Limestone )

Skipton Castle area

         “ Haw Bank limestone 

(Chatburn Limestone Group)

Skibeden quarries

Fig.3.3 Table of stratigraphy of the Skipton anticline                      © Alison Armstrong

(mya – million years ago)

3.2 Mineral Resources

Extractive industries in the area have included the working of limestones for burning

in kilns to make agricultural lime, such as around Embsay village. Liming improved

the acid grasslands. The Millstone Grit sandstones on the moor have been quarried

from outcrops and shallow delfs for building stone and millstones.

The hillside just above Whitfield, known as Stone Ridge or Stanerigg, is recorded as

the source of sandstone for medieval rebuilds at Skipton Castle (Moorhouse S. page

334). 

Today the evidence for centuries of stone-getting can still be seen above Whitfield in

the long sled-runs down to Crag Nook farm and into the former medieval park of

Crookrise.  
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Geological Context

Deeply entrenched older runs are crossed by later ones indicating a long period of

stone extraction. The hillside near the Crookrise boundary has many indications of

stone-getting,  probably  medieval,  with  part-worked  blocks  that  are  perched  onto

smaller stones, scribing-out ready for cutting, and the marks of quarrymen’s wedges,

rather than 19th century plug and feathers.  

Old coal pits in the Millstone Grit rocks below Stone Ridge may be the equivalent of

the Bradley Coal and other small coal seams on the south side of the anticline. These

were  worked  from  about  1610  and  leased  from  the  Cliffords  of  Skipton  Castle.

(Clifford of Skipton Papers)    

A number of natural springs rise on the hillside, probably the result of the layers of

porous  sandstone  meeting  impervious  shale  beds.   The  Whitfield  Syke  springs,

flowing over impervious boulder clay, were harnessed for the water-powered mill.

Westgate Well that rises just north of the head-dyke wall near old Pasture Lane may

be a very old watering place.

                             

3.3 Stratigraphy of the Skipton Anticline and Geological Map

The area forms part of the British Geological Survey’s Pateley Bridge map which has

not been revised since the 19th century. Updated information is however available

online from the BGS website (http://www.bgs.ac.uk/ ). 
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4. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

4.1 Research Methodology and Sources

4.1.1 Previous research

Previous research carried out by the Embsay Women’s Institute (Wharton, c.1975)

and by Monika Butler for the Embsay Millennium Project (Butler, 1999) provided a

wealth of information on the 20th century history of the parish, including a very

detailed study of the construction of Embsay Reservoir.  A collection of maps and

plans  relating  to  the  construction  of  the  reservoir,  generously  donated  to  the

project  by  former  engineer,  Peter  Huff,  provided an excellent  starting point  for

drawing  up  the  plans  of  the  mill  buildings,  combined  with  contemporary

photographs from the Maria Phillips and Rowley collections held at the Craven

Museum and Art Gallery, and Skipton Public Library respectively. 

4.1.2. Documentary evidence 

By contrast, information directly related to the history of the mill during its working

life proved elusive, apart from a couple of insurance documents, a handful of sale

advertisements, and a newspaper report concerning a dispute over the mill dams. 

A number of archives were visited in the search for primary sources, opening up

fresh avenues for  research.  In  the course of looking through these sources,  it

became clear that there is a great deal of information available on land use and

management of the site before the building of the mill, and that the history of the

only extant building on the modern day site, the former cotton warehouse, is of

particular  interest  in  relation to  its  afterlife  as a temporary base for  the Navvy

Mission Society. 

Sadly, a significant slice of the history of the Craven district still lies hidden within

the extensive but inaccessible  archives of the Devonshire Estate at Bolton Abbey.

The surveys,  rentals,  and similar  papers held at Bolton Abbey will  shed much

needed  light  on  the  socio-economic  development  of  many  parishes  across

Craven, including Embsay-with-Eastby. 
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Historical Background

If, in the future, the facilities of the Abbey estate are made available to researchers

such as ourselves, we hope to be able to improve our understanding of issues

such  as  agricultural  and  industrial  activity,  land  management  techniques,  and

property ownership patterns, after the early modern period through to the early 20 th

Century.  

4.2 Recorded History of the Mill Site

4.2.1 Prehistory

The story of the Whitfield site begins thousands of years before the building of the

cotton mill  in the late 18th Century. There are several small clues to prehistoric

activity in the area, as recorded in the Historic Monuments Record (HER).  These

include Mesolithic flints, Neolithic and Bronze Age flints, and a Bronze Age stone

circle, at Nettlehole Ridge (ADS, 2011).  Bronze Age activity is also indicated by

HER records of a bronze socketed “celt” axe head, and another late Bronze Age

socketed axe discovered in 1923. The most  spectacular find however was the

Embsay torc (SMR YDNPA05-MYD4343), a bronze neck collar of the La Tene Iron

Age style, found in 1845 near the Whitfield site, on the edge of the moor. The torc

has long since been lost.

4.2.2 The Boundary Wall

Apart from the Yorkshire Dales steam railway, Embsay is generally best known for

its associations with nearby Bolton Abbey. When Cecily de Romilly founded the

monastery in 1120, she did so with a grant of land at Embsay  (Kershaw, 1973,

p.11). The monks, and possibly, as indicated by local field and streams names, a

convent of nuns, built the church on the site of what is now a large 18 th Century

house, still known as Embsay Kirk. 

When the monks moved in 1155 to the site of the present Priory they did not sever

links  with  Embsay  and  Eastby.  The  parish  remained  an  important  part  of  the

monastic  estate (Kershaw, 1973).  The wall  which now separates Barden Moor

from Yorkshire Water’s  land around Embsay Reservoir,  although much re-built,

probably originated in monastic times (see Walls Report, Section 5.3).  
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Historical Background

Running straight through the heart of the Whitfield Syke Mill site, this boundary

wall is a prominent visual reminder of the former presence of the Bolton Priory

estate.

4.2.3 Embsay Commons

In the post-Reformation and early modern periods the lands around the Whitfield

Syke area were exploited for a variety of resources. The moorland immediately

above  Whitfield  (on  which  the  mill  ponds  are  now located)  was  used  as  out-

commons for livestock grazing, and as a vital resource for stone, peat and turf

cutting. The importance of the common lands in supporting the local economy of

Embsay-with-Eastby is beginning to emerge from the large number of leases, wills

and manorial court records found in archives across North and West Yorkshire.

The land to the south of the boundary wall (now occupied by the Whitfield Syke

Mill  site and Embsay Reservoir)  was similarly managed as common land,  and

given the name of “Embsay Pasture”. 

Fig. 4.1 Embsay-with-Eastby Court Baron call book and verdicts document, 1666 

      © Chatsworth Archives
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Historical Background

Embsay developed into an open village, subject to the overlordship of the Dukes

of Cumberland and later of Devonshire, but partly governed through a manorial

court comprised of local yeomanry. Embsay Pasture, one of three commons in the

manor, was a large area managed as stinted in-commons or summer pasture, by

which commoners (i.e. those granted rights to use common land due to them as

tenants or leaseholders of the manor) grazed livestock according to the number of

“cattlegates” or “beastgates” allocated to them (usually calculated according to the

size of the commoners’ landholdings within the manor). Manorial court documents

and leases record frequent changes of tenant occupiers, but Embsay Pasture was

consistently used as a stinted common from at least the late 16 th Century, into the

late  18th Century  (See  Appendix  7.3,  Historical  Documents  1,  2,  and  3 for

examples of records relating to Embsay Pasture). Unfortunately, without access to

the surveys, rentals and other papers currently held at the Bolton Abbey archives,

the extent and impact of the influence of the Cliffords and Devonshires on the land

management of Embsay Pasture and parish administration generally is difficult to

assess, particularly for the 18th and 19th Centuries. 

4.2.4 Enclosure of Embsay Pasture

The earlier leases and other documents found in other archives, together with a

study of  field shapes across the parish,  and evidence from Alison Armstrong’s

study  of  stone  walls  (see  Walls  Report,  section  5.3),  suggest  that  piecemeal

enclosure was taking place all over the parish from the early modern period until

the final  enclosure by private agreement in 1760 of the last surviving piece of

stinted commons.  As late  as 1757,  court  baron records show that  commoners

were still grazing cattle on Embsay Pasture (Devonshire MS, 1757: See Appendix

7.3, Historical Documents, No.3, for transcript). The final phase of enclosure, just

three years later, is documented in an undated hand-drawn copy of the Enclosure

map held at the Yorkshire Archaeological Society (YAS) archives (YAS MS DD104,

1760;  see Fig.  6.1).  The original  document,  formerly  in  the  possession  of  the

Craven Water Board (English, 1995, p.48), appears to have been lost. The copy

held at the YAS shows that Embsay Pasture was converted from stinted common

into enclosed fields just 35 years before Whitfield Syke Mill was built. 
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The  date  1660  written  in  pencil  on  the  document  by  a  later  hand  is  clearly

incorrect, as indicated by the style of both the cartography and handwriting which

appear to have been traced for the surviving copy. 

The evidence of manorial court documents in the Devonshire Collection, and an

analysis of the names of landowners and tenants – known from other documents -

support the conclusion that the date on the enclosure map should read 1760. 

Remains of the enclosure walls as shown on the 1760 Enclosure map, and later

on  the  1847  Tithe  Award  map,  can  still  be  found  across  what  was  Embsay

Pasture, including some wall lines which survived on the Whitfield Syke Mill site

(See Fig. 4.2).  Sadly, one short but fine stretch of these late 18 th Century or early

19th Century walls just south of the mill pond near the Navvy Mission Building, was

recently  destroyed  (summer  2010)  during  improvements  to  the  footpath.  The

foundations of the adjacent wall survive only at the southern side of the mill site,

much of it underwater when the reservoir levels are high. 

Fig.4.2  Enclosure wall running through the former  Embsay Pasture (on left of picture)                    

    The wall is no longer standing                  © Craven Museum & Art Gallery
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4.2.5 The Textile Industry in Embsay-with-Eastby

The 1790s was a boom period for textile manufacturing, in which the village of

Embsay-with-Eastby played a significant role, as an early centre for mule spinning

in Yorkshire (Ingle, 1997, p.41). 

By 1793 (Universal British Directory, 1793) Eastby had one twist-mill, and Embsay

had two twist-mills  (owned by William Baynes and Thomas Whitehead)  plus a

mule-spinning  cotton  mill  (under  George  Baynes  and  Co.).  In  this  one  parish

alone, there were seven textile operations during the early 19 th Century, including

Whitfield Syke Mill, also known as Higher and Lower Mills (Aspin, 2003, p.413-

417; Ingle, 1997, p.41 & 2009, p.64-65; Butler, 1999, vol.2).

4.3 Whitfield Syke Mill

A timeline for the Whitfield Syke site can be found in Appendix 7.2.

4.3.1 Historic Environment Record

Under the HER entry for Whitfield Syke Mill (SMR YDNPA05-MYD27251) there is

little information other than the fact that this was a cotton mill, built c.1795. The

data for the entry was derived from the Ordnance Survey 1st edition map, 1853

and George Ingle’s publication on the Yorkshire textile industry (1997). The mill is

listed  as  a  possible  SHINE (Selected  Heritage  Inventory  for  Natural  England)

candidate, but otherwise has no designated protection or conservation status.  It is

recorded in the HER as having burned down in 1837, but if there was a fire (for

which we have not found any documentary evidence), this did not destroy the mill. 

4.3.2 Early History of the Mill

The building of the Whitfield Syke Mill, erected circa 1795, appears to be the only

industrial building on Embsay Pasture. The 1847 Tithe Award map (Skipton Library

Archive, SK 1230) suggests the mill site was cut out of a large pastoral field (taken

by William Spencer at the 1760 enclosure), which by 1847 was owned by Jacob

Wigglesworth (See Section 6.1, Fig. 2). 

The mill was founded by Thomas Tattersall (a tenant farmer at nearby Crag Nook

farm) and John Hammond (another farmer, of Clark House, Embsay). 
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Unable to use the Embsay Moor Beck, which was already feeding other mills, they

chose to feed from Whitfield Syke Spring, which lay to the west of Embsay Beck. 

An early sale advertisement (Leeds Mercury, 1809) provides a good description of

the three-storey mill (See Appendix 7.3, Historical Documents, No. 5).  It was 46

by 28 feet, (14metres x 8.5metres), operated by a water-wheel which was 18 feet

(5.5metres) in diameter. The property also included five workers’ cottages, a stable

and hay loft and gardens. It was claimed in the advertisement that the mill had a

constant  and  sufficient  supply  of  water.  By  1817  there  were  six  cottages

mentioned in insurance documents, (Ingle, 2000, p.65).

Later insurance documents provide a brief description of the mill in 1821 as being

brick and slate, four stories high and 1,500 square yards (1.372 square metres) in

size (Appendix 7.3, Historical Documents, No. 6). Unfortunately, the plan referred

to in the document,  is now missing (Guildhall  Library MS, 1821).  By 1828 the

handloom  weaving  side  of  the  business  had  been  abandoned,  the  mill  now

concentrating solely on spinning, (Ingle, 200, p.65).

In 1833, the Factory Commissioners for the North-Eastern District interviewed the

mill-owner  at  that  time,  William Oldridge  (Factory  Inquiry  Commission  Report,

1834).  He informed them that the mill  engaged only in mule-weft spinning, and

was  entirely  water-powered,  supplied  by  several  small  streams,  especially  the

Whitfield Syke, generating about three horse-power. 

The small size of the mill and the close vicinity of the workers’ cottages appears to

have had a significant influence over the way he managed the factory. Discipline

was lax compared to many larger urban mills, the workers being allowed to come

and go between the unlocked mill and their cottages, to which they returned for

their  meal  breaks “when they will,  and as they will”.   Oldridge was proud that

despite  the  relatively  low wages,  this  was more  than compensated for  by  the

working conditions at his little mill which were far less onerous than in larger mills,

where workers toiled with heavy machinery in unbearable heat. On the other hand,

the piece workers could not rely on the mill for steady wages all year round, being

heavily dependent upon the availability of water to power the mill. 
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The  unreliability  of  the  water  supply  was  an  issue  as  revealed  by  Oldridge’s

statement that the piece workers’ hours could be affected by “want of water”. Work

began at six in the morning  “if we have water”, and in “summer and winter we

invariably stop at any hour; for you must think we cannot run without a propelling

power.”  

Until recently, it was believed that Whitfield Syke Mill was burnt down in 1837 and

never recovered (Wharton, c.1975, p.28; Ingle, 1997, p.240). The source of this

information is unknown, but other documentary evidence clearly shows that the

Mill, even if it did suffer from a fire, continued to operate for at least another forty

years, and even expanded.

Indeed, in 1838 Richard Ayrton, the rate collector for the parish, recorded in his

notebook that William Oldridge was liable to pay taxes on his Mill and cottages,

valued at £60 per annum, plus another 5 cottages in the village, valued at £7 p.a.

(Ayrton, 1838).

4.3.3 Expansion and survival

A sale  advertisement  in  the  same  year  (Leeds  Mercury,  1838)  reveals  that

Whitfield  Syke,  “very  desirable  for  any  person  wishing  to  enter  the  cotton

business”, had even expanded into two buildings, the Lower and the Higher Mill,

still  in the possession of former manager, William Oldridge (See Appendix 7.3,

Historical Documents, No.7).  The original Higher Mill  was now just two storeys

high (perhaps reduced in height due to the alleged fire), the ground floor being

used  as  a  warehouse,  while  the  upper  storey  contained  one  blower,  and two

willeys, and another recently installed water wheel, this one being 18 feet (5.5

metres) in diameter. The newer three-storied Lower Mill was 18 by 9 yards (16.5

by 8 metres) in size, with a new 30 foot (9 metres) diameter water wheel. Nearby

stood William Oldridge’s house, and eight workers’ cottages with their gardens.

The mill had five dams and 54 feet of fall of water “which might be increased at a

small expense.”

An extraordinary episode, illustrating the conflict between the expanding mill and

traditional rights on the commons, occurred in 1857, by which time the mill was

owned by Messrs Chambers and Leach. 
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On the 21st of March, two newspapers, the Leeds Mercury and the York Herald,

reported a dispute over the presence of the mill ponds on the moorside. 

Local farmer, Andrew Mason claimed that he and other farmers, who like him had

grazing rights on Embsay Common, were protesting against the construction of

one of the mill ponds which had taken place 17 or 18 years previously in 1839 or

1840. The reservoir had “been enlarged, by which an encroachment was made

upon the Moor”, to collect water from several small watercourses or “rills”. 

Any legal claim to the common land on which this enlarged dam stood would have

been established beyond dispute after 20 years of use. In the meantime, the mill

owners  had  been  paying  an  encroachment  fee  for  the  reservoir.  Mason,

determined to re-assert his common rights of pasture before the 20 year period

elapsed, had deliberately set out on the night of 22nd February 1857 to damage the

mill  pond  by  digging  out  the  banks  with  a  spade,  thus  letting  out  the  water.

Confident of the legality of his actions he did this in the presence of a policeman,

who appears to have been recruited as a willing witness. At the Spring Assizes in

York, in March of that year, Mason’s defence was that this was a matter for a civil

not a criminal court, and that the cotton mill had no legal claim to the water. On

these grounds, despite admitting quite openly that he had destroyed part of the

dam, he was found not guilty of malicious damage. Thus the traditional common

rights on the moor were judged to supersede any claims to water rights by the

cotton  mill,  which  was  situated  on  the  other  side  of  the  boundary  wall,  on

enclosed, private land. 

But  the  dispute  was  not  entirely  settled,  for  in  the  following  October,  Andrew

Mason and two others (his brother and his nephew Richard and Jonathan Mason)

were brought before the local court in Skipton, charged with the assault of Henry

Nuttall,  apparently  in  another  argument  over  common  rights  on  the  moor

(Lancaster Gazette, 1857). During the altercation, in which both sides had “foul

weapons in their possession”, the argument apparently became quite heated, until

Nuttall  and Mason “had their  tempers cooled”  when both men fell  into the mill

pond. After this humiliating experience, all  the men involved in this fracas were

bound over to keep the peace. 
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Unfortunately, it is not clear what Henry Nuttall’s motivation was, but it would seem

reasonable to suppose he was connected to the Whitfield Syke Mill in some way.

He cannot be traced in the parish registers, nor the 1851 or 1861 census returns

for Embsay. 

Neither do we know the final verdict of the dispute over the rights on the moor as

the case was referred to an un-named higher court, perhaps on appeal, for which

we have not yet found the records. Nuttall appears to have been frightened of the

Masons, for he “sought protection till the decision was known.” 

The industrial requirements for a consistent water supply appears to have caused

continuing problems for Whitfield Syke Mill after this dispute, a situation probably

compounded by the general crisis which hit the British cotton industry during the

American Civil War (1861-65) disrupting supplies of raw  cotton.  Fortuitously for

Whitfield  Syke  Mill,  a  fire  had  destroyed  another  cotton  spinning  mill,  close

neighbour “Good Intent”, in 1850, after which the boiler and engine may have been

transferred to Whitfield in an attempt to overcome the water supply problem which

Mason later exacerbated (Butler, 2000, vol. 2, p.15).

The un-named mill  owner of  Whitfield High Mills sold up in 1861, the property

being advertised in the Leeds Mercury as “Embsay High Mills”. The buildings on

the  site  included  the  spinning  mill  itself,  a  second  building  for  mixing  and

scotching,  which  contained a  boiler  and gas houses,  and a  third  building,  the

detached warehouse with cellar (the only building still standing on the site today).

In  addition  the  property  also  included  the  manager’s  house  and  garden,  five

workers’ cottages, stable and shippon, and eight acres of land, together, rather

ironically, with common rights to pasture on the Moor. Details of the machinery are

given (see Appendix 7.3, Historical Documents, No.9), as well as steam, gas and

water pipes. The implication is that there had recently been substantial investment

in new machinery and the installation of steam and gas power (the latter probably

for lighting). The water wheel is described as “first-class” but “not used at present”,

which implies it was still maintained or had only recently been abandoned in favour

of the new engines (Leeds Mercury, 1861). 
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The  mill  continued  to  spin  cotton  until  c.1875-1877  (Butler,  2000,  volume  2),

although it does not appear to have recovered from the investment in conversion

to coal-fired steam power. Despite the cessation of operations, the mill complex

remained in situ for another 15 years or so.

4.3.4 After the Mill Closure

The mill and cottages were purchased around 1892 by Thomas Parkinson.  He

demolished part of mill and turned the cottages into holiday homes for city and

town people seeking the fresh air of the Yorkshire Dales (Butler, 2000, volume 4).

Visitors from Manchester, Bradford and Skipton arrived in charabanc parties for

social gatherings and religious services at Whitfield, and to enjoy teas provided by

the spinster Tattersall sisters who still lived there (Butler, 2000). 

Some may also  have come by train  as  Embsay station  was opened in  1888,

providing links to the major industrial cities. It  is not clear what part the former

warehouse  and  main  mill  building  played,  but  photographs  taken  during  the

reservoir construction at the turn of the century,  show that they had been well

maintained, suggesting they had been significant within Parkinson’s scheme.

Fig. 4.3  Photograph of mill during construction of the reservoir       © Craven Museum & Art Gallery
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In 1904 the decision was made to build Embsay Reservoir,  prompting Thomas

Parkinson  to  sell  the  old  mill  site  (including  the  main  building,  chimney,  two

outbuildings, six cottages and over eight acres of land) to Skipton Urban District

Council. 

For the following five years four of the cottages became home to contractors and

the first inspector of works William Utley (until he moved to Good Intent Farm),

while  the Tattersall  sisters continued to  live in  the double fronted mid-terraced

cottage. 

In 1905 the main mill building was converted - the top storey became dormitories

for the reservoir workmen, and the ground floor into a dining room and quarters for

a caretaker. Baths and toilets were also installed (Craven Herald, 5 November,

1905).  An un-named correspondent for the local newspaper (Craven Herald,  9

March,  1906),  visited  the  construction  site  and  described  the  accommodation

provided for the navvies. He noted that the "boss", William Smith (referred to in a

later issue as Benjamin Smith), provided lodgings "at the old mill". Since "Bill's

apartments" could provide up to 150 beds (about 200 men were employed on the

construction), and also included a dining room, kitchen and larder for the men,

there can be little doubt that it was the main three-storey building which was being

used for this purpose. Reference is made to "an adjoining building",  being the

reading room established by the Navvy Mission 

As construction of the reservoir came to a close, the cottages and mill buildings

were demolished. Only the old warehouse (which had been occupied by the Navvy

Mission  Society)  and  one  cottage  (occupied  by  the  site  manager)  were  left

standing (Butler, 2000). Eventually, that last cottage was also pulled down, leaving

only the Mission building to survive to the present-day. 
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Fig. 4.4 The Tattersall cottage; the noticeboard at the garden gate advertises light refreshments  

© Craven Museum & Art Gallery

4.4 Navvy Mission Society 

4.4.1 The Mission at Whitfield

During the construction of Embsay Reservoir (1905-1910) part of the mill site had

become offices, workshops and stores for Arnolds’, the building contractors. 

They allowed the Navvy Mission Society to use the former warehouse (with its roof

apparently in a poor state of repair) as a centre for their work with the navvies,

including a chapel and reading room, and to rent a cottage,  perhaps for one of

their missioners (Bowtell, 1991), although it is known that missioner Mr. King lived

in the village of Embsay when he first took up his appointment (Craven Herald, 2

February 1906). It was the Society that painted the text “Seek ye the Lord and you

shall  find  him”  on  the  walls  of  the  reading  room inside,  which  apparently  still

survives (Mason, 2011).

The Society sent one of their missioners, Mr. J.R. King, to work with the navvies at

Embsay reservoir, and after he had furnished it (with the help of local people) the

Mission Room was formally opened on 20th February, 1906 (Craven Herald, 23

February, 1906) by the local vicar, and the Society's secretary, Rev. Ockford. 
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The building was to be used for services and meetings, as well as a reading room

for "wet days and two evenings per week". 

The following Christmas Miss Tattersall, "who takes a great interest in the society's

work,  provided a nice tea in  the navvies'  quarters,  the room being lent by Mr

Smith, the proprietor"  (Craven Herald, 4 January, 1907).  Funded by the Navvy

Mission  Society  and  local  gentlemen,  Miss  Tattersall  and  several  local  ladies

catered for 67 children and 13 parents. Eleven more children, who were unable to

attend, were sent parcels. This article in the newspaper serves as a reminder that

navvies were an itinerant group of workers, who took their families with them as

they took employment around the country, and this was a major welfare concern

for the Society. Mrs Garnett had organised the distribution of parcels handed out

that  Christmas.  These  included  toys,  fruit,  clothes  and,  for  three  families  -

identified as "cases of distress in connection with the works" - boots were sent. No

doubt the children were amused by Mr Wrigglesworth's entertainment on the fairy

bells and banjo, which he gave at the party afterwards, in the mission building. 

Two months later, the Mission Society worked with the works’ contractors and the

Skipton Charity Organisation to raise funds locally for navvies who were in distress

due to "prolonged severe weather". Soup kitchens were provided for them at the

Devonshire  Hotel  and  Hole-In-the-Wall  Yard  in  Skipton  (Craven  Herald,  15

February 1907).  This was typical of the kind of charity work the Navvy Mission

Society performed at construction works across the country for these workers who

had no access to local Poor Law relief, pension or sickness funds.

4.4.2 History of the Navvy Mission Society

The Navvy Mission Society had its origins locally, growing rapidly into a national

movement, and was a fine example of late Victorian philanthropy, although later it

combined  with  the  Christian  Social  Union  to  form  the  Industrial  Christian

Fellowship in 1919. 

It had been founded as an extension of the Christian Excavators’ Union, in 1877

by the vicar of  Leathley, Rev. Louis Moule Evans, and Elizabeth Hart  Garnett,

daughter of the vicar of Otley, and widow of an Anglican clergyman, to attend to

the spiritual and social welfare of reservoir navvies at Lindley Wood, in nearby

Washburn Valley (Drummond, ODNB, 2004, p.491). The organisation provided
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sick clubs, pension schemes, libraries and reading rooms, Sunday schools, first

aid courses, adult literacy classes, soup kitchens and Christian missionary work

for reservoir construction workers and their families. This work soon developed to

include other manual workers in tunnel, canal and railway construction, and even

munitions workers during World War One (Sullivan, 1983, Chap.20). Their work

even expanded abroad across the British Empire and attracted the patronage of

such worthies as the Archbishop of Ripon.

Locally, the Society not only operated in the Washburn Valley, and Embsay, but

was also very active in the navvy camp at Barden Moor (which adjoins Embsay

Moor),  during the building of the reservoirs there (NMS Quarterly Letter,  1879;

Barrett, 1884, p.159). 

Virtually all traces of the navvy settlement which was established there in the late

1870s and early 1880s has since disappeared.

4.4.3 The Mission Building at Whitfield after 1910

After  the  Mission  Society  left  the  Whitfield  Syke  mill  site,  members  of  the

Wesleyan Chapel  in Embsay continued to hold religious services in the former

mission building, transporting their own harmonium up the track for the purpose.

(Bradford Telegraph and Argus, 1953).

This last remaining building on the Whitfield Syke mill site has an interesting and

varied history – from its role as a cotton warehouse, to being part of a “health

resort”, construction contractor’s offices and stores, a base for the Navvy Mission

Society, and as a Wesleyan meeting room. Within living memory it was used as a

shelter by local fishermen (Mason, 2011).

Nationally, there is little surviving physical evidence today of the Navvy Mission

Society – their tendency to use tin shacks and old barns, indeed whatever building

was available and cheap to rent, or alternatively, to build temporary wooden huts,

means that this may be the last extant Navvy Mission Society building.  

The last of the wooden huts used by the Society disappeared in 1980 (Sullivan,

1983, chapter 20), while the last known purpose-built navvy hut was demolished

just two years ago to make way for a new village hall (Jump, 2011). 
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It would be a sad state of affairs, therefore, to watch their old base at Embsay

collapse, as it surely will, unless steps are taken soon to conserve it. 

Fig. 4.5 The Mission building today – in a sad state of neglect © Alan Williams

Sadly, it is now a neglected and fast deteriorating relic, inaccessible because of its

dangerous state of disrepair, but home to a little owl. 

In  the  meantime,  the  Washburn  Heritage  Centre  Project,  in  planning  a  new

interpretation  centre  at  Fewston,  near  Lindley  Wood reservoir,  have erected a

permanent exhibition which will include a display on the life and work of Elizabeth

Garnett, which will raise the profile of this indefatigable woman and the influential

work of the Society.

4.5 Avenues for future research

During  the  research undertaken for  the UWHG’s  Whitfield  Project  in  2010 the

working group for documentary research found an extensive collection of primary

documents  which  deserve  more  attention,  scattered  between  a  number  of

archives. 
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Several themes have emerged which should be investigated as part of the history

not  only  of  the  Whitfield  site,  but  also  the  parish  of  Embsay-with-Eastby.  The

documentary research group will therefore continue to operate, as a working group

within UWHG, to collect and transcribe these primary sources. 

Possible subjects for further research include a landscape study, examining the

village’s relationship with Embsay and Barden Moors, mapping boundary stones,

boundary  walls  and  ditches,  evidence  for  stone  quarrying,  turf  cutting,  coal

extraction, bracken burning, sled runs and medieval trackways. 

Building on the work already carried out by Angus Winchester and others in the

Yorkshire  Dales (Winchester,  2000;  Whyte  &  Winchester,  2004;  Winchester  &

Straughton, 2010),  a comparative study of manorial  court  records will  focus on

how the stinted grazing on common land, including Embsay Pasture and the out-

commons on the moorland above, were managed by the tenant farmers. 

Using census returns and parish registers, a socio-demographic analysis of mill

workers and mill owners set within the context of a population study of the whole

parish would be interesting, particularly with regard to migration patterns. 

It is becoming clear that the local mill owners were highly influential in encouraging

the development of a strong non-conformist movement in the village.  The history

of  Church and Chapel  in  the  village also  includes the  Navvy Mission  Society,

which was actively involved at the Whitfield site during the construction of the

reservoir. 

A large number of archive documents await transcription and these will provide

information on changes in land ownership and tenancies, enclosures, and patterns

of  land  use.   Should  the  archives  of  the  Bolton  Abbey  Estate  ever  be  made

available,  the  study  would  benefit  greatly  from  access  to  a  wealth  of  further

documents on the socio-economic history of the parish and its historic landscape.
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5. RESULTS

5.1 Topographical Survey

5.1.1 Summary

A topographical survey was carried out on the site of the former Whitfield Syke

Cotton Mill, which recorded the remaining traces of the mill complex, with the row

of cottages and their gardens, five water storage ponds, a complex of linking water

channels and the natural stream courses.

5.1.2 Introduction

The aim of the survey was to record the ponds and channels which serviced the

water wheel(s) at Whitfield Syke Cotton Mill, together with what still remained of

the mill complex and the associated cottages.

The site is bounded by Embsay Reservoir to the south and Embsay Moor to the

north. The reservoir boundary wall  acts as a division, the land to the north being

owned by Bolton Abbey Estates and, that to the south, by Yorkshire Water. Only the

areas of moor which were considered to have a direct influence on the past water

management were included in the survey. (See Fig 5.1 overleaf).

The work was carried out by members of UWHG in the spring and early summer of

2010. The land to the north of the reservoir boundary wall was surveyed between

early February - as soon as the snow had melted - and mid April, to avoid the game

bird nesting season and the growth of vegetation. This area is on a steep hillside with

a considerable growth of bracken which, especially around the highest pond, leaves

a permanent dense matt of dead fronds, which may have obscured the more subtle

features.

The land to  the  south  of  the boundary wall  is  a  well-used open access area;

therefore dense vegetation did not present a problem. The survey work on this

section was extended from mid April into June when building work on the reservoir

required  the  water  level  to  be  lowered;  this  enabled  the  remains  of  the  mill

complex, normally under water, to be recorded.  
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2. Methods

Fig. 5.1  Map to show area of topographical survey (shaded yellow)                         © UWHG

Twenty fixed reference points were located by differential GPS using two Thales

ProMark 3 receivers to OS National Grid references to within 0.1m and these were

used to construct a series of tape baselines. 

Surveys were produced by a combination of tape offset and triangulation, and by

self-reducing alidade. The moor to the north of the boundary wall was planned at a

scale of 1:500. A more detailed plan was produced for the mill complex at a scale

of 1:200.

Since the survey area is on a considerable slope, a profile of  the hillside was

produced using a Satmap Active 10 GPS – this is displayed as Fig 5.2 (page 5.3)

giving an indication of the degree of incline involved.
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Fig.  5.2 Slope from present day reservoir  to emergence point  of  the Whitfield Syke spring  ©

UWHG

In Fig. 5.3 below, the course of the profile route is shown superimposed upon an

early edition Ordnance Survey map, which records one of the phases of the mill

buildings on the Whitfield Syke site.

Fig. 5.3 Profile route                   © UWHG

5.3

Note:  As  the  landscape
terrain  surrounding  and
above the former mill site
is  both  steep  in  places
and  divided  by  the
stream valleys in others,
it is not possible to reflect
accurately  all  the
undulations  and  profiles
of the area in question. 

The  profile  route
presented  here  is
representative of some of
the  major  features  that
are  salient  to  the  cotton
mill, showing the relative
heights  of  the  feeder
spring,  higher  mill-ponds
and the mill site itself.
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5.1.3. Results

Many  earlier  features  have  been  obscured  or  subjected  to  alteration  by  later

tipping of spoil. This could be from many sources such as the demolition of the

mill, building of the reservoir, recorded floods, construction of footpaths or simply a

convenient place to dispose of refuse and rubble.

The topographical  survey,  see Fig.  5.4  (page 5.5),  recorded four ponds to the

north of the boundary wall  (A, B, C, D) and one to the south (E), together with a

complex  network  of  water  channels.  A detailed  description  of  the  ponds  and

channels can be found in the section 6.2 on Water Management.

The  area  contained  by  the  southern  earthwork  bank  of  pond  B,  pond  D,  the

boundary wall and Moor Beck, has a number of pits of varying size which may

represent  the  holes  left  behind  when  isolated  boulders  have  been  quarried.

However, there was one much larger oval hollow cut back into the slope, with an

entrance at the lower end and upcast around the sides (F). This is suggestive of a

kiln structure possibly for the production of potash by burning bracken.

Apart from the fossilised remains in the boundary wall the cottages themselves are

only represented by a slight change in slope.  However, although the area has

been subjected to the tipping of spoil,  the outline of the western portion of the

gardens and parts of a garden path can still be clearly seen (G).  The area to the

east of the gardens has also been extensively tipped.

Above the waterline the site of the mill buildings is covered by demolition rubble,

however two standing sections of walling are still visible (H & J). On the shore line

and in the area normally under water several lengths of wall foundations can be

traced, also patches of asphalt, various pipes, valves and two enigmatic squares

of concrete. 

As is  shown in  the Mill  Development section (6.1),  by Fig.  6.7,  these remains

correlate well with what is known of the plan of the mill.
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Fig. 5.4 Combined topographical survey plan above reservoir water level     © UWHG

5.1.4 Conclusion

The  survey  showed  a  far  more  complex  water  management  system  than

anticipated,  which  reinforced the  historical  evidence that  sustaining  a  constant

water supply was a problem. It was not however possible to provide firm evidence

for the sequence of pond construction and usage.
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5. 2  Geophysical Survey 

Geophysical  surveys  were  carried  out  by  Kathryn  Ormston,  a  student  at  Bradford

University as part of her assignment for her MA degree. These took place during the last

two weeks of June 2010. Due to the nature of the terrain only the areas of the cottages

and their gardens, together with the area of the eastern mill building were surveyed.  

The  resistivity  survey  was  done  using  a  Geoscan  Research  RMX15  and  the

magnetometry survey using a Geoscan Research FM256 gradiometer. Both surveys

covered an area of twenty 10m x 10m grids, at a spacing of 1 metre. The results were

processed by Kathryn and the plans then superimposed on the 1893 – 1907 County

Series map. The area covered, together with the results is shown in Figs. 5.2.1 and

5.2.2.

The following report is an abridged and adapted version of that submitted by Kathryn.

5.2.1 Earth Resistance Survey

The Earth Resistance Survey shows a series of anomalies which appear in Fig. 5.5 as

follows: 

A shows a series of linear features which correlate with the walls of the cottages

and the  cottage gardens, as seen on the 1893 – 1907 County Series map.

B shows a negative reading ending abruptly in a sharp diagonal line. Further

readings may have to be taken before this can be interpreted.

C & D The anomaly  in  position  C shows a  positive  reading that  goes through and  

crosses the anomaly at position D. These readings link with pathways which can

be seen in Fig. 5.5 and also with data found in the magnetometry survey – see 

below.

E & F The high reading at E shows an oval anomaly surrounding the low reading of

feature F. The location of these coincide with the location of the mill building as 

shown in the  1893 – 1907 County Series map and probably relate in some way 

to this building.
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 Fig. 5.5 Earth resistance survey data superimposed on an enlarged version of the                                     

1893 – 1907 6” County Series map          © Kathryn Ormston / Ruth Spencer
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5.2.2 Magnetometry Survey

A series of anomalies were found during the magnetometry survey as noted in Fig. 5.6

of which the following are of interest:

A & B Anomalies at A located at the west end of the workers’ cottages give both positive

and negative readings. Further positive and negative readings particularly as  

seen at B appear  throughout  the survey. These could be indicating random  

building materials and loose stone from the demolition of the cottages.

C A curved  arc  approximately  three  metres  in  diameter,  and  twenty  metres  in  

length, coincides with that of position C in the Earth Resistance survey.

D & E Further curved features are indicated by positive and negative readings.

F An oval shaped anomaly of negative reading, which equates to a similar 

anomaly shown in the earth resistance survey.

5.2.3 Comparison of Earth Resistance and Magnetometry Surveys                                  

The anomalies identified from each of the surveys confirm the layout of the mill and the 

cottages with their gardens as shown on the 1893 – 1907 County Series map. 

Much of the area is masked by the large amount of demolition material tipped onto the

site, as indicated by both surveys. The anomaly at C also shown on both surveys is

open to interpretation, although suggestive of a pathway. The oval shape of E and F,

which coincides with the mill building, suggests this may be part of the original building

or the outcome of its demolition.  The area in the vicinity of D as shown in both surveys

coincides with a square feature on the 1893 – 1907 County Series map, two of the walls

of which are in evidence at the present time. This was indicative of some small building

related to the mill – possibly a latrine. 

The geophysical surveys have confirmed the details as seen in the 1893 – 1907 6”

County Series map,  but  it  would be interesting to  investigate  further  the unresolved

anomalies.
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 Fig.5.6 Magnetometry survey data superimposed on an enlarged version of the                             

         1893 – 1907 6” County Series map      © Kathryn Ormston / Ruth Spencer
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5.3  The Field Walls of Whitfield Area

The stone field walls around Whitfield are typical of the Pennine Craven area but

they have to be seen in a wider context, since the Embsay township land divisions

that they surround go back centuries.  The hamlet was built against the head-dyke

wall of the former Embsay Pasture, but spilt over on to Embsay Moor. The walls

have significance to these two land units and to Crookrise to the west. The walls

survey was an observational one with features recorded on a plan (see Fig.5.7).  

Fieldwork shows that the surviving field walls near the reservoir are of different

construction and dates, and earlier than the hamlet, whilst the distinctive reservoir

walls date to about 1909.  Documentary sources, old maps and field names help

confirm field boundary dates.  Today, vegetation differences still highlight two types

of land use at Whitfield that are separated by the substantial old wall; the enclosed

grasslands of old Embsay Pasture on the south and  the unenclosed, rougher,

heather and bracken-covered Embsay Moor to the north.  

5.3.1  Embsay Pasture

19th century  maps  (O.S.  and  Tithe  Award)  show  that  Embsay  Pasture  once

covered a large area.  It  is  now divided up by straight  walls  into  a number  of

privately owned fields, eleven of which retain the field name Embsay Pasture. It

was probably a medieval pasture enclosed from the moor with the large head-dyke

ditch on the north side topped by a wall of clearance boulders.   To the west the

village Pasture formed a boundary with the Duke of Devonshire‘s land.  This wall

is still of clearance boulders with a slight bank, but is less massive than the north

boundary  wall.  Until  the  late  18th century  it  remained  a  large,  open  and

communally-used close in which villagers held stint rights (rights to graze limited

numbers of animals) controlled by Bylawmen. 

The  medieval  Pasture  close  provided  a  category  of  land  between  the  open

moorland grazing commons above and the enclosed arable fields and meadows

on the lower land below. Evidence of former arable fields are seen south of Hill

Top and at Oddacres, and the top of those fields is marked by a large wall with

upright orthostats (large upright stones) perhaps pre-1300 in date.
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This probably formed the medieval boundary between arable fields and Embsay

Pasture, although some lower pasture land had already been enclosed into fields

about 1700. Details of the short length of Embsay Pasture wall at Whitfield are

recorded below.

5.3.2  Embsay Moor

North of the wall that defines Embsay Pasture is the rough grass and heather of

Stonycliff  Bottom on Embsay Moor.  In the past moors had a number of uses,

including rights of summer grazing, gathering bracken and the getting of  building

materials.  There is evidence of these uses but they were not recorded for this

survey.  

The  quarrying  remains  are  extensive  and  need  further  investigation  but  the

evidence is clearly visible from Whitfield.  As Stewards of the Manor of Embsay

since 1310, the Cliffords of Skipton Castle probably retained the mineral rights on

Embsay Moor. The castle had been neglected and in 1422 was in need of great

repair (Clay, J.W., Y.A.J., vol. 18, 1905, p.366). A number of rebuilds were carried

out in 1437 and between 1485 and 1523; and circa 1536 the inner bailey was

improved and a new hall built. (The marriage of Henry Clifford to the King’s niece

is  thought  to  have  prompted  improvements).   The  stone  in  1437  came  from

Stanerigg (now Stone Ridge) on Embsay Moor (Moorhouse, S., p.334). The signs

of extensive early stone working are still there near the Crookrise wall, just above

Whitfield.  There are part-cut blocks of landslip sandstone, some perched up on

end. Some are scribed-out for cutting into large blocks. There are wedge marks

but no evidence of plug and feathers from 19th century quarrying. 

There are impressively deep entrenched sled-runs to Crag End (now Crag Nook

farm). Some cut across earlier ones as quarrying extended higher up the moor.   

There are also old coal pits in the Millstone Grit rocks below Stanerigg. Similar

small coal seams on Skipton Moor were worked from about 1610 and leased from

the Cliffords of Skipton castle (Clifford of Skipton Papers).
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There are a number of gates or roads crossing the moor (Westgate and Bolton

Carlgates  along the  head-dyke as  well  as  Bolton  Priory’s  road to  its  lands  in

Malham).
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5.3.3  Crookrise Park

Visible  from Whitfield  is  Crookrise  Park  that  makes up the  west  part  of  Embsay

township. It is adjacent to Embsay Moor and Embsay Pasture. This was a demesne

deer  park  with  farms that  belonged to  the  Cliffords  of  Skipton  Castle.   It  is  first

mentioned in 1422 (Clay, 1905, p.366). The higher parts of the Crookrise wall are

probably  medieval  being  an old  type of  construction  with  orthostats  in  the  base,

similar to the Pasture wall.  

The wall also incorporates other medieval structures. The park had lodges but land

later  became leased  out  and  by  1673  included  the  “great  pasture  closes  called

Skyrakes, Crookrise and Haggs” (Clay, 1905, p.405). These names survive today as

farmsteads set amongst very large pasture fields below the rocky crags of Crookrise.

At the time of the Tithe Award map (1847) the west wall  of  Embsay Pasture still

separated the fields of Embsay village from the farms of the Duke of Devonshire, and

their ancestors, the Cliffords. 

5.3.4  Features of the west-east wall at Whitfield

At Whitfield (see Fig. 5.7 for an overall plan) the wall forms a short length of a much

longer wavy old wall making a substantial feature separating the steep open moor on

the north from enclosed pastures on the south (Fig.5.8).  The 1849 O.S. map records

this wall line as an old administrative boundary, although the category of boundary is

unclear without a map key. 

This boundary wall with head-dyke forms the moor edge above Halton, Eastby and

Embsay and then turns northward above Crookrise. All of this boundary has evidence

of high, wide, straight-sided, clearance boulder walling that is likely to be medieval in

origin.  Such walling is quite different from “traditional”, A-shaped profile, 19 th century

walling.

The head-dyke through Whitfield still retains a bank topped by the boulder wall, and

an outer ditch remains along parts of  its length. The wall  has been much rebuilt

during the period of the mill settlement and renewed again for the Reservoir about

1909, but the wall base on a bank, is still substantial.
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Fig . 5.8 The Pasture wall at Whitfield              © Alison Armstrong

Near Crag End (now Crag Nook), beyond the reservoir property,  a short section of

the Pasture wall is better preserved and still stands 1.68 metres high, on a  bank and

with an external  ditch.  Projecting coverstones also survive here and these would

prevent livestock or wild animals jumping over. The wall is thick with a base over a

metre wide and in parts still straight -sided rather than A-shaped.

5.3.5  Wall construction

The  wall  construction, in  spite  of  much  rebuilding,  is  still  largely  of  un-tooled

sandstone  clearance  boulders,  over  25cm long,  with  smaller  cobbles  and  some

erratic limestone boulders that reflect the boulder clay covering on the site. The older

walling lacks upward grading into smaller stones (except where rebuilt) and there are

no filling stones or projecting through-stones that characterise walls built  after the

18th century. Beyond the reservoir this wall is better preserved, but at Whitfield what

mostly survives of older work is a bank with a wall base of large clearance boulders

and some large upright orthostats (Fig. 5.9). 

All this indicates the probable medieval age of the wall on the bank and perhaps a

pre-1350 date for the orthostat construction.
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Fig.5.9 The boulder wall with orthostats on a bank                             © Alison Armstrong

Parts  of  the  wall  near  the  Whitfield  hamlet  have  been  rebuilt  of  coursed  stone,

sometimes squared with a hammer and with projecting through-stones. The reservoir

boundary walls were given “buck and doe” topstones, also known as “scotch-tops”,

typical of the period circa 1909.  

F

ig. 5.10  Re-used stone “scotch-tops”                © Alison Armstrong
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Broken  stones  from  the  demolished  buildings  were  re-used,  including  pieces  of

dressed  gritstone  window  surrounds  and  tooled  sandstone  flagstones;  probably

pantry shelves or flooring (Fig. 5.10). 

Some of the re-used stone can be dated to about 1800 from the Georgian margin-

dressing.

5.3.6  Wall-heads

Wall-heads or vertical walling joins are seen at intervals (Fig. 5.11). These may reflect

use as stinted pasture when stint holders were responsible for the upkeep of certain

lengths of wall, or perhaps indicate medieval wall-builders.  Two wall-heads appear to

be marked with crosses.  Regular wall-heads to the east of the site are marked with a

variety of symbols. A detailed survey of the wall heads is recommended as a future

project. 

Fig.5.11  Wall-head joint             © Alison Armstrong

5.3.7  Stone stoops

Stone stoops for  field  gates  are  of  several  types and probably  reused.  Well-cut,

margin-dressed stoops with round tops, in a Georgian style, are not paired (Fig.5.12).

Old photographs show the cottage gardens with similar gateposts.  There are also

rough gritstone gateposts of 18th century date which may be salvaged from drowned

walls. 
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One of the oldest types, retaining a square hole to support a harr-hung gate is built

into the wall near the revetted stream channel (see location 5 on Fig.5.7).

Fig. 5.12  A cottage gatepost re-used                          © Alison Armstrong 

5.3.8  Pasture Lane

Pasture Lane up to the moor went out of use after being flooded by the reservoir but

its blocked gateways remain in the head-dyke wall at the lane top, below a funnel of

hollow-ways and near Westgate Well  (Fig.5.13).  The gateway has rough gritstone

slab gateposts, perhaps 18th century in date. 

5.3.9  Westgate Well

To the east is Westgate Well on the moor near the top of old Pasture Lane which has

a structure around it, and may be an old named watering place.  
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Fig.5.13  Pasture Lane blocked gateway              © Alison Armstrong

5.3.10  Sheep Wash-fold

The sheep wash-fold and wash-pool at Embsay Beck, north east of Whitfield, had

been in place long enough to give a place name, Washfold Hill, recorded on the 1849

O.S. map. The site of the demolished, narrow sheep-fold built against the moor wall

is reduced to some projecting stones. It may be of late 18 th Century date when large

flocks of sheep began to be kept.  Boulder-lined edges to the beck indicate the site of

the wash-pool.  
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5.3.11 Whitfield Cottages 

Buildings for  Whitfield  Syke mill  were constructed against  the Pasture head-dyke

wall,  below the mill’s  water catchment.  Although demolished for the reservoir,  the

building plans are recorded on old maps and their frontages on old photographs. All

that remains today are some rear walls which are now incorporated as part of a much

rebuilt boundary wall. Drawn surveys have helped interpret the remains (See Figs.

5.14 - 5.16). 

A description follows from west to east.

 At the west end beyond the dam is a detached building, possibly a stable and not

domestic. It is of well-coursed squared gritstone rubble. It has a tall cut-stone 19 th

century door jamb remaining at the east end with the hinge pins still  in place. Its

inside wall is mortared and there is a small lantern-hole recess at the east end. The

building is a late addition, not present in 1849 (O.S. map survey).  “Buck and doe”

topstones, circa 1909, include stonework from the demolished buildings.     

 The dam to the east  has a thick and battered A-shaped wall  of  boulders and

rounded gritstone rubble with drainage openings.  Re-used flagstones now make up

the wall topstones.   

 East  of  the  dam are  remains  of  another  structure  built  just  south  of  the  wall.

(Fig.5.16). There was access at the back through a gateway to reach the dam on the

moor. Gate hinges, a gatepost and blocked-up gateway remain. This building corner

has pecked and squared gritstone blocks of larger size, indicating better quality. The

edge of a long opening, perhaps for a stair window or doorway marks the end of the

remains. This seems to be a fragment of a larger building that was once attached to

the  row  of  cottages  with  a  covered  passageway  between  them.  Its  site  is  now

replaced  by  a  timber  fence  that  perhaps  gave  road  access  during  the  reservoir

construction. Old photographs (Rowley collection) show this building to have large

doors at the front and a large smoking roof chimney, so perhaps it was a warehouse

or mill  building. The embanked earthworks, seen north of the fence, match those

shown on the OS maps.   
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Fig.5.17  The back sculleries (kitchens) of a pair of cottages with windows         © Alison Armstrong

 Next is the row of cottages. The first building that now remains has two rear

stone-surround windows of the first half of the 19th century (Fig. 5.17).  This was a

pair  of  cottages and the back wall  has evidence of  a dividing wall  and a lantern

alcove in each house wall. Lead water pipes suggest a scullery (kitchen) and the

walls were cement-rendered inside. The north exterior wall is of mixed rubble with

rough pecked gritstone quoins. The quoins suggest this might be one of the earlier

houses as do the thicker walls of 55-60 cm. The OS map shows that on the west side

was a covered passage and the hooks for gates still remain in the west wall showing

the position of the passage.  

 The next  structure appears to  be a garden wall  that  projects northward but

abuts  the  previous  house.  The walling  is  of  neat  small  squared gritstone blocks

coursed-up with flagstones. The house that stood here has gone but it was narrow

and perhaps an infill between two better, earlier houses. 

  Next  is  the  adjoining  house and the  projecting  back wall  of  a  pantry.  The

straight-joints suggest this was built before the adjoining cottages were tacked on to

it at each side. The walling is of coursed, pinkish gritstone cobbles.  The walls are

thin at 40-45 cm, suggesting a late or poor structure.   
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 The maps  show that  the  house  was  L-shaped  with  the  narrow rear  pantry

projecting into a small rear yard. Photographs (Rowley collection) show this was a

two-bay, double-fronted, better house with central front door, and probably for a mill

manager. It later became tea rooms.       

 

 The next house remains only as yard walling with a blocked up gateway on to

the moor. The yard walling was of clearance cobbles, but the raised walling, built by

the Council workmen, is quite different and of well-coursed stonework, probably re-

used from demolition stone.       

 The last cottage remains as a yard wall of cobbles with raised work in cobble

and flag with quoins. The west end wall is a slim 40 cm with small quoins. In plan this

house was built sideways on and projected southward beyond the line of cottages,

with a front door facing west. It had a small pantry at the east side with a back door.

The cottages end here, but joints in the wall and a mass of midden waste suggest

that there may have been privvies and ash-pits here. 

5.3.12  Late 18th century division walls

In  the  late  18th century  the  old  communal  Embsay Pasture  was  divided  up  by

agreement with new walls and given to individual farmers.  Short lengths of these

dividing  walls  are  truncated  by  the  new  reservoir  road  on  the  west  side  of  the

reservoir.   They are low and slim, and of clearance cobbles, and roughly-dressed

sandstone rubble, and typical of their date. The Tithe Award map (1847) shows these

fields to have been arable and meadow, possibly because they are on better drained

gritstone, so stock-proof walls were not essential.
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5.3.13. Reservoir walling 

The  Reservoir  walling  is  distinctive  where  it  was  new-built  along  the  roadsides.

Random coursing, with rather large squared “bricks” or blocks of rock-faced gritstone,

uses small snecks to keep the stonework in level courses (see Fig.5.18). 

Fig. 5.18  Reservoir walling circa 1909               © Alison Armstrong

The gritstone is reputed to come from Pool in Wharfedale and much of it has become

reddened by algae. The wall profile is straight-sided with roughly rounded capstones.

Older walls were partly rebuilt.  In 1909 the moor wall  was “overhauled” with new

“buck  and  doe”  topstones  or  “scotch-tops”.  The  Council  had  the  buildings

demolished, and thin stones from windows and paving were recycled for the walls

(Fig. 5.10).

. 
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5.4 Botanical Survey

5.4.1 Aims and objectives

In  response  to  a  request  from YDNPA for  a  botanical  survey  to  supplement  the

archaeological  survey,  two  members  of  the  Upper  Wharfedale  Heritage  Group

agreed to carry out a year-long study over the site, which they did with the assistance

of three other members.

The primary purpose of the botanical survey was to identify any rare plants on the

site, define the habitat types present, and to determine the typicality or uniqueness of

the site within the overall context of Craven and the West Riding of Yorkshire. It was

also intended to contribute to the investigation of the historic landscape in the area,

with particular regard to the impact of past industrial activity and its more modern use

as a public amenity.

The area is divided by a long dry stone wall,  which although much repaired, has

medieval  origins. It  was therefore interesting to make a direct  comparison of two

distinct  plant  communities,  which  have  developed  over  several  centuries,  under

different land management regimes, separated only by this wall.

The  main  interest  lay  in  the  impact  of  the  mill  site  and  subsequent  reservoir

construction, and, more recently, the opening up of the area to public access. This is

now a  popular  walking  area,  and is  busy throughout  the  year,  especially  on  the

reservoir side of the wall.

5.4.2 Survey team

The  Upper  Wharfedale  Heritage  Group  is  primarily  an  archaeology  field  work

organisation,  without  previous  experience  of  botanical  surveying.   However,  the

volunteers  were  provided  with  invaluable  support  and  practical  guidance  from

botanist Heather Burrow, who contributed to the identification of species in the field. 
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Fig. 5.19 The mill complex         © Alan WIlliams

5.4.3 Zoning

For the purposes of the survey the site was divided into micro-habitats, indicating

general changes in vegetation (Figs. 5.20 & 5.21). These habitat zones were based

on  visual  identification  of  significant  variations  in  vegetation  communities,  or

identifiable man-made features which clearly had an impact on the plant life.  

A grid  sampling  method was not  used as  a  comprehensive  survey was desired,

which  would  highlight  the  heterogeneous  and  amorphous  nature  of  the  site.  An

approach similar to that of the Phase 1 Habitat Survey (JNCC, 2010) was therefore

adopted,  using  a  coloured  mapping  technique,  accompanied  by  notes  and

descriptive report.

5.4.4 Soil and water 

Soil and water pH tests were carried out using the Westminster Soil pH testing kit

(WestMeters Ltd) and Tenax Pond Test kit (Tenax UK Ltd).
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Fig. 5.20 Northern habitat zones map (moorside)                            © Jane Lunnon / Alan Williams        

Note: Copies of the habitat zone maps can be found on the accompanying CD     

 – zoom in for greater detail.
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5.4.5.Species lists

For each of the habitat zones a list was compiled of all species of flowering plants

found there during the course of one year. Each habitat zone was surveyed at least

once every calendar month between March and September 2010. For each species

within a habitat zone, a frequency indicator was allocated. This was based on the

principles of the DAFOR scale of Dominant,  Abundant,  Frequent,  Occasional  and

Rare occurrence (see Appendix 7.6, p.7.44 for an explanation of how these were

defined). Every effort was made to identify all sub-species wherever possible. The

primary authority text used in the field was Rose and O’Reilly (2006). 

Each flowering plant species was mapped according to its frequency within each

habitat zone – examples of these distribution maps can be found in Appendix 7.8,

p.7.57 and the full collection is on the CD accompanying this report.

For ease of reading, vernacular names for plant species are used in the main body of

this  report.  However,  in  discussing  the application of  the  Phase 1 Broad Habitat

Classification scheme (see 5.4.15) to the site, Latin names are included to affirm the

relevance of the scheme. Latin names for all the species identified in the survey are

also provided in the species list in Appendix 7.5., p.7.40. 

The initial objective to list all plants was modified after a couple of months into the

survey,  due  to  time  constraints  and  the  lack  of  the  volunteer  team’s  botanical

expertise. Lichens, mosses, fungi,  grasses, ferns and allied plants have therefore

largely been excluded from this report, and will be surveyed separately in the near

future for a supplementary report.
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5.4.6 Photography

Time  constraints  also  meant  that  the  photographic  record  has  been  less

comprehensive than initially planned.  It was decided that quality rather then quantity

was  more  important,  and  attention  has  been  focused  on  a  selective  sample  of

species. Digital SLR cameras were used, shooting in RAW format, with the images

later converted to JPG. Each of the selected plants was photographed in situ within

their  immediate  context,  as  well  as  in  close-up  for  detail,  both  with  and  without

photographic scales. No plants were uprooted and no studio shots taken, except for

some grass, fungi and moss samples. 

Fig. 5.22 Germander speedwell                  © Alan Williams
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5.4.7 Evaluation – reservoir side

This is essentially a public amenity area, particularly popular with local residents and

dog  walkers.  All  year,  it  is  usually  quite  busy  throughout  the  week,  and  is

consequently criss-crossed with footpaths, although there are no metalled or gravel

paths  except  for  short  stretches  on  either  side  of  the  footbridge  near  the  old

sheepwash at the eastern end. This grassland area has not been intensively grazed

for 100 years (although some limited sheep grazing took place within living memory).

But  before  the  building  of  the reservoir,  it  was common pasture  land,  grazed by

sheep and cattle since the medieval period. During the late 19 th century part of the

grassland area was used for arable and meadow.  There does not appear to have

been any significant land-management taking place in this area since 1910.

Lying between the moorside boundary wall and the reservoir, the area is comprised

of  a  complex  mosaic  of  habitat  zones,  with  repetition  of  some  vegetation

communities in different locations across the site.

 

A total  of  112 species of flowering plants were identified across this area over a

period of one year (see Appendix 7.5). 

The  western  section  is  an  open  area,  on  a  south-facing  slope,  intersected  by

footpaths, and narrow water courses some of which are fast-flowing, while others are

little  more  than  marshy  runs  which  dry  up  in  the  summer.   These  acidic  water

courses, bringing water down from the moorland slopes above, are largely hidden

beneath dense rush beds, dominated by Soft rush, Hard rush, Marsh horsetail and

Marsh pennywort.  Amongst  the rush beds can be found frequent  occurrences of

Cuckoo flower, Greater and Common bird’s foot trefoil, Creeping forget-me-not, and

Marsh willowherb. 
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Fig. 5.23  General view of the habitat zones to the west of the mill site                      © Alan Williams 

The  drier  areas  are  characterised  by  Tormentil,  Mouse-ear  chickweed,  Creeping

buttercup, Sheep and Common sorrel (the majority of the sorrel plants do not mature

into  flower),  Cat’s  ear  and  Heath  bedstraw.  There  are  several  large  and  small

patches  dominated  by  Marsh  and  Creeping  thistle.  Less  frequent  are  Harebell,

Meadow  buttercup,  Germander  speedwell  and  Field  forget-me-not.  In  the  late

summer  a  good  variety  of  grasses  carpet  extensive  areas  across  the  site  –  a

complete survey of these is yet to be undertaken, but it is already clear that Wavy

hair  grass,  Tufted  hair  grass,  Sweet  vernal  grass,  Cocksfoot,  Crested  dog’s  tail,

Yorkshire fog and Bent species are widespread.

Large expanses of the grassland here is under-developed in terms of vegetation –

Zone W.03 is almost a monoculture, except for the occasional Tormentil. The grass

here does not grow more than a few centimetres high, and does not flower.  The

reason for this is unclear, but is probably due to localised soil conditions.
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Similarly,  Zone  W.04  appears  devoid  of  a  significant  presence  of  flowers  and

flowering grasses, apart from Mouse-ear chickweed and Heath bedstraw, although

there is a sparse scattering of some small, low-lying, flowers such as Germander and

Thyme-leaved speedwell,  White  clover  and  Sorrel.  Around the  fringes there  is  a

transitional belt of Soft rush, Yorkshire fog and Bracken.

Elsewhere, Bracken is creeping in from the moorside by the boundary wall.  Isolated

Common ragwort plants are appearing in several places, but are often uprooted by

passing walkers, and do not pose a great threat at the moment. There are a few

discrete nettle patches, indicating disturbed ground, such as the large hollow by the 

west wall, which has been used in the past as a rubbish tip. Small pieces of broken

crockery and shellfish can still be found here.

5.4.8 Evaluation – mill site

The pattern is more fragmented around the mill site itself – human disturbance over

two centuries has created slightly varying conditions, resulting in an irregular mosaic

of  small  habitat  zones.   Whereas  in  the  western  side  of  the  area,  the  main

distinguishing factor is the complex of water courses coming down off the moor, the

eastern side is dominated by the impact of intensive water management, the mill and

cottage buildings, and their subsequent demolition, followed by the construction of

large reservoir embankments. 

The open grass areas include the footprints of the terrace of mill workers’ cottages

and associated gardens. All evidence of garden plants has disappeared, apart from

foxgloves (although these are now all growing well away from the original garden

plots). Local residents recall some herbs surviving into the 1990s, but even these

have now gone. This area is now dominated by small flowering wild species such as

Germander speedwell, Mouse-ear chickweed, White clover, Eyebright, Sheep sorrel,

Field forget-me-not, Tormentil, Creeping buttercup, Heath bedstraw, Common nettle

and a variety of grasses.

A series of mounds to the north east of the mill site, are likely to overlie rubble from

the demolition of the cottages and various mill buildings, dumped there about 100

years ago. Consequently, the vegetation on these is quite sparse, consisting mainly

of Yorkshire fog, Creeping thistle and Germander speedwell.
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Where the beck runs out from the mill  pond towards the reservoir,  an interesting

habitat is created between two short sections of wall, just two metres apart (Zone

M.04, Archaeological Gazetteer 203). Here, in “The Pit” the fast-flowing stream runs

over a stony bed. 

The variety of plants here is limited, but quite dense – Common nettle, Soft rush,

Mouse-ear chickweed, Common sorrel, Dandelion, Creeping buttercup, Broad-leaved

dock and White clover. 

“The Pit” is however, notable for the presence of species, which although not rare for

the Craven area, were not found elsewhere within our survey – a species of Liverwort

(Conocephalum conicum), Dog violet, Tansy and Prickly sow thistle. Here too, are a

variety of lichens and mosses, which have yet to be studied in detail.

Fig. 5.24   “The Pit”                     © Alan WIlliams

The southern half of the mill pond immediately west of the former warehouse, is still

waterlogged. In the winter the water depth is several centimetres, but in summer can

dry out to create a swampy, or even only slightly marshy, area. Dominated by a thick

bed of Marsh pennywort, the pond also supports a dense community of tall plants –

most notably Water horsetail, Jointed rush and Soft rush. 
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Around the edges are thick beds of Common nettle, interspersed with Yorkshire fog,

Meadow  buttercup,  Sheep  sorrel,  Broad-leaved  dock,  Tufted  hair  grass  and

Cocksfoot  grass.  The  northern  half  of  the  former  mill  pond  (Zone  M.01,

Archaeological Gazetteer 210) has been filled in, probably with demolition debris as

well as sludge from the Great Flood of 1908.  Within living memory of some local

residents, further material of unspecified nature was added. 

The platform thus created is still quite damp in places, as indicated by some large

patches of Sphagnum moss and Marsh horsetail, while on the better-drained grassier

areas, there is a general scattering of Creeping buttercup, Germander speedwell,

Self  heal,  Field  forget-me-not,  Mouse-ear  chickweed,  Marsh thistle  and Common

nettle.

The open grass area by the reservoir  foreshore (Zone M.11) is  well-trampled by

walkers bringing their  dogs to play in the shallow waters of the north side of the

reservoir. It is here that part of the mill once stood, and no doubt this also accounts

for the discrete patches of nettle and rush which stand within an area where the

grass does not grow higher than a few centimetres throughout the year. 

The steeper slopes of the reservoir embankments (Zones E.01 and E.02), only just

over  a  century  old,  near  the  Sheepwash  bridge,  produce  the  widest  variety  of

species.  The south facing slope on the north  side of  the Embsay Beck outlet  in

particular (Zone E.01), supports a rich community of rushes, grasses and flowering

plants. 

5.4.9 Evaluation – moor side

On  the  north  side  of  the  boundary  wall  lies  Barden  Moor,  part  of  the  Duke  of

Devonshire’s Bolton Abbey Estate. This moorland is managed for sheep grazing and

grouse  shooting.  Other  major  impact  factors  include  public  access  and  water

management systems for the mill. A bridleway runs alongside the boundary wall, then

between the mill ponds, and is quite well-used by horse-riders. The mill ponds still

contain standing water or are at least waterlogged.
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The upper slopes of the moor are increasingly carpeted in Bracken, giving way to

heather moorland as the terrain levels out to over 300 metres above sea level. As a

public access area,  this is popular  with  ramblers.  The moor is criss-crossed with

footpaths and sheep tracks, overlying much older sled runs, trackways and water

courses. 

The botanical survey on this side of the boundary wall extended about 50 metres

northwards, over the moorland fringe, below the main bracken line. This area is an

integral part of the mill  site, having been intensively managed throughout the 19 th

century (and possibly much earlier) for the water supplies. Possibly because of this

intensive water management over a long period, the ground conditions vary in the

degree of waterlogging,  being very boggy in patches, yet relatively dry in others.

There are at least four mill dams within this small area, which formerly fed water to

Whitfield Syke Mill.  

The  habitat  zones  on this  side  of  the  wall  are  to  a  large  extent  defined  by  the

archaeology of the water management.  The mill  ponds and embankments create

particular vegetation communities as pockets within the more characteristic bracken

moorland around them.  The boundary wall, which has stood on this site probably

since the early monastic period, creates small shaded areas and hence another set

of  small  vegetation  communities,  distinct  from  the  bracken  moor  and  the  boggy

areas. At the eastern end, where the mill beck feeds the present-day reservoir, the

vegetation has been affected by floods – in particular, the devastating flood in 1908,

which scoured the gully leaving large scars in the landscape. 

Also influential here was the building of the weir and outlet to the reservoir. These

scarred areas and the waterlogged banks of the Embsay Moor Beck form their own

mini-habitats.
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Fig. 5.25. Mill ponds on Embsay Moor                  © Alan Williams

Thus,  while  the  upper  slopes  of  Embsay  Moor  correspond  to  Upland  heathland

habitats  as  described  by  the  UK  Biodiversity  Action  Plan  (UKBAP)  -  typically

dominated  by  Ling  heather,  Bilberry,  Crowberry,  Bell  heather  –  the  survey  was

restricted to the lower fringes of the moor,  where it  meets the mill  dams and the

boundary wall. This is an area dominated by a mosaic of Bracken, acidic water, and

bogs, plus shaded areas by the boundary wall which are characterised by Common

stinging  nettle,  Mouse-ear  chickweed,  Common chickweed,  Soft  rush and Marsh

thistle.
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Of particular interest were the main mill ponds, each of which has its own character

(See Appendix, Archaeological Gazetteer page 7.27  Northern mill ponds):

5.4.10 Evaluation – mill pond 

(Zone P02.7, Archaeological Gazetteer 104) 

The westernmost and smallest of the three major ponds behind the boundary wall,

feeds a narrow fast-flowing beck. The surrounding embankments and marshy areas

around  the  pond  provide  additional  habitat  zones  with  their  own  character.

Botanically this is the most interesting of the three mill ponds, as the sphagnum moss

beds around the pond fringes support colonies of Round leaved sundew, Bogbean,

and Lousewort.

5.4.11 Evaluation – mill pond 

(Zone P01.2, Archaeological Gazetteer 120)

This large reservoir, fed by a fast-flowing but narrow beck from the moor above, is

bounded to the south by a high man-made embankment, but the north side has an

open aspect. On this side there are quite large marshy areas, which are carpeted in

sphagnum moss. These proved too inaccessible for close inspection of the flora.

The eastern half of the reservoir (Zone P01.1, Archaeological Gazetteer 119) was

used as a tip during the construction of Embsay Reservoir and for the excess cleared

out after the flood of 1908. Additional refuse may also have been dumped here in

later years. This infilled area rises high above the water level, and is well compacted. 

The vegetation here, 100 years later, is still under-developed, consisting mostly of

Creeping and Spear thistle (many of which do not grow to full height or flower), and

Eyebright. Around the edges of this tip platform are patches of Soft and Hard rush

creating a buffer zone against the encroaching Bracken.

A  large  area  of  grass  (Zone  B.08) between  the  “Tip”  platform  (Zone  P01.1,

Archaeological Gazetteer 119) and the banks of the Embsay Moor Beck appears at

first to be a characterless expanse of closely sheep-cropped grass. Close inspection

throughout  the  year,  however,  reveals  occasional  fungi  specimens,  and  in  the

summer a thin carpet of a small species of Eyebright, as well as Tormentil and Self

heal.
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5.4.12 Evaluation – mill pond 

(Zone P03.2, Archaeological Gazetteer 105) 

Standing immediately behind the boundary wall, this pond is becoming choked with

vegetation, mostly soft rush. This extends over the surrounding embankments, where

the Soft rush mixes with Hard rush, Mouse-ear chickweed, Self heal and Tormentil.

For a detailed list (with Latin botanical names) of all the species recorded across the

whole survey area, and sample maps of species distribution, see Appendices 7.5 and

7.8 respectively. The full collection of species distribution maps can be found on the

CD accompanying this report.

5.4.13 National and Regional context

It must be stressed that the survey team were novices in botanical studies and the

following conclusions should therefore be considered as highly speculative.

5.4.14 Broad Habitats classification

With reference to the Biodiversity Broad Habitats classification scheme devised by

the UK Biodiversity Group (Jackson, 2000),  the survey site contains the following

habitats:

The reservoir  side is  semi-improved grassland (having  been managed as  stinted

grazing land before 1795, and grazed by sheep to a limited extent since then), and

could  therefore  be  matched  to  the  Broad  Habitat  Type  of  Neutral  (mesotrophic)

grassland.  With a soil pH of 6.0 it could also be said to match the Acid grassland

Type, a match reinforced by the widespread presence of Bent grass species, Wavy

hair grass and herbs (Tormentil, Sheep sorrel and Heath bedstraw).

On the moorside, the Broad Habitat Type of Bracken is dominant on the slopes of the

moorland fringe, and is encroaching upon the area included in the Whitfield Syke

survey. However, the complex of mill ponds has created its own range of habitats,

including three matching the Standing Water Broad Habitat type. The three larger mill

ponds on the moor (Archaeological Gazetteer 104, 105, 120) give an acidic reading

of pH 5.0.
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The  Rivers  and  Streams  Broad  Habitat  type  can  also  be  identified  in  several

locations on both the moorside and reservoir side of the survey site, as there are

several  free-flowing  narrow  water  channels  feeding  the  mill  ponds  and  Embsay

Reservoir. 

Separating the moorside and reservoir side, the boundary wall can be regarded as a

Broad Habitat Type (Boundary and Linear Features) in its own right.

5.4.15 Phase 1 Habitat Classification

Under  the more  detailed  Phase 1  Habitat  Classification  scheme (JNCC, rev.  ed.

2010), Broad Habitats types B and C can be identified.

Habitat type B is applied to grassland and marsh, including semi-improved grassland.

Type B1 (acidic grassland), normally regarded as species-poor, includes wet acidic

grassland. 

Although soil tests indicate a pH of 6.0, large patches on the Whitfield Syke site are a

close  match,  with  a  plant  community  including  Juncus  squarrosus  (Heath  rush),

Deschampsia flexuosa (Wavy hair grass), Nardus stricta (Mat grass), Galium saxatile

(Heath bedstraw), Rumex acetosella (Sheep’s sorrel), and less than 25% dwarf shrub

cover.  

Type  B2  (neutral  grassland)  includes  a  sub-category  of  grasslands  which  are

periodically  water-logged  or  permanently  moist.  In  the  case  of  Whitfield,  several

narrow  water  courses  create  waterlogged  areas,  which  fit  into  this  category.

Indicative  plants  include  Alopecurus  pratensis (Meadow  foxtail),  Arrhenatherum

elatius (False oat grass), Cynosurus cristatus (Crested dog’s tail), Dactylis glomerata

(Cocksfoot  grass),  Deschampsia  cespitosa (Tufted  hair  grass),  Glyceria species

(Sweet grasses), Juncus effuses (Soft rush), Juncus inflexus (Hard rush), and Holcus

lanatus (Yorkshire fog).

Type B4 (improved grassland) did not appear to be a close match on the reservoir

side, but there are some signs in the vegetation that the enclosed, pastoral fields

here before the construction of the reservoir, were probably improved to some extent

in  the  18th and 19th centuries,  although not  under  the  more  intensive  agricultural

conditions of the 20th and 21st centuries. 
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Plant species associated with B4 which can be found at Whitfield include  Rumex

species  (Dock  family),  Urtica  dioica (Common nettle),  Cirsiurn species  (including

Spear,  Creeping  and  Marsh  thistles),  Cynosurus  cristatus (Crested  dog’s  tail),

Rumex acetosa (Common sorrel), and Ranunculus acris (Meadow buttercup). 

Broad Habitat  Type C is generally referred to as “Tall  herb and fen”.   Within this

category,  Type C1 is  applied  to  Bracken-dominated areas.  Large swathes of  the

moorland fringe around the Whitfield site on the north side of the boundary wall, are

dominated by Pteridium aquilinum (Bracken).

Habitat types C3.1 and C3.2 are characterised by Athyrium filix-femina (Lady fern),

Dryopteris species (Buckler fern and Male fern), and Urtica dioica (Common nettle)

all of which are found in some abundance across the site on both the reservoir and

moorsides. 

But  the  other  species  indicative  of  these  two  Type  C  categories  –  Reynoutria

japonica (Japanese knotweed),  Oreopteris limbosperma (Mountain fern), or  Luzula

sylvatica (Great woodrush) – were not found on the site. 

The  categorisation  of  the  Broad  Habitat  Types  for  the  moorside,  particularly  the

boggy areas, is dependent on the identification of mosses, rushes and sedges. A

further survey is therefore required before this can be applied to the mill ponds and

their immediate environs.

5.4.16 Botanical Society of the British Isles

Within the classification scheme devised by Geoffrey Wilmore, the BSBI recorder for

VC 63, the plant communities around the Whitfield Syke mill area  fit most neatly into

Semi-improved neutral grassland and Acidic grassland types. (Heather Burrow, 2010)

5.4.17 National Vegetation Classification Scheme (NVC)

Until the follow-up survey of fungi, lichens, mosses, grasses, ferns and allied plants is

completed, the NVC scheme cannot be applied to the Whitfield Syke site with any

confidence. The expertise of a trained botanist would also be required in order to

apply the appropriate vegetation classification codes to each of the habitat zones.
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5.4.18 UK Biodiversity Action Plans (UK BAP)

While the upper slopes of Embsay Moor correspond to Upland heathland habitats as

described by the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UKBAP) - typically dominated by Ling

heather, Bilberry, Crowberry, Bell  heather - our survey was restricted to the lower

fringes of the moor, where it meets the mill dams and the boundary wall. This is an

area that does not match any of the habitat  types designated as priority habitats

under the UK BAP scheme.

Neither  does  the  area  on  the  Reservoir  side  of  the  boundary  wall  match  any

designated UK BAP priority habitats.

5.4.19 Results

Whitfield Syke is not a site of high priority in terms of environmental conservation

status,  or  wildlife  interest.  The  Whitfield  Syke  botanical  survey  describes  typical

vegetation for the Craven area. No particularly rare species were recorded. 

However, in the context of YDNPA biodiversity action plans, the boggy areas around

the mill ponds on the moorside are of some interest.

The survey has also served to demonstrate the importance of human activity as a

major influence upon the local landscape. For example, the presence of Wood sorrel

in a small patch under the fence by the sheepwash bridge may be associated with a

former coppice (Jacob’s Coppy) in this area which is known to have existed at this

location (Embsay Tithe Award map, 1847). 

There is no plant species surviving from the cottage gardens. The reason for the

recent disappearance of the last of the garden herbs (still evident in the 1990s) is

unclear.

The  overall  impression  obtained  from  the  botanical  survey  emphasises  the

heterogeneous  and  amorphous  nature  of  the  site.  The  history  and  industrial

archaeology related to this area underlines the importance of understanding human

influences upon the landscape. 
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The survey has shown that even within a relatively small area, a large number of

distinct plant communities have developed. This is largely due to a variety of land-

uses and periods of extensive disturbance, particularly over the past two centuries.

5.4.20 Follow-up work

A follow-up survey is planned, to be carried out over the same area, focusing upon

the identification of mosses, lichens, fungi, grasses, ferns and allied plants. The flora

of  the  dry-stone walls  will  be  included,  to  supplement  the  historical  study of  the

boundary wall.

Several earlier flora surveys are available for the Craven area dating from 1888 to

1939 (Lees, 1888; Rotheray, 1900; Frankland, 1939). A comparison of these with this

2010 botanical survey may be useful to determine if, and how, the flora has changed

since  the  late  Victorian  period,  when the  mill  complex  was  in  its  final  days and

Embsay reservoir was constructed. 

The  photographic  record  will  continue  to  be  expanded,  in  order  to  provide  local

residents with a simple guide to the flora in this popular walking area.

A comparative  study  of  another  site  nearby  may  also  be  considered,  with  the

objective of further emphasising the variety of plant communities that can exist within

a single parish. This may include woodland, moorland heath, and/or cultivated fields.
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5.5 Finds Assemblage Report

5.5.1 The assemblage 

This is what one might expect to find on a former domestic site with the majority of

finds being domestic kitchen or tableware with objects representing the informal side

of 'working class' life, for example clay pipe remnants and beer bottles. It  is very

difficult  to  be  precise  in  ascribing  a  date  to  such artefacts  as  fabrics  and forms

spanned the later 18th and much of the 19th century. Bearing in mind that the mill was

operative between 1795 and the mid 1870’s, and the cottages were in use for that

same period, the assemblage can be considered typical of those decades.  Some of

the finds including the clay pipe bowls are probably associated with the building of

the reservoir when the cottages were still in use as offices and homes for contractors

and site supervisors. 

5.5.2 Dates 

The dates are only given if an individual artefact could be of a wider provenance.

5.5.3 Location

All  the artefacts were found on the surface,  the majority  were collected from the

foreshore with some coming from the area of the cottages and north of the boundary

wall.

5.5.4 Details

Further  details  of  the  finds  can  be  found  in  Appendix  7.1,  (p.7.63) and  their

photographs on the accompanying CD.
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6 DISCUSSION

6.1 The Layout of the Mill Complex

6.1.1 The evidence of maps

Whitfield Syke Cotton Mill operated in a period when the production of standardised

scale maps became commonplace.  These maps provide vital evidence regarding the

layout and development of the mill.

6.1.2 The Enclosure map 

Our earliest known map for the Whitfield site is a hand drawn map (Fig. 6.1), undated

but probably from about 1760, produced for the final enclosure by private agreement

of Embsay Pasture. 

Fig. 6.1 Whitfield Syke mill area (derived from 1760 enclosure map, which has no scale or north point  

indicated)       © Chris Lunnon
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The land shown as granted to  William Spencer  in  1760 became the location for

Whitfield Syke Mill which was built there 30 years later (YAS DD104, 1760). 

6.1.3 The Tithe Map

The next available map showing the Whitfield Syke Mill site was produced in 1847 as

part  of  the  Tithe  Apportionment  Award  process  where  land  and  buildings  were

assessed in order to convert the practice of providing tithes in kind into a monetary

value. 

The map shows the outline and areas of all the fields in the village, their owners,

occupiers and state of cultivation. It  also shows the outline and ownership of the

buildings within the village (Skipton Library Archive, SK 1230; see Fig. 6.2).

This map provides us with the first surveyed outline of the Whitfield Syke Mill. This

depiction must be treated with caution, as the scale of the map is small  and the

document used for this illustration is derived from a poor photocopy of the original.

Fig. 6.2  The Whitfield area is located in the top centre of the above plan (derived from the 1847 Tithe 

Award Map, which is an unattributed, hand-traced copy, and does not appear to have been 

drawn to an exact scale)    © Chris Lunnon

Since the Tithe Award map is intended to be a record of the cultivated agricultural

land within the village of Embsay, there are no details of the moorland features. 
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The  Tithe  award  map  shows  the  millpond  within  the  main  mill  complex

(Archaeological  Gazetteer  203),  and  one  of  the  mill  ponds  on  the  moorside

(Archaeological Gazetteer 105). It also shows a row of cottages, and a large building

lying in an East-West alignment, with two features at the north-west and south-west

corners. 

6.1.4 Ordnance Survey maps

Embsay was first surveyed by the Ordnance Survey in 1851 at a scale of 1:10 560 (6

inches to the mile). It was later surveyed at 1:2500 (25 inch) scale in 1891, and again

in 1909.

The 1851 Ordnance Survey map, produced soon after the Tithe Apportionment Map,

now shows an L-shaped building. Four ponds can be seen, three of them on the

moorside (Archaeological Gazetteer 203,105, 120, and 126).  

The 1891 Ordnance Survey map, drawn ten to fifteen years after the mill  ceased

production,  shows a  much  more  complex,  roughly  C-shaped  building,  the  cotton

warehouse  (which  later  became  the  Navvy  Mission  building;  Archaeological

Gazetteer 228), seven cottages alongside the moorside wall, plus other structures

along the eastern side of the mill complex. The small square feature at the South

West of the main building complex is likely to be the chimney. The map also shows

the  inner  mill  pond  (Archaeological  Gazetteer  203)  and  three  moorside  dams

(Archaeological  Gazetteer  105,  104  and  126).  The  largest  of  the  mill  ponds

(Archaeological Gazetteer 120) is shown as a marshy area rather than clear water.

This makes it a likely candidate for the location of the Andrew Mason incident where

he damaged a water storage dam (see Historical Background, section 4.3.3). 

At the outlet of the inner mill pond, lines on the map indicate a small structure, which

we have named “The Pit”  (Archaeological  Gazetteer  217).  It  is  unclear  what  this

represents,  but  it  may indicate  the remains of  the  leat  that  fed  the water  to  the

waterwheel. It is unlikely to be the remains of the wheel pit itself. 
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On-site observation and measurements imply that the 18 foot (5.5 metres) diameter

wheel mentioned in the earliest sale documents would have been too large to fit into

this  pit,  and would  therefore  have been sited  further  south  down the  line  of  the

watercourse.

The  1909  O.S.  map,  probably  surveyed  just  before  or  during  the  reservoir

construction,  shows  a  heavily  modified  mill  building,  together  with  the  cotton

warehouse,  seven cottages and some other  unidentified buildings.   The chimney

remains  as an isolated structure, and should not be confused with two further square

structures, shown on the map as lying to the west. These correspond closely with the

two concrete structures that can be seen on the shore of the reservoir today (when

the water level is low enough). The function of these structures is unknown.

6.1.5 Contemporary photographs 

Local  postmistress,  Maria  Phillips,  kept  a  photographic  record  of  the  reservoir

construction in progress, and one of her photographs clearly shows the main mill

building while it was still standing (See Fig. 6.3). 

Fig. 6.3  A photograph taken by Maria Phillips, showing the main 3-storey building,                             

still standing in 1909                                    © Craven Museum & Gallery
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Whilst the detail of how the mill building was used from its closure until 1909 is still

not clear, photographs show it as fully roofed and weather tight at the time of the

reservoir  construction.  Indeed,  the  reservoir  contractors,  Harold  Arnold  and  Son,

Doncaster  (Bowtell,  1991),  used  the  three  storey  building  as  dormitories  and  a

canteen. Articles in the local Craven Herald newspaper praised the quality of  the

accommodation, and the Navvy Mission Society held a Christmas party there for 67

children  in  1906  (Craven  Herald,  4  January  1907).  The  navvies  also  apparently

nicknamed the building “The Majestic” (Craven Herald, 18 May 1906).

The contractors vacated the buildings on 20 October 1908, and all except the Navvy

Mission building were demolished by April 1909. A pencil note in the margin of the

Engineer’s report book for March gave the instruction ‘Leave Chapel’, which implies

some respect for the building (Skipton UDC, 1909).

The final reference to Whitfield in the Engineer's report book was a letter asking for

guidance on how to dispose of the timber from the demolition. As there had already

been a sale of scrap cast iron many months earlier, this implies that the final phase of

mill  building may have been a cheap wooden construction,  rather  than the more

expensive cast iron supports for the floors (commonly used as a safeguard in case of

fire).

6.2 Re-constructing Plans of the Mill Buildings

The standardised scales of the Ordnance Survey maps provided the opportunity to

understand the sequence of construction of the Whitfield Syke Cotton Mill by direct

comparison  of  building  plans.   The  potential  errors  in  this  process  are  fully

understood, but the results indicate a credible sequence of construction phases for

the cotton mill. 

The scale maps were scanned and re-worked into digital format using AutoCAD LT

2008 (Autodesk, Inc.). It was then possible to re-scale the drawings to a single scale.

With all the building outlines now at the same scale they could be compared to see if

they showed a clear sequence of construction.
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Additional information from sale documents for the cotton mill in 1809 and 1838 (see

Appendix  7.3,  Documents  5,  p.7.16  and  7,  p.7.19) were  checked  against  the

AutoCAD drawings to ensure greater accuracy. The 1809 advertisement gave the

size  of  the  original  building  as  46  feet  x  28  feet  (14m x  8.5m)  while  the  1838

advertisement described a later extension that was 18 yards 2 feet long by 9 yards

(17m x 8.2m). 

Since the actual construction date of each building phase is not known, the following

discussion of the mill’s development uses the dates of the above mentioned maps

and sales advertisements as alternative reference points. 

The 1861 sale advertisement (Appendix 7.3, Document 9, p.7.22) gives no building

sizes  but  shows a  fourfold  increase  in  the  number  of  mule  spindles.  It  is  likely,

therefore, that the building size had increased dramatically between 1838 and 1861

to accommodate them. 

6.3 Construction Sequence of the Mill Building

Assuming the present day course of the Whitfield Syke beck is the same as it was in

1809, the earliest building was most probably on the western side of the mill site so

that the waterwheel could be fed by the beck. 

From  the  limited  nature  of  the  available  information,  and  assuming  the  earliest

buildings stood on the same footprint as the later buildings, either a north-south or

west-east orientation was possible.  

If  these two suppositions  are  matched against  the  1851 O.S.  map,  the  possible

orientations for the two buildings can be compared (Fig. 6.4).

From the visible remains on the site, it would be reasonable to claim that the most

likely location for the later, additional building described in the 1838 sale, is to the

east of the building described in the earlier sale advertisement of 1809. 
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Fig. 6.4 Two possible layouts for the mill buildings, as described in 1809 and 1838 (superimposed on 

the 1851 O.S. plan) – the diagram on the right seems the more likely   © Chris Lunnon

The three O.S. maps of 1851, 1891 and 1909 show the mill undergoing significant

changes during the second half of the 19th century (Fig. 6.5).
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Layout of the Mill Complex

By combining the data from all three O.S. maps, a picture begins to emerge of the

significant changes which were made to the footprint of the mill complex (Fig. 6.6).

Fig. 6.6 The mill layouts of 1851 to 1909 superimposed on a single plan © Chris Lunnon

It  is  clear  from a  study  of  the  sale  advertisements  and the  maps that  the  most

dramatic increase in the size of the mill must have happened after 1851.  
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Fig. 6.7 Some of the mill features shown on the O.S. maps, still extant on-site          © Chris Lunnon
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6.2 Water Management

Initially  it  would  appear  that  the  water  management  for  Whitfield  Syke  mill  was

straight forward, but on further investigation, it is much more complicated than at first

thought.   It was not helped by the occurrence of an enormous cloudburst over the

moor in 1908, and a further one in 1977, both of which caused great devastation on

the moor and washed heavy boulders and earth into Crag Gill in the north east of the

area.  Much of this debris was subsequently removed and re-deposited elsewhere on

the moor side, permanently altering the historic landscape.

It would appear that the mill derived its water supply from two sources – from the

Whitfield Syke stream and from the various mill ponds.

Five water storage ponds can still be seen, situated to the north of the mill site, all of

which are fed directly from the moor or from each other (See Figs. 6.8 & 6.9). 

 Fig.6.8  Aerial photo showing mill ponds                              © Robert White YDNPA 
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Fig. 6.9 Plan to show water management                                                  © P. Carroll / R Spencer

6.2.1 Mill ponds 120 and 126

The largest of these is contained by a large and steep bank, approximately 3 metres

high, the southern side of which runs alongside the present pathway.  This mill pond

(120) is fed directly from a smaller mill pond (126) lying to the north, which in turn is

fed from one of the Whitfield Syke springs on the hillside above.                              

The area surrounding this spring (125) is well revetted by a low bank (136) and has

remained dry throughout the time of the survey, even after heavy rain. 
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Water  from  mill  pond  126  is  channelled  through  a  well-built  culvert  (151)

approximately 6 metres  long, built through the southern bank of the pond, which

then feeds directly into mill pond 120.

Water is also fed into mill pond 120 via a man-made ditch (124), which is cut from

stream 149, just south of a possible weir (150).  This man-made ditch appears to

terminate  at  stream 133 (Whitfield  Syke),  but  vestiges of  the  continuation  of  the

channel  can  be  seen  leading  into  mill  pond  120  and  is  obvious  on  the  aerial

photograph.  This  leads  to  the  suggestion  that  water  could  be  channelled  off  for

storage in the mill pond 120 when the Whitfield Syke was providing an adequate flow.

Records (Skipton Urban District Council) show that debris from Crag Gill following

the floods of 1977 was deposited in the eastern end of mill pond 120 (area 119). It is

reasonable to assume that the much larger volume of debris from the 1908 flood was

also deposited there.  From the aerial  photograph and from the ground survey,  it

appears that the stream draining from Deer Gallows Plain (129) at one time drained

into the north eastern side of mill pond 120.  

However now at SD 99840 54938 this stream is partially blocked by large boulders

where it  appears to lose much of its volume. From this point  the present stream

follows a meandering course eastwards, eventually joining stream 115, and ultimately

the Moor Beck, while there is no apparent drainage into mill pond 120. 

Were these boulders deposited here as a direct result of the flood, or was the stream

blocked by the re-deposition of the debris in the mill pond? 

The only outlet from mill pond 120 is a man-made channel cut through the west bank

(123) which feeds directly into stream 133 (Whitfield Syke).
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Fig. 6.10 Mill pond 120 showing steep south bank and infill of debris to the east                                     

The channel (123) can be seen in the foreground               © Alan Williams

6.2.2 Mill pond 104

To the southwest of mill pond 120 is a very much smaller pond (104) with curving

banks to the south and east (101 and 103 respectively).  These banks are lower than

those of mill pond 120, but still substantial. This pond is fed by a further cut channel

(102) diverted from stream 140, which is in turn a diversion from stream 149. There is

no evidence of a weir above this diversion, as might be expected as in the case for

124 above. The low bank on the southern side of both these man-made channels is

most probably upcast from the ditches. 

 Apart from natural drainage from the hillside, there is no other water supply to mill

pond 104. This mill pond is always well filled, even in times of relative drought – the

amount of water from 102 is not sufficient to maintain this, there must be a further

source of water, possibly a spring underlying the pond itself.

To the west of mill pond 104 is a low lying area, banked on the southern side by the

continuation of bank  101 and separated from the mill pond by a  short peninsular of

bank (135), approximately 6m long. 
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Water tends to collect in the lower part of this area, while the northern and western

areas are sloping and with different  vegetation to the surrounding area. A further

diversion of stream 140 appears to have entered the lower part of this area (146).

The mill  pond 104 may have originally extended over this area, the western part

being infilled over time with natural land slip or as another outcome of the devastation

caused by the floods. Another possibility is that there could have been two separate

mill  ponds divided by bank 135,  with  a possible  sluice gate between.  The aerial

photographs suggest that this is the more likely possibility. Also the 1st Edition (1851)

OS map shows a very small rectangular pond which suggests that pond 104 was the

original pond, which was later enlarged as the demand for water increased.

There are two outlets from mill pond 104, the one through the east bank (132) runs

into the Whitfield Syke. The lower one from the south east corner (131) divides bank

101  from bank  103,  passes  under  the  current  path  through  a  stepped  and  well

revetted culvert (143) into mill pond 105.

Fig. 6.11 Mill pond 104 showing channel 131 and channel 132 feeding the Whitfield Syke in the  

  foreground. The change in vegetation can be seen beyond the pond   © Jane Lunnon
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6.2.3 Mill pond 105

Mill pond 105 is the most southerly of the ponds on the Bolton Abbey side of the 

boundary wall. 

It is fed not only by stream 131, but also by stream 140, which is a further diversion

from the stream 149. A small stream (148), which rises just north of the main path

(144) also feeds into 140, which then passes under the path via culvert 142 and into

the western end of pond 105.

Mill pond 105 now appears as a very marshy area, but is distinguishable as a former

pond by its low banks. It has only one outlet which disappears under the present

boundary wall.  As well as a low bank on the southern side of this pond, there is

evidence of a dam wall, incorporated into the present wall. 

Fig. 6.12 Mill pond 105 with mill pond 203 and reservoir beyond the boundary wall     © Jane Lunnon

A stream (212) appears to the south of the wall and flows southwards towards mill

pond 203, but disappears underground at point 206, to re-emerge a few metres south

at point 204.  This now continues southwards to the east of mill pond 203, as stream

212,  eventually  passing  through  a  channel  between  the  remains  of  two  former

well-built walls (237) where it again disappears underground.  
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6.2.4 Mill pond 203  

 There is now no obvious feed into mill pond 203, but an area at the northern end and

a smaller area on the eastern side have been infilled with refuse, most probably from

the demolition of the mill  buildings and/or the cottages.  From old photographs it

would appear that there was a considerable stream which filled the pond at the north

- western end – it is possible that this stream was diverted by the deposition of the

refuse.

              Fig.6.13 Early 20thC photograph of cottages and mill pond 203 showing the stream                 

at the NW corner. Reproduced by kind permission of K. Ellwood, V. Rowley                 

& North Yorkshire County Council, Skipton Library

Mill pond 203 currently has no obvious outflow, but it must have been an important

source of water for the mill at some stage, as it lies adjacent to the mill site itself. 
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On the southern bank of the pond, just beside the point where a previous structure of

the mill was marked on earlier plans, is a slight hollow. The revetment of the pond

wall at this point is different to the rest of the wall, in that although the wall below and

to the sides is of undressed rounded stones, for 3.40 metres the top course of this

part of the wall is cut flags, angled at 30 degrees away from the mill pond.  Could this

have been the position for a wooden launder,  an overflow channel  or a previous

outflow? There appears to be a slight hollow curving away from below the bank at

this point towards the SE. It is difficult to tell if this might indicate a previous water

course or if it is natural subsidence. 

Fig. 6.14 Mill pond 203 showing south bank and infill of debris             © Alan Williams

Likewise, it would appear that the southern end of stream 212 where it disappears

underground in the ‘pit’, may have been submerged by material tipped over the area,

in order to provide a level area for the current footpath, when the mill was pulled

down. 

There are no signs of where this stream might re-appear now, although on older

maps there is evidence that it could have possibly emerged at a point to the south of

the mill, now under the present reservoir.
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Fig. 6.15 Point of disappearance of southern end of stream 212 between remains of 2 mill buildings. 

  The slight hollow in the south bank of pond 203 can be seen on the left        © Alan Williams

6.2.5 Whitfield Syke

The Whitfield Syke (133) is a natural stream, rising from springs on the hillside north

of  the  site.  It  flows  almost  directly  north/south  and  is  fed  by  three  man-made

channels – 124, 123 from mill pond 120, and by 132 from mill pond 104, as described

above. 

It is culverted on the north side of path 144, by a deep, well built drain (139).  At this

point, approximately 1 metre below ground level is a manufactured clay pipe, 30cm in

diameter and topped by a cut stone lintel. It would appear that a previous grating or

mesh covered the entrance to this pipe. 

There is now no evidence at any point on the mill site of where this stream might

have re-emerged. One would expect there to be a culvert on the southern side of the

path, opposite culvert 139, as it would be logical for the water to flow into millpond

105.  As is mentioned above, millpond 105 is now very silted up – it is possible that it

was very much deeper than it now appears and the culvert has been silted over.
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However, the Whitfield Syke stream was obviously an important source of water for

the mill, not only as shown by the fact that Whitfield Syke Mill takes its name from it,

but also from the fact that it can still be seen that water was channelled into it from

the three sources previously mentioned.  

6.2.6 Conclusions

From documentary evidence it would appear that the mill was dependent on a water

supply that was not totally adequate or consistent. 

According to William Oldfield’s replies to the queries submitted to him in the “Factory

Commission to all owners” of 1833, the mill was powered by  “water alone; from a

collection of  small  streams in  the neighbourhood,  the principal  of  which is  called

Whitfield  Syke  spring” This  generated  “about  three-horse  power”. He  later  gives

several references to hours of working being dependent on a supply of water.

Documentary evidence from 1809 shows that the machinery of the mill was initially

powered by  “One good Water Wheel, Eighteen Feet Diameter, and Three Feet wide

in the Bucket” (Leeds Mercury, Saturday November 25th 1809). 

By 1838 notice of a Sale by Auction (Leeds Mercury, Saturday October 27, 1838)

advertises  “Two Cotton  Mills  called  Whitfield  Syke  Mills  –  a  “Higher  Mill”  and  a

“Lower Mill”. The Higher Mill had two rooms, the higher room containing machinery

and a  “Water  Wheel  measuring  18  Feet  in  diameter”. The  Lower  Mill  had three

Working  Rooms  containing  machinery  which  included  numerous  spindles  and  a

“Water Wheel (nearly new) measuring 30 Feet Diameter” We do not know exactly

where these water wheels were housed in relation to the mill buildings, so it is difficult

to establish exactly how the water was utilised.   

Obviously the water supply was at times inadequate, not helped by the efforts of

Andrew Mason and his colleagues in 1857 (see Historical Background 4.3.3). 

A further sale notice in the Leeds Mercury of 25 June 1861 states that the mill was by

this time powered by “a high-pressure and condensing engine working together, with

an ample supply of pure soft water. There is also a large first class water wheel,

which is not used at present.” 

It also notes that the mill was fitted throughout with “steam, gas and water pipes”. 
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In spite of the sale notice stating that there was an ample supply of water, the fact

that the larger water wheel was not used, would suggest that the water supply was

still not entirely satisfactory.

However, in spite of this, and the downturn in the industrial use of smaller mills for

various reasons, Whitfield Syke mill continued in operation until 1875 - 1877  (See

Historical Background page 4.10).
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6.3 Moor Beck

Although not directly involved with the Whitfield Syke Mill area, the Moor Beck is of

significant  historical  interest  and  does  have  some  bearing  on  the  mill  ponds  of

Whitfield as they appear at present.

    Fig. 6.16  Plan to show the relationship of Moor Beck to the Whitfield Mill site 
                         © P.Carroll / R.Spencer

The Moor Beck forms a natural boundary to the east of the Whitfield Mill site. The

stream rises to the north on the moor at East Harts Hill.  It  follows a meandering

course southwards, eventually entering the Embsay reservoir at SD 998 548. 
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Prior to the building of the reservoir it joined the Embsay Beck which was used to

power the water wheels of  four of the mills lower down the valley – Good Intent,

Primrose Mill, Millholme and Sandbeds. Because of this the Moor Beck was not used

to power the Whitfield Syke Mill.

Fig.6.17 Moor Beck showing the weir and holding pond as at present              © Alan Williams

6.3.1 Water supply for Skipton

In  1905  the  weir  and  holding  pond  were  built  on  the  Moor  Beck  to  provide  an

increased water supply to Skipton. Water was also taken from Whitfield Syke springs,

(holding tank,  Gazetteer  122)  via a supply pipe  to a chamber on the west side of

the weir. (Skipton Urban District  Council Papers  1903 -1984). The weir was officially

opened with great ceremony in July  1905 (Fig. 6.18). This was only a temporary

measure until  the construction of the reservoir was completed. In a report by the

Chairman of the Water Works in 1906, it is stated that “Skipton was supplied with

81,780,000  gallons  of  water  from  the  Embsay  Moor  gathering  ground”  (Skipton

Urban District Council, 1903-1984).  
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Fig.6.18 Official opening of the weir 18th July 1905 (photographed by Maria Phillips)      

  © Craven Museum & Gallery 

Above the  stepped  upper  weir,  the  Moor  Beck  passes  through  a  natural  ravine,

locally known as Crag Ghyll. From the photograph taken in 1905 it can be seen that

the lower part of this area, immediately above the weir was revetted and the area

used as a holding pond.

As a result of the cloudburst in June 1908 as reported by the Craven Herald and

Wensleydale Standard, 5th June 1908, this area both above and below the upper weir

was filled with huge boulders, wood, earth and other debris washed down from the

moor,  completely  burying  the  weir  and  demolishing  the  revetment  and  railings.

Following  further  deluges  in  1977  and  1982  debris  from  the  same  area  was

consequently removed and it is understood (from local information and a 1984 letter

from the Yorkshire Water Authority to Skipton Council) that at least some of it was

deposited at the eastern end of the mill pond 120.  (John Mason, 2011; & Skipton

Urban  District  Council,  1984). It  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that  the  debris  which

blocked Crag Ghyll in 1908 was also re-deposited in mill pond 120.  

However the weir can still be seen today, as can a number of the features relating to

the official opening, including the remnants of some of the railings. (See Gazetteer

427 and 428).  There is now no sign of the revetment above the weir or the original

holding  pond;  the  latter  now  appears  to  be  situated  below  the  stepped  weir.

(Gazetteer 429).
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Fig. 6.19 The weir and holding pond before and after the flood of June 1908 

© Craven Museum & Gallery
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6.3.2 Sheepwash Area 

 

 Fig.  6.20  Lower  reaches  of  Moor  Beck  with  the  mill  in  the  background.  Reproduced  by  kind
permission of K. Ellwood, V. Rowley & North Yorkshire County Council, Skipton Library

Fig. 6.21 Sheep washing in Moor Beck                  Reproduced by kind permission of Peter Gallagher
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The lower reaches of the Moor Beck were used for washing sheep until the opening

of  the  reservoir.   The  area  on  either  side  of  the  beck  is  contained  by  strong

revetments for an approximate distance of 15 metres northwards from the present

sheep wash bridge. 

Several thick planks of wood were used to dam the stream, thus creating a sizable

pond as can be seen in Fig. 6.20 and Fig. 6.21 above. The substantial groove to hold

these planks can still  be seen in the stone flags lying under the present wooden

footbridge. (Fig. 6.22). 

Fig. 6.22 Groove for planks as seen today     © Alan Williams

Stones with similar grooves, that formed the vertical side pieces to hold the wooden

planks in place can also be seen close by, now used in the banks of the stream (Fig.

6.23).

The local farmers would bring their sheep to be washed in the pond prior to shearing.

From the photograph of the early 1900s, it seems that this was very much a social

occasion (Fig. 6.21). 

Before the introduction of chemical sheep dips in 1905, parasites were controlled by 

the application of a salve (a mixture of tar, oil, and/or butter), which had to be washed

off before shearing.
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Even after 1905 the practice of washing the sheep continued as a washed fleece 

would fetch a better price at market than an unwashed one  (YDNPA Out of Oblivion 

website).

Fig. 6.23 Re-used stone showing groove for wooden plank          © Alan Williams

After the opening of the reservoir, the sheep wash was moved to an area between

the reservoir and the Good Intent Mill, which was in use until the practice died out

soon after the Second World War (John Mason 2011).

Today the sheep wash is in a fragile condition. Although the walls below the modern

footbridge have been well protected, the stones under the bridge are showing signs

of subsidence. These provide support for the foundations of the footbridge. A further

flood would destroy the feature completely, which would mean a permanent loss of

this important piece of Dales heritage, one of very few surviving remains of what was

once a widespread traditional rural practice.

The stone rubble from the remains of the sheep folds which were used to hold the

sheep can still be seen on the hillside to the west of the stream. 
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Fig. 6.24 Present day view of the lower reaches of Moor Beck cf Fig. 6.20                      Alan Williams

Fig. 6.25 Present day view of the sheep wash area cf Fig. 6.21       © Jane Lunnon
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6.4 Conservation management                                                                                   

Although the conservation management of  the Whitfield Syke site was not in the

original brief, it was thought that we may be able to suggest possible ways in which

the cultural heritage of the site could be made available to visitors to the area.

We were fortunate in that Beverley Foster, a student of Conservation Management at

the  Ironbridge  Institute  was  interested  in  using  the  mill  complex  as  part  of  an

assignment to devise a conservation management plan. A copy of this Conservation

Management Plan is lodged with the Yorkshire Dales National Park Authority. 

The following is  based both on this  plan and on the observations of  the UWHG

survey and research teams throughout the course of the project.

6.4.1 Significance of the Site.                                                                                         

The varied history of the site indicates a range of social, agricultural, industrial, and 

economic uses of this particular area, as is shown in the preceding text.                      

The main points to emerge are:

a) The early textile industry was as much an essential part of the Yorkshire Dales

economy as it was in the better known urban economy of Lancashire. Unfortunately,

the physical evidence of the rural Dales textile industry is now rapidly disappearing.

b) Only one of the six textile mills in Embsay remains standing – the lack of

obvious visual evidence of the village’s industrial past leaves many local people and

visitors unaware that it ever existed. By contrast, larger textile mills in the towns such

as Salts Mill near Bradford and the former mills in Skipton are large enough to be re-

used for different purposes.

c) The only remaining standing building on the Whitfield site is thought to be the

last surviving building formerly used by the Navvy Mission Society.   The Society

frequently  occupied  outbuildings  or  temporary  structures,  which  have  since

disappeared.  

d) The botanical survey has shown the site to be typical of the Craven area. The

mission building is home to a Little Owl, a species which benefits from the standard

level of protection under the Wildlife and Countryside Act, 1981 (Wildowl, 2011) 

e) The weir and the remains of the water management on the Moor Beck show

how the natural resources were utilised for the growing population of the nearby town

of Skipton in the early 20th century.

f) The sheepwash, which although showing some deterioration, is relatively well

preserved, and is a good example of the many that at one time existed across the

Yorkshire Dales, as a vital element within the annual agricultural cycle.
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6.4.2 Threats to the heritage                                                                                          

The following observations have been made during the course of the survey 

throughout the last 18 months (2010 to 2011).

a) Navvy Mission Building – this is deteriorating rapidly, with slates and ridge tiles

coming off the roof, which is allowing rain water to damage whatever remains inside.

The interior is too dangerous for access, hence the building is now surrounded by a

safety fence (see Figs. 6.26, 6.27 and 6.28).

   Fig 6.26 Former cotton warehouse, later used by the Navvy Mission Society; photographed in 2011

                                © Jane Lunnon

        Fig. 6.27 East elevation of the Mission Building showing displaced roof slates, 2011                      

        © Jane Lunnon 
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       Fig. 6.28 South west corner of the Mission Building showing plants growing where slates have      

        fallen away and a large crack in wall, photographed 2011                © Jane Lunnon 

b) External Chimney  from the  Navvy  Mission  building  –  Recently  (2011) the

bricks from the foundations of this were removed to build an open fireplace on the

ground nearby,  by persons unknown (see Fig. 6.29). 

   Fig. 6.29 Remains of the chimney re-used for an open fire                      © Alan Williams
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c) Part  of  a  well  preserved  18th century enclosure  wall  was  removed  during

improvement works to the footpath in 2011, and replaced by gravel     (See Fig. 6.30).

    Fig. 6.30 Area of wall now removed to improve the footpath          © Jane Lunnon

d) The foundations of the modern wooden foot bridge over the Moor Beck in the

sheepwash  area  are  deteriorating.  This  may  cause  serious  damage  to  the  old

sheepwash which lies directly underneath (See Fig. 6.31).  

      Fig. 6.31  Sheep wash bridge from the south showing deterioration                © Alan Williams
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e) The far east end of the rear wall of the cottages has a large crack and is in

imminent danger of collapse. This has occurred within the last six months (October

2011) (See Figs. 6.32 & 6.33).

      Fig. 6.32 Moor side view of east end of rear wall of cottages in danger of collapse   © Jane Lunnon

       

        Fig. 6. 33 Reservoir view of rear wall of cottages as above                               © Jane Lunnon

        Note – this has since collapsed - November 2011
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f) Stones from the walls of the mill  which are exposed when the level of the

reservoir is low are subject to vandalism (e.g. thrown into the reservoir, and removed

to  build  cairns  and  wind-shelters).  Substantial  damage has  been  seen  occurring

during 2010 and 2011    (See Fig. 6.34). 

         Fig. 6.34 Flags mark stones removed from a wall line and thrown into the water 

                    © Alan Williams
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6.4.3 Possible Model for Action Plan

Beverley Foster’s Conservation Management Plan suggests that the following issues

could be considered.

6.4.3.1Conservation

a)   To establish responsibility for the structures at risk as soon as possible and agree

future management  and maintenance policies. Repairs to be carried out as 

soon as practical, before further deterioration occurs.

b)  To investigate whether the site would benefit from some sort of stewardship (e.g.

SHINE  or Heritage Lottery funding).

c)  To consider the possible re-use of the Navvy Mission Building.     

d) To consult with the local community as to whether they would wish to actively 

support  a management strategy.  

6.4.3.2 Public Awareness                                                                                               

a)    Information about the Whitfield Project is already on the UWHG website.

b)   Copies of the report of the UWHG survey will be available both for ‘official bodies’

and for  the general public, including copies deposited at local libraries.

c)   A programme of guided walks for the general public took place during the weeks

of the CBA Festival of British Archaeology 2011.

d)  The UWHG aim to produce leaflets or small booklets to promote the heritage of

the site to both locals and visitors.

e)   Information Boards on site  to  inform local  people and visitors about  the mill.

visitors should also be made aware that archaeological and historical remains should

be left intact.

g)  Contact with the local schools to link the history of the mill and site to the 

national  curriculum.

The implementation of both the Conservation and the Public Awareness aspects of

the  above  Action  Plan  present  a  number  of  problems,  in  particular,  funding,  the

organisation  of interested  volunteers,  and  time!   Special  consideration  would  be

required  for  re-use  of  the  mission  building  due  to  problems  regarding  facilities

because of its location.

The UWHG do not have the resources to implement a comprehensive, long term 

conservation management plan for this site, but is willing to consider supporting

 some of the public awareness policies described above. 

The  historical  significance  of  the  site  will  no  doubt  be  further  enhanced  as  the

Embsay Research Group (a  sub-group of  the  UWHG) is  continuing  to  study the

broader local history of the area. 
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7 APPENDICES 

7.1 Historic Environment Record

(Data derived from the Archaeology Data Service, 2011)

a) Mesolithic flints recovered over an unspecified number of years (SMR YDNPA05 -

MYD3932;  SD  989  558).  Sadly  these  finds  were  dispersed  and  their  present

whereabouts are unknown. 

b)  Further  Neolithic  and  Bronze  Age  flints  found  elsewhere  on  Embsay  Moor

(MYD4350; SE 013 548). 

c) A Bronze Age stone circle (MYD3928 SD 9794 5634), at Nettlehole Ridge, lies

well-hidden  inside  the  Crookrise  plantation  (not  accessible  to  the  public),  on  the

western boundary of Embsay Moor, a short distance north of the Whitfield Syke Mill

site. This circle appears to have suffered considerable damage due to forestry since

it  was described by  Dr  Raistrick  in  the  Yorkshire  Archaeological  Register,  in  the

Yorkshire Archaeological Journal, 1964.  

d) Bronze socketed “celt” axehead, found near the Mesolithic flints on Embsay Moor

(SMR YDNPA05-MYD3932; SD 989 558).

e) Late Bronze Age socketed axe discovered in 1923 near the Cavendish Arms pub

in the village (SMR YDNPA05-MYD4345; SE 0067 5341). 

f) The Embsay torc (SMR YDNPA05-MYD4343), a bronze neck collar of the La Tene

Iron Age style, found in 1845 near the Whitfield site, lodged between carefully placed

stones on  the  edge of  the  moor.  There  are  several  references to  this  important

artefact in the literature of Celtic art (including Munro, 1899, p.252; Elgee & Elgee,

1933; MacGregor, 1976, p.98; Kilbride-Jones, 1980). The torc has long since been

lost,  although  a  drawing  by  Raistrick  still  survives  (Ironbridge  Gorge  Museum,

RS700.4.5).

g)  Trackways  -  SMR  YDNPA05-MYD27084;  NG  ref  –  SD  992  557);  visible  as

earthworks (data derived from RCHME Yorkshire Dales Project 1989-92). Possible

SHINE (Selected Heritage Inventory for Natural England) candidate.
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h) Sandstone quarries – Post-medieval

SMR YDNPA05-MYD27082 (NG ref SD 980 554) 

     SMR YDNPA05-MYD27249 (NG ref SD 989 544)

SMR YDNPA05-MYD27083 (NG ref SD 992 550)

SMR YDNPA05-MYD27084 (NG ref SD 992 557) 

i) Sandstone quarry – period unknown

SMR YDNPA05-MYD27085 (NG ref SD 993 563)

    SMR YDNPA05-MYD14962 (NG ref SE 001 548)

j) Coal pits – period unknown

SMR YDNPA05-MYD14765 (NG ref SE 001 558) 
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7.2 Historical Timeline

1120 - Cecily de Romilly founded Embsay monastery (Kershaw, 1973, p.11). The monks,

and possibly, as indicated by local field names, a convent of nuns, built the church on

the site of what is now a large 18th Century house, still known as Embsay Kirk. 

1155 – The monks moved to the site of the present Priory at Bolton Abbey (Kershaw,

1973, p16).

1538/9 - Bolton Priory was dissolved and over the next four years, their estates sold off

(Kershaw, 1973, p.186). 

1542 - A large proportion of the Priory estates, including Embsay and Eastby,  passed to

former  Priory  patron,  Henry  Clifford,  the  1st Duke  of  Cumberland  (1493-1542)

(Kershaw, 1973, p.186). 

1603 – George, Earl of Cumberland, granted to George Smith, yeoman of Embsay, a 99

year lease for land in Embsay, plus “all  those cattell  gates, stynted pastures and

going for cattell in the improvements or stinted pastures of Embsey” (Robertshaw,

1936, p.264).

1748 -  On the marriage in 1748 of Charlotte  Boyle, 6 th Baroness Clifford, to William

Cavendish,  4th Duke  of  Devonshire,  the  Clifford  estates  passed  to  the  Dukes  of

Devonshire.

1757 - Court baron records show that commoners were still grazing cattle on Embsay

Pasture (Devonshire MS, 175).

1760 -  Enclosure  by  private  agreement  of  the  last  surviving  piece  of  commons  on

Embsay Pasture (Enclosure map, YAS, DD104). 

1795 or 1796 – The mill was founded by Thomas Tattersall (a tenant farmer at nearby

Crag Nook farm) and John Hammond (another farmer,  of  Clark House,  Embsay)

(Butler, 2000, vol.4, p.1; Ingle, 1997, p.240).

1800 –  Whitfield  cotton  mill  was  insured,  along  with  its  standing  and  going  gears,

clockmaker’s  work,  carding  and  breaking  engines,  and  stock  in  trade  for  £650

(Guildhall Library MS, 1800; see Appendix 7.3, Document 4). 

1809 - Tattersall left the partnership (Ingle, 1997, p.240) and John Hammond put the mill

up for sale. The sale advertisement provides a good description of the three-storey

mill.  The property also included five workers’ cottages, a stable and hay loft,  and

gardens.  It  was  claimed  in  the  advertisement  that  the  mill  had  a  constant  and

sufficient supply of water. 
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1809  cont’d  -  It  seems  Hammond  was  unable  to  sell  the  mill  in  1809,  for  he

appeared to have  formed a partnership with William Oldridge instead (Leeds

Mercury, 1809; see Appendix 7.3, Document 5).

1811 – The Hammond-Oldridge partnership was dissolved.  Unable to pay off a loan

against the mortgage, Hammond was forced to hand over to his creditors,

John Greenwood, a wine and spirit merchant of Skipton and Keighley, and

Thomas Whittaker of Burley-in-Wharfedale, although Oldridge stayed on as

the mill  manager  (Ingle,  1997,  p.240;  Butler,  2000,  vol.2,  p.10).   In  1815

Oldridge suffered another collapse of a business partnership in the cotton

industry – this time with Richard Lowcock of Skipton (London Gazette, 1815)

– however, he continued as mill manager at Whitfield.

1821 -  Greenwood and Whittaker insured the mill, with its contents, for £700     

(Guildhall Library MS, 1821).

1822 – A local commercial directory listed William Oldridge as a cotton manufacturer

in Embsay. He was then leasing Whitfield from John Greenwood (Baines,

1822; Butler, 2000, vol.2, p.10).

1833 – Factory Commissioners for the North-Eastern District interviewed Oldridge.

He employed 21 workers, including ten children and adolescents, one boy

being under the age of 10. The other children were two boys and three girls

aged between 12 and 14, plus four adolescents (two boys and two girls) aged

between 14 and 18. The highest wages were earned by five spinners, all

male piece workers, who worked an 11½ hour day in return for £1 11s 6d per

week. By comparison, the one young man - aged between 18 and 20 - who

worked for a fixed weekly rate (15s 6d per week) earned less than the piece

workers, yet still took home slightly more than the seven older men who also

earned  a  fixed weekly  wage  (14s 6d  per  week).  The  three adult  women

earned less than half that rate (6s 6d per week).  These weekly wage earners

were allowed four half-day holidays per year with pay and were entitled to

sick  leave.  Fines  and  penalties  were  not  imposed  for  lateness  or

disobedience,  but  a  worker  could  be  discharged  for  “refractory  conduct”.

There was no shift work, all the employees working from 6am to 7.30 pm in

the summer, and 6.30am to 8pm in the winter, except for Saturdays when the

working day ended at 4pm. 
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1833 cont’d -  Oldridge did  not  need to  employ parish  apprentices,  since all  the

children worked under their parents. Indeed, he claimed he had nothing to do

with the payment or management of the children, leaving this entirely to the

parents. Discipline was lax compared to many larger mills, the workers being

allowed to come and go between the unlocked mill  and their  cottages, to

which they returned for their meal breaks “when they will, and as they will”.

Oldridge was proud that despite the relatively low wages, this was more than

compensated for by the working conditions at his little mill which were far less

onerous than in larger mills, where workers toiled with heavy machinery in

unbearable heat. He was also proud of the fact that during his 23 years of

managing the mill, he had not, “thank God, lost by death or sickness but one

of our working hands the whole time, and his death was nowise attributable

to his work.” (Factory Inquiry Commission Report, 1834).

1837 - Until recently, it was believed that Whitfield Syke Mill was burnt down in 1837

and never recovered (Wharton, c.1975, p.28; Ingle, 1997, p.240). It is now

clear however that the mill continued to operate successfully.

1838 - Richard Ayrton, the rate collector for the parish, recorded in his notebook that

William Oldridge, as owner-occupier, was liable to pay taxes on his mill (nine

horse power) and four cottages, valued at £60 per annum, plus another five

cottages in the village, valued at £7 per annum (Ayrton, 1838).

 An advertisement in the Leeds Mercury announced that William Oldridge

was selling  the  mill.  The advertisement  reveals that  Whitfield  Syke,  “very

desirable for any person wishing to enter the cotton business”, had expanded

into two buildings, the Lower and the Higher Mill, still  in the possession of

former manager, William Oldridge. Nearby stood William Oldridge’s house,

and eight workers’ cottages with their gardens. The current occupiers were

named  as  Robert  Whitaker,  George  Tilley,  Stephen  Wiglesworth  [sic],

Matthew Morvil,  Mary Chambers, Lawrence Binns, Thomas Schofield,  and

Joseph Horner (Leeds Mercury, 27 October 1838).

1839 or 1840  – A dam was constructed or enlarged on the commons of Embsay

Moor  for  the  Whitfield  Syke  Mill,  for  which  the  mill  owners  paid  an

encroachment fee (Leeds Mercury, 21 March 1857).
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1841  – Census  returns  described  14  households  at  High  Mills,  Embsay  –  this

probably  included  both  Whitfield  and  Good  Intent  mills.  It  is  difficult  to

separate the two, but the first seven houses were most likely to be part of

Good Intent (including tenants named in the 1844 sale of this mill). The next

seven households included Thomas and Elizabeth Bailey (who reappeared

ten years later in the next census), and one of the occupants named in the

1838  sale  of  Whitfield,  Robert  Whittaker.  New tenants  were  Thomas and

Elizabeth Varley (although Thomas was a lead smelter, the lodger, 20 year

old Ann Halstead was a cotton mill  hand),  Emmanuel and Mary Atkinson,

William and Ann Joy,  Ambrose and Alice Procter,  Jonathan and Elizabeth

Watson, and the mill  manager,  Richard Holt.  At neighbouring Cragg Nook

Farm, the large Tattersall family (headed by the farmer, Thomas Tattersall),

included his wife Ann and their three eldest daughters Jane, 18, Mary, 16 and

Elizabeth, 13) who were all described as cotton factory hands.  

1847 – The Tithe Award map showed Whitfield Syke Mill was owned and occupied by

John  Greenwood,  together  with  mill  yard,  dams,  cottages  and  gardens.

Greenwood’s property lay between Pasture Piece and Jacob’s Coppy, both

owned by Jacob Wigglesworth as pasture. To the south (on land now owned

by Yorkshire Water, on the west side of the reservoir) arable and meadow

fields were farmed by John Mason. Andrew Mason also farmed an arable and

meadow  field  further  south  (much  of  it  now  under  the  reservoir,  the

waterworks, and the car park by the sailing club). 

1850 – After a fire destroyed neighbouring Good Intent spinning mill, the boiler and

engine  may  have  been  transferred  to  the  Whitfield  Mill  in  an  attempt  to

overcome the water supply problem. (Butler, 2000, vol. 2, p.15) (An account

of the burning of Good Intent Mill is the subject of a subsequent court case,

reported in Leeds Mercury, 20 March 1852)

1851– Census returns recorded seven unoccupied houses at “High Mill”, this was

probably  a  confused  reference  to  the  neighbouring  Good  Intent  Mill  site,

where the mill itself had burned down the previous year, probably leaving the

associated cottages abandoned. 
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1851 cont’d  - In the other cottages of “High Mill” described as inhabited, however,

Thomas Halliday, a Scotsman aged 33, Master Cotton Spinner,  was living

there with his Lancashire wife, Mary, and their two small daughters, and a

female servant, local girl from Cragg Nook, Mary Tattersall (who was a factory

hand ten years previously).  Five other families of  cotton mill  workers also

lived  at  “High  Mill”  –  Thomas  and  Mary  Hannam,  John  and  Elizabeth

Parkinson, Stephen and Emma Bailey, Ralph and Mary Knowles, the Varley-

Ward family (Elizabeth had been there in 1841 with her husband, but by 1851

was head of the household, with three children, including 16 year old Robert

who was a cotton mill apprentice; her elderly father, a retired cotton spinner,

and her brother,  William Ward, a cotton spinner, and his wife), as well  as

Elizabeth Bailey (there in 1841).

1857  – Whitfield Syke Mill owners Messrs Chambers and Leach took local farmer,

Andrew Mason to court in March, charged with causing malicious damage to

their  mill  dam on Embsay Moor.  He defended his  common grazing rights

against the encroachment of the mill dams and argued this was a case for the

civil  not  the  criminal  courts.  Mason  was  found  not  guilty,  and  the  case

referred to a higher court  (Leeds Mercury, 21 March 1857; York Herald, 21

March 1857).

 In October, Andrew Mason and two others (Richard and Jonathan, his brother

and his nephew) were brought before the local court in Skipton, charged with

the assault of Henry Nuttall, apparently in another argument over common

rights  on  the  moor.  All  the  men  were  bound  over  to  keep  the  peace

(Lancaster Gazette, 10 October 1857).

1861 – According to the Census returns, living at High Mill (ie. Whitfield) were the

factory manager, John Kerfoot, and his family, alongside six families of cotton

mill  workers – William and Grace Ward (who were there in 1851),  Grace

Emmott, Stephen and Emma Bayley (who were there in 1851), William and

Elizabeth  Rothwell,  George  and  Mary  Warrick,  and  John  and  Elizabeth

Parkinson (also there in 1851). At neighbouring Good Intent, there were a

further six cottages occupied by cotton workers – since Good Intent was no

longer in operation, these workers may have been employed at Whitfield or

nearby Crown Spindle Mill.
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1861 cont’d - The un-named mill owner of Whitfield High Mills sold the mill, with the

Manager’s house and five cottages, stable and shippon, the property being

advertised  in  the  Leeds  Mercury  as  “Embsay  High  Mills”  (Leeds  Mercury,

25 June 1861). 

1861-65 - The American Civil War (1861-65) disrupted supplies of raw cotton, causing

a “cotton famine” in Britain. 

1871 - Census returns again recorded 14 cottages at “High Mill” occupied by cotton

industry workers. Since Good Intent Mill was burned down in 1850, and was

not mentioned in the 1871 Census, some of these workers may have been

living in cottages still  standing on the neighbouring Good Intent Mill  site; or

perhaps additional cottages had been built at Whitfield (for which there is no

known evidence). 

c.1875-1877 – Whitfield Syke Mill  probably ceased operations (Butler, 2000, vol. 2,

p.11).

1881 – Despite the probability that Whitfield Mill had ceased operating for at least three

years, the Census returns showed that eight cottages were still occupied. The

families of Parkinson, Inman, Longstaff, Smith, Weatherill, Whittam, Mortimer

and Wroe were predominantly workers in quarrying, spindle making (probably

at the nearby Crown Spindle Works), worsted weaving, farming or domestic

service. John Parkinson, however, was described as a cotton factory operative

(perhaps at Crown Spindle which was engaged in spinning as well as spindle

manufacture).

1891 – Census returns recorded three of the cottages at “High Mills” (aka Whitfield)

were  now  uninhabited,  but  still  living  there,  and  at  “Whitfield  Syke”,  are:

Joseph Singleton (baker) with his wife, small grandson and a boarder, 61 year

old Esther Wilson. 78 year old widow Ann Holmes and her son, Isaiah (farmer).

John  Parkinson  was  also  still  there,  with  his  wife  Betty,  and  three  adult

grandchildren (working as servants or agricultural labourers). 

c.1892 - The mill and cottages were purchased by Thomas Parkinson. He demolished

part of mill and turned the cottages into holiday homes for city and town people

from Skipton, Manchester and Bradford seeking the fresh air of the Yorkshire

Dales, or to hold religious and social gatherings (Butler, 2000, vol. 4. p.2). 
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c.1897 - The Tattersall sisters took over the tea room business in the double-fronted

cottage, which had been established by Clifford Lawson’s grandmother about ten

years before (Lawson, 2010, p.20).

1901 – Census returns recorded just three cottages still occupied – 86 year old John

Parkinson was still there (and has been since 1851), although by then a widower,

with his 35 year old grand-daughter. His neighbours were the Smith family (the father

and son working  as  a  limestone quarryman and a  warehouseman in  a  weaving

shed), and Mary Tattersall, as a boarding house keeper,  then on her own, and still

providing bed and breakfast to visitors.

1904 -  The  decision  was  made  to  build  Embsay  Reservoir,  prompting  Thomas

Parkinson to sell the old mill site which included the main mill building, the chimney,

two outbuildings and six cottages, plus 8¾ acres of land, to Skipton Urban District

Council (Butler, 2000, vol. 4. p.2).

1905-1910 - The cottages were rented out to contractors and construction officials.

The former cotton warehouse was used as a base by the Navvy Mission Society,

while other former mill buildings were used by the contractors as offices, workshop

and storerooms (Bowtell, 1991).

1908  – A cloudburst followed by a thunderstorm over the moor caused a massive

flood,  creating  havoc  as  the  water  rushed  down  into  the  village  below,  causing

serious damage to Millholme Shed and Crown Spindle.  The cottages at Whitfield

were flooded and the horses in the stables at the reservoir construction works were

found standing breast high in water. The flood had a significant and lasting effect on

the landscape around the Whitfield site (Craven Herald and Wensleydale Standard, 5

June, 1908).

1908 – The mill chimney was demolished on 3rd October (Skipton U.D.C., 1903-84).

1909  – The mill  buildings and some cottages were  demolished in  February  and

March (Skipton U.D.C., 1903-84).

1910 – The last of the cottages were demolished in June (Craven Herald, 1910). With

the opening of the reservoir, the only building not demolished on the site was the old

warehouse.

1929 – A notice board declaring “Enter unto His gates with praise” was still displayed

outside the Mission building (Butler, 2000, vol.2, p.11)
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7.3 Historical Documents

Document 1. Indenture, 1628

In this early 17th Century document, Matthew Jackman, yeoman of Embsay, bought

one  beastgate  from  Richard  Park,  another  yeoman  of  Embsay.  This  gave  him

common rights on the three “inclosed and stinted” commons in the parish, including

Embsay Pasture,  which were formerly  attached to  Richard Park’s  tenement.  The

separate  sale  of  common rights,  which  were  originally  attached  to  landholdings,

appeared to be well established in Embsay by this time.

Transcribed from original  document  (WYJAS:  Bradford – Ferrand Family  Papers:

FER/D149)

This Indenture made the Twelfth daie of November in the third yeair of the raigne of 

our Sovereinge lord kinge Charles by the grace of god kinge of England Scotland 

France Ireland defender of the faith &c

Betweene Richard Parke of Embsey in the Countie of yorke yeoman of the one ptie 

And Mathew Jackeman of Embsey afforsesaid in the said Countie yeoman of thither 

ptie

Witnesseth that the said Richard Parke for & in Consideracon of the Somme of 

fower poundes of lawfull English money to him by the said Mathew Jackman before 

the seleinge hereof truly paied the receipte whereof hee doth hereby acknowledge & 

thereof & of everie pte & pcell thereof doth cleaerly acquitte exonerate & discharge 

the said Mathew Jackman his xecutors administrators & Assignes for ever by these 

presents

hath demised granted assigned & sett over and by these presents doth demise 

grante assigne & sett over unto the said  Matthew Jackman his Executes 

Administrators & Assignes
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One Cattlegate or beastgate & sufficient herbage goeinge feeding & Com~on of 

pasture for one whole ma[?d]e beast to [?r]ake feedgoe & depasture wthin upon & 

throughout all those inclosed & stinted pastures of & belonginge to Embsey aforesaid

called & knowne by the names of Embsey pasture Embsey greene & [?nirline] gill & 

everie of them And allwaies pathes Easemts xsittes Comodities waters watering 

places & emolu[men]ts whatsoever  to the said beastgate or Cattlegate belonging or 

used Conveinient or necesarie in upon to or from the said pastures wth said 

Cattlegate or prmisses above granted are & is pcell of & belonginge to the messuage

& Tenemte of the said Richard Parke situate lyinge & beinge in Embsey aforesaid

& wch hee the said Richard holdeth and einoyeth by force of one lease or grante 

thereof made by the right honorable Franncis Erle of Cumberland & henry lord 

Clifford to William Parke deceased & to the said Richard Parke the now surviver for 

the Tearme of three Thousand years from the date of the

said lease wch was the Tenth day of January in the Thirteenth yeare of the reigne of 

our late Soveraigne King James over England &c

To have & to hold the \said/ beastgate or Cattlegate & the herbage goeinge & 

feeding for the same & all and singular other the premises wth thappurtenances 

hereby granted and Assigned unto the same Mathew Jackman his Executors 

Administrators and Assignes from the date of these Indentures for dureinge & unto 

the full and finall end of all the said Tearme of Three Thousand years wch are yet to 

come & unspent thereof 

yeeldinge  & paying therefore yearely dureinge all the said Tearme into the said Erle 

and Lord Clifford their heires and Assignes the yearely rent of Eleavan pence of 

lawfull English money att the feasts off Pentecost & Ste Martin the bishop in winter by 

equall porco[?----]s as pcell of the rente in the said lease reserved 

And alsoe yeeldinge makeinge doeing & performeinge all such dutyes suited & 

services as are and ought to bee done & pformed to the said Erle and Lord Clifford 

their heires or Assignes for or in respect of the said promises 
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And the said Richard Parke for himself his Executors Administrators & Assignes doth 

Covenante promise and grante to and wth the said Mathew Jackman his executors & 

Administrators by these presents That he the said 

Matthew Jackman his Executors Administrators  and Assignes shall or lawfully may 

during all the said Tearme of years above mentioned for under and according to the 

rente suite & services afforesaid peaceably and quietly have hold occupie possesse 

and enjoy the said hereby granted premises wthout anie lett suite trouble eviction [?--]

expulsion denyalls or incumbrance of him the said Richard Parke his Executors 

Administrators or Assignes or of anie other person or psons lawfully Claymeinge by 

from or under him them or anie of them or by or their or anie of their former

or other act deed writenige assignment morgage consente will  privitie meanes or 

procurement then contrarie in anie wise notwthstandinge 

In witnesse whereof the pties abovesaid to this present Indenture have 

interchangeablie sett their hands & seales the day & yeare first above written.            

___________________________________________________________________

Document 2. Court Baron, 1726

The feudal Court Baron continued to be very active in Embsay and Eastby until the

late 1750s. One of its responsibilities was to manage the common rights, including

the rights to grazing on Embsay Pasture. For example, in December 1726, the court

imposed fines for anyone grazing livestock on Embsay Pasture too early in the year.

Transcribed from original document (The Devonshire Collection, Chatsworth L45/29,

Call Books and Verdicts, Embsay-with-Eastby Court Baron)

Manor de Embsay cum Eastby

Curt Baron [?-------] Manor [?--] domino octavo die Decembris Anno Dom 1726

Noia Jur

Charles Benson gent Jonathan Mason

Christopher Mason Thomas Mason

Thomas Garforth Joseph Walsh

Wm Atkinson Isaac Walsh

Wm Umpleby George Smith

Tho: Chippindale Richd Downham  
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We amerce every freehoulder 6d and Each Tennt 4d who have made default in their 

appearance at this Court

We do also continue the pain laid about swine unrung and unyoked and all other 

pains formerly Laid in this court wch are not yet performed

We present Wm H Edward Heelis for grinding his corne from Embsay mill this sumer 

contrary to the Custome of this Mannor 6 shillings to the Lord of this mannor

We present Thomas Lamb for grinding his corne from Embsay Mill this sumer 

contrary to the like Custome Three shillings foure pence to the Lord of the Mannor

We lye a pain upon all persons that shall bring beasts or sheep or cause to be 

brought into Eastby Pasture or Embsay Pasture at any time before Michaelmas day 

on pain of 6d a sheep and 12d a beast to the Ld of the Mannor

And that no fforeigners or any other persons who have no right, in either of the 

pastures shall bring any goods to graze after Michaelmas on pain of 12d a head to 

the Lord of the Mannor

We find the pain laid on Wm Demaine concerning Moseley ffence to be pformed in 

time and likewise the Cartway adjoining to the Holmesike to be pformed

Charles Benson His mark

Tho: T Mason

Christopher Mason Jonathan Mason

Thos Garforth Joseph Walsh

Wm Atkinson Isaac Walsh

Richd Downham George S Smith

His Mark His Mark

Thi: T Chippindale Wm Umpleby
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Document 3. Court Baron, 1757

The last known reference to the stinted commons of Embsay Pasture is a document

recording a meeting of the Court Baron in December 1757. Fines were still being

imposed  for  the  grazing  of  livestock  without  the  permission  of  the  pinder  (the

manorial official charged with supervising livestock on the commons).

Transcribed  from  the  original  document  (The  Devonshire  Collection,  Chatsworth

L/28/101 – 1693-1757 manor of Embsay with Eastby, 5 - Court Baron jury verdicts;

21st January 1757)

Manor of Embsay with Eastby

Court Baron of the Right Honourable Dorothy Countess Dowager of Burlington 

holden at Empsey in and for the Manor aforesaid on Friday the 21st day of Janry 

1767 before

Jurors of afsd. Cort

Names of the Jury

Thomas Chippingdale John Janson

Lawrence Chippingdale High Croft [sic]

Matthew Winn Jonathan Mason

Richard Chippingdale Benjamin Shires

Thomas Mason Richard Umpleby

Jonathan Ward Isaac Walsh

Thomas Atkinson Wm. Philip

Edward Hirst WmSpencer

We the jurors above names Do upon our Oaths [?---]

every freeholder who hath made default in appearance

at this Court Sixpence

We the Jurors Also lay a pain on one Water Course Through Wm Fallis Barn and to 

WmMason Guinal one shilling per yard to be made before Lady day Next
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We also Lye a pain on any person that Doos not keep the Road over [no]  Brigston 

over the Wesson with a Cart betwixt and next Michalmas for Every Cart not Going 

over the Brigstone 10 shillings & sixpce Each Cart lying Betwixt Edge gate and 

Boncrofts Road

We also Lye a pain on a Certain WaterCorse being out of its span betwixt Long rood 

head and hugh [sic] Lane Road to be made betwixt and Laydy Day next for Every 

Rood not made one shilling.

We also lye a pain on any person that Changes any Catells in Eastby pasture or 

Embsay pasture without aquaining pinders for each head sixpence

We also Lye a pain on any Person that [?--- ] puts Horse or Beast Into the Lanes 

within the Liberty of Embsay or Eastby and is not with them for every head 2 shillings

and sixpence Each time Betwixt LadyDay next and next Mickalmas to the Lord of 

This Manor

We also Lye a pain on any person that Does not keep sufficent Fence against the high

Road for every rood not being made before next Lady Day [?----] Three Shillings and 

sixpence to the Lord of this Manor

His mark

Tho: Chippindale William X Phillip

Lawrence Chippindale William Spencer

Matthew Winn

Richard Chippindale

Thos mason

Jonathan Ward

Thomas Atkinson

Edward Hirst

John Janson

Hugh Croft

Jonathan Mason

Ben: Shiers
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Richard Umpleby

Isaac Walsh

Document 4. Insurance Document, 1800

 (London  Metropolitan  Archives:  Guildhall  Library  –  Royal  Exchange  Insurance

policy; MS 07253/32A/180514, 1800)

Christmas Dr 1800

January 1st 

Messrs Hammond and Tattersall of Embsay within parish of Skipton Co of York, Cotton

Spinners 

On their Cotton Mill house, situate at Embsay afd : stone and slated, under the first 

Class in the Cotton Risks and in their own occupation only. On Millwright’s Work, 

including all the standing and Going Gears

   200

On Clockmaker’s Work, Carding and Breaking Engines and all  moveable utensils 

 80

On Stock in Trade in the same 170

200     

20s/- 6.16.6     80.514 Duty -.13.-   

  £7.9.6                    

        

________________________________________________________________

 

Document 5. Sale advertisement, 1809

(Leeds Mercury, Saturday November 25th 1809)

EMBSAY, NEAR SKIPTON

Cotton Mill, &c.TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION, in One Lot, and entered to Immediately. 

By Mr. SHARP At the House of Mr. Robert Fell, the Sign of the Thanet’s Arms, in 

Skipton, in Craven, in the County of York, on Saturday, the Second Day of December,

1809, between the Hours of Six and Eight o’Clock  in the Evening; Subject to such 

Conditions as will be then and there produced, 
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ALL that COTTON MILL, situate and being in Embsay, in the Parish of Skipton 

aforesaid, called WHITFIELD SYKE MILL, Three Stories high, and containing Forty-

six Feet in length, and Twenty-eight Feet in width, with One good Water Wheel, 

Eighteen Feet Diameter, and Three Feet wide in the Bucket.

Also, FIVE COTTAGE HOUSES, with the Stable and Hay Loft, adjoining, or nearly 

adjoining the said Mill, with the Garden and Appurtenances therein 

belonging.

And also, the following MACHINERY, One Picker, One Carding Engine, containing 32

inches in breadth, One Breaker, 31 inches broad, Three

Finishing Engines, 21 Inches each in breadth, Two Drawing Frames, containing 6 

Boxes each, One Roving Billy, containing 80 Spindles, with Twelve Dozen Cans, and 

70 other Cans belonging to the Carding and 

Drawing Frames, and all other necessary Apparatus, with One Grinding Machine, all 

worked by Water.

Also, SIX MULES, Two of them containing 216 Spindles each, Two of them 

containing 204 Spindles Each, another containing 172 Spindles and the other 

containing 132 Spindles, One Throw, One Cutting Engine, and one Fis[?-]ing Engine,

with all Kind of necessary Tools, Scales, Weights, Skips, &c. &c.

Also, at the same Time and Place, along with the above, the beneficial Interests of, 

and in a Lease of a certain Building and Premises, situate in the Newmarket-Street, 

in Skipton aforesaid, three Years of which will be to come therein, at May Day next, at

Yearly Rent of £14 5s 0d.

And also, FOUR MULES, one of them containing 192 Spindles, another containing 

204 Spindles, another containing 212 Spindles, and the other containing 216 

Spindles, and which last mentioned Machinery are standing in the Premises, situated

in Newmarket-Street, in Skipton aforesaid.

The Machinery is all in good Repair, and the Mill constantly supplied with sufficient 

Water.

Mr. John Hammond, or Mr. Thomas Tattersall, of Embsay aforesaid, will shew the 

Premises; and further Information may be had, by applying at the Offices of Messrs. 

Alcock and Preston, Solicitors, in Skipton
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Document 6. Insurance Document, 1821

(London  Metropolitan  Archives:  Guildhall  Library  –  Sun  Insurance  policy;  MS

11937/134/984570, 1821)

18 Oct: 1821. 984070 

John Greenwood of Kighley {sic} Thomas Whittaker of Greenholme, both in the 

County of York, Esqrs

On Millwright’s Work including all the standing & going gears in Whitfield Syke Cotton

Mill near Skipton in said County in their own tenure only, brick & slated Dy. as pr Plan 

lodged in the Office dated 25th Sep: 1811 & in the instructions to be four stories in 

heigh, {sic} rated at 1500 Square Yards & warranted to be Conformable to the first 

Class of Rules & Rates dated first of March 1815 two hundred Pounds ______21/-

 200

Clock Maker’s works  Carding & breaking engines & all moveable Utensils therein 

only mounted & in use, four hundred Pounds ______________

400

Stock & Goods in trust or on Commission therein only one <thousand> hundred 

Pounds ____ 100

£700      

£7.7.- 

Mīchs. 1822

Hall Gār

£1.1.- 

21/-   26  

 

T. Dovrien Junr, C B Ford, H J Boulton  

Witd & Exd . H G: Junr  
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Document 7. Sale advertisement, 1838 

(Leeds Mercury - Saturday October 27, 1838)

Sales by Auction

MILLS, MACHINERY, HOUSES &c., in Embsay. – By JOHN GARNETT, at the Old 

George Inn, in Skipton, in the County of York, on Wednesday the 31st Day of October,

1838, at Six o’Clock in the Evening, subject to Conditions.

ALL those TWO COTTON MILLS, called “Whitfield Syke Mills,” with Machinery, Water

Wheels, Going Gear, Shafting-Belts, &c., now standing 

therein, situate near the Village of Embsay, in the Parish of Skipton aforesaid, and 

now in the Possession of Mr William Oldridge.

The Lower Mill contains 3 Working Rooms – each of the Lower Rooms measures 16 

Yards by 9 Yards, the Highest  Room measures 18 Yards 2 Feet by 9 Yards, 

containing 2044 Mule Spindles, (by Sledden) Six Card Engines, Three Roving 

Frames of 48 Spindles each, One Slubbing Frame, 

One Drawing Frame, One lathe, Shafting-Belts &c. A Water Wheel (nearly new) 

measuring 30 Feet Diameter.

The Higher Mill contains Two Rooms – the Lower Room being used as a Warehouse,

and the Higher Room contains One Blower and Two Willeys, a Water Wheel (nearly 

new) measuring 18 Feet in Diameter.

Also all that DWELLING-HOUSE, with the Garden and Appurtenances thereto 

belonging, situate near the said Mills, now occupied by the said William Oldridge. 

Also all those EIGHT COTTAGE HOUSES, with the Gardens and 

Appurtenances thereto respectively belonging, also situate near the said Mills, In the 

respective Occupations of Robert Whitaker, George Tilley, Stephen Wiglesworth {sic} 

Matthew Morvil, Mary Chambers, Lawrence Binns, Thomas Schofield, and Joseph 

Horner.

The Mills have Five Dams with good Cloughs, Trunks, &c., and at present have 54 

Feet of fall of Water, which might be greatly increased at a small Expense. The 

Property is very desirable for any Person wishful to enter into the Cotton Business.
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Mr. Wm. Oldridge, of Embsay, (the Owner) will shew the Premises, and further 

Information may be had on Application at the Office of Mr THOS. B. PRESTON, 

Solicitor.

Skipton, 13 October, 1838.

___________________________________________________________________

Document 8. Newspaper reports, 1857 – Mason vs. Chambers & Leach

(Leeds Mercury, 21 March 1857 (Issue 6614, p.3)

Yorkshire Spring Assizes, Subsidiary Court, Monday, March 16.

Injuring a Mill Dam near Skipton  

Andrew Mason (on bail) was charged with having, at Embsay, near Skipton, 

maliciously injured and cut down a mill dam, on the 22nd ult. Mr. Blanshard 

prosecuted; Mr. Middleton and Mr Wheelhouse defended the prisoner. 

This charge was preferred under the 7th and 8th Geo. IV., cap. 30, sec. 17, which 

rendered any person guilty of a misdemeanour who shall damage or injure any mill 

dam. The prosecutors were the Messrs. Chambers, cotton spinners, Embsay, near 

Skipton, and the prisoner is a farmer in the neighbourhood. In order to work their mill 

the prosecutors had a large reservoir, the water in which was supplied by a number 

of rills emptying themselves into it, and the maintaining of a sufficient supply of water 

was important to the prosecutors in carrying on their business. On the 23rd of 

February the prisoner was seen with a spade cutting away the banks of the reservoir,

by which the water ran to waste, and caused much annoyance and inconvenience to 

the prosecutors in working the mill.

The defence was that the prisoner was a landowner, and had rights of pasturage on

Embsay Moor, where the reservoir was situated; that about 17 or 18 years ago this

reservoir was enlarged, by which an encroachment was made upon the Moor, to the

detriment of the prisoner and other farmers having a similar right of pasturage; that

as an undisputed use of 20 years went to establish a claim to the use of the enlarged

reservoir,  the prisoner,  as nearly 18 years had elapsed, determined to assert  his

rights, and, in company with a policeman, proceeded to cut away the embankment of

the reservoir.
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For the prosecution it was shown that for some years an encroachment rent had 

been paid for the reservoir extending upon the common, a fact which was urged as 

sufficient answer to the defence of the prisoner. – Not Guilty. 

 (York Herald, 21 March 1857 (Issue 4402, p.10)

Yorkshire Spring Assizes – Subsidiary Court, Monday, March 16.

Before Mr. Bliss, Q.C. 

Andrew Mason was charged with having, on the 23rd ult., injured a mill dam at 

Embsay, near Skipton.

Mr. Blanshard prosecuted, and Mr. Middleton defended. This misdemeanour was 
preferred against the defendant by Messrs. Chambers, cotton spinners, who for 
nearly twenty years had a reservoir on Embsay Common, the water of which was 
supplied by several rills that emptied into it. The defendant, who is a farmer and 
landowner, on the above named day, went to the reservoir with a policeman, and with
a spade cut away a part of the reservoir, thereby causing inconvenience and injury to
the prosecutors. 

For the defence, it was contended that the present case ought never to have been 

brought into that court, the question being one for a civil court. The prosecutors had 

no legal claim to the water, but if they got a twenty years’ user {sic} they then might. 

The defendant disputed their title, and considered he was justified in what he had 

done. – Not Guilty. 

__________________________________________________________________

(The Lancaster Gazette, and General Advertiser for Lancashire, Westmorland, 

Yorkshire, &c., 10 October 1857)

District Intelligence – Skipton

Assault Case – Henry Nuttall v. Andrew, Richard, and Jonathan Mason. This 

assault case occurred at Embsay, near Skipton, on Saturday, the 26th ult., and was 

investigated at the Skipton Court House, on Saturday last. 

The facts disclosed showed that the affair might have resulted seriously, as 

defendants had foul weapons in their possession, but the worst that befell each party 

was that Nuttall and Andrew Mason had their tempers cooled by both falling in the 

mill dam. 
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The origin of the assault was dispute about property and rights on the moor. The 

case is pending in a superior court. Nuttall sought protection till the decision was 

known and all parties were bound over to keep the peace. 

___________________________________________________________________

Document 9. Sale advertisement, 1861 

(Leeds Mercury, 25 June 1861)

Freehold Cotton Spinning Mill and Land at Embsay near Skipton.

Mr JOHN CRAGG has been instructed by the proprietors to Sell by 

Auction at the Devonshire Hotel, Skipton, on Friday, the Fifth 

July next, at four o’clock in the afternoon, subject to such conditions 

as shall be there produced,

ALL that Valuable COTTON SPINNING CONCERN, known as “The Embsay High 

Mills” situated at Embsay, near Skipton, comprising the mill for preparing and spinning 

cotton, with separate building for mixing and scotching, engine boiler and gas houses, 

excellent detached warehouse and cellar, office manager’s house and garden, five 

cottages, stable and shippon, and about eight acres of good land. The machinery, 

suitable for 50’s to 100’s twist, and 

now spinning 60’s twist, is of recent construction, and in first-rate condition, and 

consists of four pairs of self-acting mules, 1344 spindles in each pair, and two pairs of 

hand-mules by Threlfall, with 1,632 spindles in each pair, or a total of 8,640 spindles, 

with preparation arranged for double carding, quadruple drawing, intermediate frames 

and double roving. The place is fitted throughout with polished shafting and with 

steam, gas and water pipes. There is room to put in winding and warping if desired for 

the Bradford market. The engines are compounded, a high-pressure and condensing 

engine working 

together, with an ample supply of pure soft water. There is also a large first-class water

wheel, which is not used at present. This property confers valuable right of pasturage 

on Embsay Moor, and will be sold land, buildings, and machinery in one lot. If desired, 

part of the purchase money may remain on mortgage.

The whole may be viewed, working, from Monday, the 1st July, to 

the time of sale. 

For further particulars, apply to the Auctioneer, Mr John Cragg, 

Skipton D 8911r  
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Gazetteer

Landscape gazetteer 116 - 131

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management

Ref.
Num.

Item
Code

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error
+/-

General notes

116 WM Silt trap – lower weir 99878 54899 3m

117 WM Upper  weir (stepped), with
water management feature

99895 54920 4m

118 B Bank to S of millpond 120 
and infill 119, path on S 
side. Gradually decreases 
in height to E.

99808 54861 2m

119 T Area of tipped material in 
mill pond 120

99778 54868 2m GPS reading taken from 
approx. centre of tip.

120 WM Mill pond 99776 54886 4m GPS reading taken from 
edge of tip

121 T Series of hollows - ? 
natural, ? man-made

99781 54841 4m

122 WM Holding tank for stream 
water on 133

99715 54902 4m

123 WC Stream running from mill 
pond 120 to join 133

99715 54913 4m

124 WM Catch-water ditch & low 
bank running across 
hillside from stream 133. 
Continues to 120
                            West end

99691 54907

99645 54879

4m

5m

125 W Wall of questionable mill 
pond

99732 54985 5m

126 WM Mill pond 99750 54938 4m

127 B Bank south of mill pond 
126

99753 54927 4m

128 WC Stream running between 
mill ponds126 and 120 
emerges south of bank 127

99746 54921 4m

129 WC Stream running from moor,
disappears underground, 
but possibly ran into 120 
before infilled 

99832 54915 4m

130 WC Natural stream – Moor 
Beck

99845 54908 4m

131 WC Stream running from 104 
to 105, culverted at 143 
under path.

99713 54846 2m
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Landscape gazetteer 132 - 145

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management 

Ref.
Num.

Item
Code

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error
+/-

General notes

132 WM Stream – cut channel 5m 
long, running W-E from 
104 to 133   West end

99721 54854

99713 54855

4m

133 WC Stream running approx N –
S. Natural but utilised for 
water management.  
Disappears under path 
(139)

134  Not used

135 B Spur off 101 approx. 6m 
long, running N/S.              
Junction with 101 99696 54844 5m

136 B Retaining bank for 125 99731 54982 2m

137 WC Stream linking 125 & 126 99738 54961 2m

138 B Northern bank of millpond 
105

99717 54838 3m

139 MW Culvert of stream 133, 
evident on N side of path, 
but not on S side. 

99724 54845 3m Water fast flowing into 
culvert, but no evidence of 
where it goes

140 WC Stream running between 
101 and  N side of path, 
culverted 142 under path, 
runs to millpond 105.
                        Start of 140

99695 54832

99669 54828

2m

2m

140a WM Man–made channel from 
149 running W to E. 
Divides to form 102 & 146

141 B N Bank of millpond 104 99700 54864 4m

142 WM Culvert under path of 
stream 140
                          North side
                          South side

99695 54834
99697 54829

2m
2m

143 WM Culvert (stepped and 
revetted) under path of 
stream 131                        
                          North side
                          South side

 

99718 54839
99719 54839

2 m
2m

144 P Footpath Not taken
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145 P Lower footpath Not taken

Landscape gazetteer 146 - 152

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management 

Ref.
Num.

Item
Code

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error
+/-

General notes

146 WC Stream running from 140 
to enter SW end of area 
bounded by 101 

99664 54830 2m

147 WC Confluence of 140 and 148 99683 54828 2m

148 WC Stream running to N of 
path to join 140 

149 WC Stream running N/S

150 WM Possible weir in 149 above
junction of 124.

151 WM Culvert for 128 through 
southern bank 127 of  126.
approx. 6m in length.

152 WM Porcelain pipe 99752 54906
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Landscape gazetteer  201 - 216

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management 

Ref.
Num.

Item
Code

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error
+/-

General notes

201 W Remnants of wall running 
N/S from corner of 
embankment 202 towards 
reservoir – becomes 
double faced wall at end of
duck boards.

99724 54747

202 B S. Bank of mill pond 203 99724 54766

202A B W. Bank of mill pond 203

203 WM Mill pond 99740 54784 GPS reading taken from 
edge of tip of infill 210

204 WM Southern end of culvert  of 
stream 212

99739 54782

205 T Stone revetted circular 
hollow

99741 54796

206 WM Northern end of culvert of 
stream 212

99741 54817

207 W Opening in wall, stream 
212 exits under wall 110 at 
this point

99739 54817

208 W Opening in wall where 
ditch 107 appears to go 
through wall 110

99719 54816 5m

209 MA 1m length of railway track 99744 54808 4m

210 T Tip infill in mill pond 203 99736 54787 4m GPS reading taken from 
approx. centre of tip.

211 BM Remains of mission 
building chimney (brick)

99747 54789 4m

212 WC Stream running N/S 99744 54775 4m GPS reading taken from 
lower end.

213 W Corner of right angled 
revetted wall, at SE corner 
of 203  

99753 54769 4m

214 B Corner of curved bank 
(revetted) below 215

99763 54772 2m

215 B Bank to east of 212, 
revetted by 214, and 
leading up to door of  
existing building.

99756 54771 2m

216 M Stone slab across stream 
212

99756 54764 2m
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Landscape gazetteer  217 - 236

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management 

Ref.
Num.

Item
Code

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error
+/-

General notes

217 WM Channel from mill pond 
203 leading to edge of pit

99747 54758 4M

218 W Western end of wall - 
possibly back wall of 
building on plan

99748 54756 4m GPS taken from centre

219 W Wall – possibly internal 
wall

99760 54758 4m

220 W Eastern end of wall 218 99768 54758 5m

221 W Wall on edge of reservoir, 
possibly edge of mill yard

99775 54744 2m

222 BM Concrete floor 99785 54749 4m GPS taken from centre

223 M Stone slab at eastern end 
of concrete 222

99787 54748 2m

224 T Raised area, thought to be 
tip possibly from demolition
of cottages.

99794 54790 5m GPS taken from centre    

225 T Circular mound to SE of 
and slightly higher than 
224

99783 54773 4m

226 P Garden path thought to be 
from the Misses Tattersall’s
cottage

99774 54801 5m

227 M Dressed stone feature – 
possibly lintel approx. 0.8m
x 0.2m.

99788 54798 2m

228 MM NE corner of extant 
building

99756 54796 3m

229 MM NW corner of extant 
building

99751 54794 3m

230 -
233

Not used

234 T Mound thought to be tip 
from cottages

99796 54791 2m

235 T Mound thought to be tip 
from cottages

99787 54789 4m

236 T Walled area enclosing 
deep hollow between 
previous mill buildings; 
stream 212 disappears 
here.

99745 54751 3m
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Landscape gazetteer  237- 241

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management 

Ref.
Num.

Item
Code

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error
+/-

General notes

237 W SW corner of extant 
building

99754 54784 3m

238 W SE corner of extant 
building           

99761 54786 3m

239 M Coping stone probably 
from cottage garden wall

99769 54779 2m Now missing from site

240 S Loading bay for cotton 
store (Mission building)

99756 54779

241 W Retaining wall for 240 99759 54779
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Landscape gazetteer  301 - 315

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management 

Ref.
Num.

Item
Code

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error
+/-

General notes

301 W Field Wall – double faced 99725  54704 2m Length 15m as of 30 June 
2010. Continues under the 
water

302 T Normal shoreline

303 BM Smaller concrete square 99740  54726 4m

304 BM Larger concrete square 99741  54719 2m NW side slightly longer by 
approx.0.5m

305a W West wall 99744 54729 3m GPS reading taken from 
corner between 305a and 
305b

305b W North wall As above Short wall of 3 stones with 
2 stones to east, & 
possible row of curving 
stones running to 309.

306 W Wall running N/S As above Short wall of 3 stones, 2 
shorter ones to north of 
longer one,1.08m. in length

307 MA 7.5 cm diameter iron pipe 
with joint.

99747 54719 3m Pipe 1.60m long. Joint 
40cm from southern end.

308 W Wall As above Short length of wall, too 
close to 307 for GPS

309 W Wall with pipe & valve on 
east side

99751 54736 4m Wall continues to 305b. 
Pipe at right angles to wall.
59cm in length.

310 MA 10 cm diameter iron pipe 99754 54722 2m Length 4.80m. Junction 
2.10m from southern end. 
Further junction to north.

311 BM Asphalt 99760 54730 2m Patch of degraded asphalt

312 MA 4cm diameter iron pipe 99763 54735 2m Now removed from site

313 W Wall to west end of wall 
314

99763 54727 4m GPS reading taken from 
corner between 313 and 
314. Wall double faced.

314 W South wall 16.4m in length 99763 54727 4m GPS reading taken from 
corner between 313 & 314.

315 BM Asphalt 99770 54742 4m GPS reading taken from 
centre. Asphalt lies on 
shore-line, & continues 
westward as far as 
buttress of wall 219 
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Landscape gazetteer  316 - 332

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management 

Ref.
Num.

Item
Code

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error
+/-

General notes

316 W West wall 99770 54742 4m GPS reading taken from 
corner between 316 & 317

317 W South wall As above As above

318a M Linear arrangement of 
stones 

99775 54745 4m 8 Stones exposed on edge 
of normal shoreline

318b BM Paving As above Flat paving stones, below 
west end of 318a. Runs for 
1.60m.

319 BM Concrete (smaller area) 99776 54746 4m

320 BM Concrete (larger area) 99782 54750 3m

321 W Wall 99781 54736 3m GPS reading taken from 
centre of wall.

322 W Wall at right angles and 
lying across S end of 321

99783 54733 3m GPS reading taken in 
corner between 322 & 323

323 W Eastern wall As above 4.15m in length continues 
under water as 11 August 
2010

324 W Remnants of wall 15.10m 
in length

99789 54735 4m GPS reading taken from 
centre. 

325 MA Metal rods 99752 54713 2m 2 x small metal rods, 13cm 
& 20cm, protruding from 
ground.

326 MA Metal rods 99756 54716 2m 3 x small metal rods, 27cm, 
17cm, & 26cm, protruding 
from ground

327 BM Asphalt 99751 54723 2m Areas of degraded asphalt

328 MA Flange 99755 54731 2m 15cm diameter flange with 4
bolts; diameter of inside 
hole 5cm

329 WA Wooden post 99747 54722 2m Remains of wooden post, 
diameter 16cm

330 MA Bolt and square nut. 99761 54722 2m Nut approx. 4.5cm across.

331 W East wall of 314 99784 54732 3m GPS reading from corner of 
331 & 314

332 W Short length curved wall 99787 54714 3m Appeared briefly when 
water level at its lowest 
21/28 August 2010. GPS 
taken at lowest visible end, 
but wall continues under 
water
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Landscape gazetteer  333 - 336

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management 

Ref.
Num.

Item
Code

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error
+/-

General notes

333 MA Pipe 1.40m long, 5cm 
diameter

99798 54740 3m

334 BM Several firebricks, 28 x 
30cm, and number of 
rectangular firebricks, not 
in situ.

Not shown on plans

335 BM Numerous pieces of 
clinker, not in situ.

Not shown on plans

336 BM Area of bits of broken & 
burnt brick, clinker and 
broken asphalt, extendiing 
from west of 307 
diagonally to north-east of 
313/314

Not shown on plans
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Landscape gazetteer  401 - 418

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management 

Ref.
Num.

Item
Code

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error General notes

401 B West bank of stream 130 
above path.

99821 54792 2m

402 B West bank of stream below
path.

99823 54794 2m

403 MM Footbridge over stream 
130

99838 54794 2m

404 B East bank of stream 130 99836 54786 2m

405 WM Tank on bank 404, outlet 
into reservoir.

99836 54778 2m

406 S Sheepwash bridge 99844 54803 4m

407 P Trackway, continuation of 
113, through 112, now 
under bank & reservoir. 

99862 54793 2m

408 B West bank of stream 130, 
north of sheepwash bridge.

99845 54812 2m

409 B East bank of stream 130 
north of sheepwash bridge

99857 54805 4m

410 W Curved wall 1.50m long 
from E. gatepost, 112.

99857 54805 2m

411 B Bank below path 113 99868 54808 2m

412 T Level area below 411 99861 54812 2m

413 T Level area below 412 99859 54812 4m

414 B East bank of stream 130 
above sheepwash bridge 
406

99852 54807 4m

415 B West bank of stream 
above sheepwash bridge 
406

99850 54818 2m

416 W Revetted wall on east bank
of stream 130

99852 54809 2m

417 W Revetted wall on west 
bank of stream 130

99854 54818 2m

418 B Spur of bank running  
approx. W/E

99859 54853 2m
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Landscape gazetteer  419 - 429

Code: B = bank BM = building material M = masonry MA = metal artefacts 
P = path S = structure T = topographical W = wall WA = wooden artefact 
WC = watercourse WM = water management 

Ref.
Num.

ItemC
ode

Feature Description Grid ref 
SD..........

Error
+/-

General notes

419 W Revetted wall on west 
bank of stream 130, south 
of 421

99862 54872 2m

420 BM Patch of concrete just 
south of chute 421

99852 54890 3m Also end of wooden 
sleeper at W side of 
concrete 

421 WM Concrete chute & cast iron
pipe, carrying water from 
115 

99854 54888 3m

422 P Lower pathway
                       North end   
                      South end

99888 54914
99852 54890

3m
3m

Path fades out at N. end 
by large boulder

423 P Upper pathway
                       North end   
                      South end

99890 54922
99852 54890

3m
3m

Joins lower pathway 422 
at 420

424 M Stone slab with groove re-
used in revetment of west 
bank below sheepwash 
bridge

99842 54794 2m Thought to have been 
under 406 

425 M Stone slab with groove in 
stream under sheepwash 
bridge 406

99844 54803 4m Used for damning stream 
for sheep washing

426 MA Cast iron pipe (outflow), 
protruding from E side of 
path 422

99871 54895 2m Length from bank 40cm
diameter 8cm

427 MA Remains of corroding 
metal post on W bank of 
path 422

99873 54902 2m 25cm high, angle iron 5cm
x 5cm

428 WA Ends of at least 6 wooden 
sleepers showing in bank 
above path 422, appear to
be lying across and under 
path 423

99877 54903 2m

429 WM Area for water, between 
116 and 117
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              Fig. 7.5 Annotated plan of the Moor Beck area to show recorded features.

      © Ruth Spencer
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7.5  Botanical Species List

Due to time constraints and lack of expertise on the part of the survey team, the list

of grasses and ferns is incomplete. Similarly, the majority of mosses, lichens and all

fungi have been excluded – these will follow in a supplemental report to be published

later. The following list is as complete as possible however, to include those grasses,

ferns and  shrubs or trees which were identified, but which are not included in the

collection of species distribution maps on the accompanying CD.

The following plants were identified on the Whitfield Syke survey site between March

2009 and October 2010:

(Abbreviations used for Types: FP = Flowering plants; FN = Ferns and allied plants;

G = Grasses, sedges, rushes and horsetails; M = Mosses; T = Tree or shrub) 

Latin name Common Name Type

  Acer pseudoplatanus Sycamore T  
  Acer pseudoplatanus var. Variegated sycamore T
  Achillea millefolium Yarrow FP
  Achillea ptarmica Sneezewort FP
  Aesculus hippocastanum Horse chestnut T
  Agrostis canina Velvet bent G
  Agrostis sp. Bent species G
  Agrostis stolonifera Creeping bent G
  Alopecurus pratensis Meadow foxtail G
  Anthoxanthum odoratum Sweet vernal grass G
  Anthriscus sylvestris Cow parsley FP
  Apium nodiflorum Fool's watercress FP
  Arrhenatherum elatius False oat grass G
  Athyrium filix-femina Lady fern FN
  Belis perennis Daisy FP
  Blechnum spicant Hard fern FN
  Breutalia chrysocoma Moss - Breutalia chrysocoma M
  Callitriche stagnalis Common water starwort FP  
  Calluna vulgaris Heather T
  Caltha palustris Double marsh marigold (introduced) FP
  Caltha palustris Marsh marigold FP
  Campanula rotundifolia Harebell FP
  Cardamine amara Large bittercress FP
  Cardamine flexuosa Wavy bittercress FP
  Cardamine pratensis Cuckoo flower (aka Milkmaids) FP
  Cardamine hirsuta Hairy bittercress FP
  Carex disticha Brown sedge G
  Carex echinata Star sedge G
  Carex flacca Glaucous sedge G
  Carex flava Yellow sedge G
  Carex nigra Black sedge G
  Carex ovalis Oval sedge G 
  Centaurea nigra Knapweed FP
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  Cerastium fontanum Mouse ear chickweed (aka Common mouse 
ear)

FP

  Chrysosplenium oppositifolium Opposite leaved golden saxifrage FP
  Cirsium arvense Creeping thistle FP
  Cirsium palustre Marsh thistle FP
  Cirsium vulgare Spear thistle FP
  Cladonia sp. Lichen – Cladonia sp. Lichen
  Conocephalum conicum Liverwort - conocephalum Liverwort
  Conopodium majus Pignut FP
  Cynosurus cristatus Crested dog's-tail G
  Dactylis glomerata Cocksfoot G
  Dactylorhiza fuchsii Common spotted orchid FP
  Deschampsia cespitosa Tufted hair grass G
  Deschampsia flexuosa Wavy hair grass G
  Digitalis purpurea Purple & white foxglove FP
  Drosera rotundifolia Round leaf sundew FP
  Dryopteris dilatata Broad buckler fern FN
  Dryopteris filix-mas Male fern FN
  Eleocharis quinqueflora Few flowered spike rush G
  Epilobium brunnescens New Zealand willowherb FN
  Epilobium montanum Broad leaved willowherb FN
  Epilobium obscurum Short fruited willowherb FN
  Epilobium palustre Marsh willowherb FN
  Equisetum arvense Field horsetail G
  Equisetum fluviatile Water horsetail G
  Equisetum palustre Marsh horsetail G
  Erica cinerea Ling T
  Erica tetralix Cross leaved heath T
  Eriophorum angustifolium Common cotton grass G
  Eriophorum vaginatum Hare's tail cottongrass G
  Euphrasia sp. Eyebright FP
  Eurynchium sp. Moss - Eurynchium sp M
  Festuca ovina Sheeps fescue FP
  Festuca rubra Red fescue FP
  Filipendula ulmaria Meadowsweet FP
  Fragaria vesca Wild strawberry FP
  Galium aparine Cleavers FP 
  Galium palustre Marsh bedstraw FP
  Galium saxatile Heath bedstraw FP
  Galium uliginosum Fen bedstraw FP
  Galium verum Ladies bedstraw FP
  Geranium pratense Meadow cranesbill FP
  Gnaphalium uglinosum Marsh cudweed FP
  Holcus lanatus Yorkshire fog G
  Holcus mollis Creeping soft grass G
  Hydrocotyle vulgaris Marsh pennywort FP
  Hypericum humifusum Trailing St John's wort FP
  Hypochaeris radicata Cat's ear FP
  Iris pseudacorus Variegated yellow flag iris (Introduced) FP
  Iris versicolor Purple iris (Introduced) FP
  Juncus acutiflorus Sharp flowered rush G
  Juncus articulatus Jointed rush G
  Juncus bufonius Toad rush G 
  Juncus bulbosus Bulbous rush G
  Juncus conglomeratus Compact rush G
  Juncus effusus Soft rush G
  Juncus inflexus Hard rush G
  Juncus squarrosus Heath rush G
  Leontodon autumnalis Autumn hawkbit FP
  Leontodon saxatilis Lesser hawkbit FP
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  Lolium perenne Perennial ryegrass G
  Lotus corniculatus Common birds foot trefoil FP
  Lotus pedunculatus Greater bird foot trefoil FP
  Luzula campestris Field woodrush G
  Luzula multiflora Heath woodrush G
  Luzula sp. Woodrush sp. G
  Lynchnis flos-cuculi Ragged robin FP
  Malva moschata Musk mallow FP
  Mentha aquatica Water mint FP
  Menyanthes trifoliata Bog bean FP
  Myosotis arvensis Field forget-me-not (aka Common) FP
  Myosotis laxa subsp.    
caespitosa

Tufted forget-me-not FP

  Myosotis secunda Creeping forget-me-not FP
  Narcissus pseudonarcissus Daffodil (Introduced) FP
  Nardus stricta Mat grass G
  Oreopteris limbosperma Lemon scented fern FN
  Oxalis acetoselle Wood sorrel FP
  Papaver sp. Poppy sp. FP
  Pedicularis sylvatica Lousewort FP
  Petasites hybridus Butterbur FP
  Phleum pratense Timothy G 
  Phyllitis scolopendrium Hart's tongue fern FN
  Pilosella officinarum Mouse ear hawkweed FP
  Plantago major Greater plantain FP
  Poa annum Annual meadow grass G
  Polygala serpyllifolia Heath milkwort FP
  Polygala vulgaris Common milkwort FP
  Polytrichum commune Moss - Marsh hair moss N
  Potamogeton polygonifolius Bog pondweed FP
  Potentilla erecta Tormentil FP
  Potentilla sterilis Barren strawberry FP
  Prunella vulgaris Self heal FP
  Pteridium aquilinum Bracken FN
  Quercus petraea Sessile oak T
  Quercus robur Oak–Commonaka English or Pendunculate T
  Ranunculus acris Meadow buttercup FP
  Ranunculus ficaria Lesser celadine FP
  Ranunculus flammula Lesser spearwort FP
  Ranunculus omniophyllus Round leaved water crowfoot FP
  Ranunculus repens Creeping buttercup FP
  Rhizomnium puctatum Moss - Rhizomnium sp. M
  Rhytidiadelphus squarrosus Moss - Rhytidiadelphus sp. M
  Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum Watercress FP
  Rumex acetosa. Common sorrel FP
  Rumex acetosella Sheeps sorrel FP
  Rumex crispus Curled dock FP
  Rumex obtusifolius Broad leaved dock FP
  Sagina procumbens Procumbent pearlwort FP
  Salix cinerea subsp. cinerea Grey willow T
  Salix x smithiana Broad leaved osier T
  Sambucus nigra Elderberry T
  Senecio jacobaea Common ragwort FP
  Silene dioica Red campion FP
  Sonchus asper Prickly sow thistle FP
  Sphagnum sp. Bog moss M
  Stachys sylvatica Hedge woundwort FP
  Stellaria graminea Lesser stitchwort FP
  Stellaria media Common chickweed FP
  Stellaria uliginosa Bog stitchwort FP
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  Tanacetum parthenium Feverfew FP
  Taraxacum agg. Dandelion FP
  Thlaspi sp. Pennycress FP
  Torilis japonica Upright hedge parsley FP
  Trifolium dubium Lesser trefoil FP
  Trifolium repens White clover FP
  Trifolium rubra Red clover FP
  Triglochin palustre Marsh arrowgrass FP
  Tripleurospermum inodorum Scentless mayweed FP
  Urtica dioica Common stinging nettle FP
  Veronica chamaedrys Germander speedwell FP
  Veronica officinalis Heath speedwell FP
  Veronica serpyllifloia Thyme-leaved speedwell FP
  Vicia cracca Tufted vetch FP
  Vicia sepium Bush vetch FP
  Viola palustris Marsh violet FP
  Viola riviniana Common dog violet FP
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7.6 The DAFOR scale

In assessing the extent of  ground coverage or numerical  presence of each plant

species the DAFOR scale was used. This is highly subjective but provides a quick

and simple method in the field. We have applied the scale as follows:

Dominant  100-90% ; The species completely covers the area, leaving very little

space for other plants, or for footsteps between. 

Abundant 90-75%  ;  The  species  is  found  covering  the  ground  in  a  carpet

throughout the area. 

Frequent  75-20% ; The species is thinly scattered across the area, or can be

found in several clumps or patches.

Occasional  20% -5% ; The species is found in a small number of plants within the

area, generally spaced well apart from each other. 

Rare Less than 5% ; The species can be counted in single figures (less than

10 instances within larger areas; usually less than 5) within the area,

and occurs as single, isolated plants. 
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7.7 Botanical Survey Habitat Zones

For the purposes of the botanical survey, the Whitfield site was divided into habitat

zones. These were allocated initially on the basis of visual identification during a field

walkover. Each zone has its own plant community and character. The mapping of the

distribution of plant species was defined according to these zones.  For a map of

these habitat zones, see Figure 5.20  and 5.21 of the report. All measurements are

approximate  due  to  the  irregular  shapes  and  undulating  ground  surface  of  each

habitat  zone.  GPS  references  are  taken  from  the  centre  of  each  zone  unless

otherwise  indicated.  Compass  points  denote  GPS readings  taken  at  the  farthest

edges of the zone. All the becks running throughout the site are between 0.5 and

1metre in width. Within the survey area, the altitude varies from 210 metres above

sea level (asl) on the reservoir side to 230 metres asl on the moorside.

Zone Grid refs Area size Description
Reservoir Side – Western area
Unless otherwise stated, the soil in Area W is a loamy clay – pH 6.0

W.01 SD 99565 
54793 17m X 12m

Location: small pocket in the extreme north-west corner of 
the survey site
Aspect: flat area with partial shade from wall and 
embankments
Habitat: Riverside banks and footpath lying between a farm 
gate, and a small but well-built footbridge (FB3)  crossing a 
strong, fast flowing beck
Notes:, this area contains a great variety of plants relative to
its size.  A thick patch of bracken is spreading out about 2 
metres from the moorside wall. The beck runs off the moor 
through a smoot in the wall, to continue over a stony bed 
through the soft rush bed area W.05, down to the reservoir. 
This beck  is strong throughout the year, and has steep-
sided, high banks (2m high). The beck banks are reinforced 
by substantial stone revetting around the bridge footings. 
Several fern plants grow here, under the bridge. To the east, 
W.01 is bounded by a west-facing embankment (perhaps 
natural, or perhaps part of ancient hollow ways pre-dating 
the wall), sloping back by 2m and standing 1m in height.

W.02 SD 99578 
54793 (west)

SD 99636 
54798 (east)

57m X 34m

Location: north-west corner, to the east of Footbridge 3, 
between the moorside boundary wall and a grassy footpath; 
bounded on the west by a low, wide embankment, which 
may be natural, adjacent to wall, or possibly part of an 
ancient hollow way pre-dating the wall
Aspect: slight, south-facing slope
Habitat: grass
Notes : A line of 7 young oak trees was planted for the 
millennium celebrations in 2000, parallel to the boundary 
wall.  Bracken is encroaching from the moorside, growing 
now along the base of the wall. In the summer there is a 
scattering of tall grasses, nettles and thistles. Conditions 
underfoot are dry. There is a scattering of molehills.
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W.03 SD 99634 
54806 (north)

SD 99623 
54781 (south-
west)

Total length =
58m X width 
varying from 
15m to 6m

Location: South of moor side boundary wall, running 
through area of short grassland
Aspect: slopes gently southwards
Habitat: Soft rush bed; The ground conditions are damp but 
not waterlogged, even in wet seasons.
Notes: fairly well-defined edges, curving round to the west, 
where it peters out just above a grassy footpath.

W.04 @ boundary wall 
behind bench = 
SD 99663 54808

35m (along 
wall on 
northern 
edge) X 48m 
(N-S) X 95m 
(along 
southern 
edge at 
footpath)

Location: immediately around and to the south of Bench 1, 
to east side of rush bed W.03.
Aspect: slightly south-facing slope
Habitat: Short-growing grass; dry conditions
Notes: In summer 2010 thyme leaved speedwell, greater 
plantain, and a large fungus grew immediately around the 
bench. Unfortunately the area was tidied up, and these 
plants disappeared. The bench is a popular resting place for 
dog walkers, and the area in front of it is therefore well-
trodden. Partly disturbed in northern section by rabbit 
activity. There are discrete patches of soft rush and a 
scattering of sweet vernal grass and marsh thistles in the 
summer, together with a bracken patch by the boundary wall,
behind the bench, and some nettles nearby. Otherwise this 
is generally a smooth area of short grass with some small 
flowers, such as tormentil.

W.05 SD 99568 
54787 (north; at
Footbridge 3)

SD 99670 
54691 (south)

North of the 
footpath = 
24m (N-S 
from FB3 to 
FB2).
Varies In 
width (W-E) 
between 11m 
to 20m.;
The rush bed 
continues 
south of the 
footbridge  
down to the 
reservoir’s 
edge for 
another 79m 
(26m at its 
widest point)

Location: Running north-south between footbridges 2 and 
3, continuing down to the reservoir’s edge
Aspect: gentle, south-facing slope
Habitat: Large rush bed growing around a narrow, fast-
flowing watercourse running off the moor. Damp conditions, 
periodically water-logged in patches, where the beck 
sometimes overspills. In wet seasons the beck forms small 
slow-running tributaries or standing pools to the side
Notes: well-defined edges;. The soft rush in W.05 is thick, 
and dense, noticeably more vigorous than the soft rush in 
W.18 or W.03.  A separate stand of soft rush (22m X 7m) lies
to the west near Footbridge 1, and is of the same nature. 
Therefore it is included in the flora list for W.05.

W.06 SD 99604 
54772 (east)

SD 99568 
54787 
(Footbridge 3)

34m x 24m
Location: lying south-east of Footbridge 3, to the south side 
of a grassy footpath
Aspect: Gentle slope, south facing
Habitat: Grassland

W.07 SD 99608 
54740

2m x 2m
Location:  Footbridge 2 lying within W.05 rush bed
Habitat: A small wooden footbridge (FB2) crossing a narrow 
beck
Notes: small area shaded by the bridge and tall vegetation 
on beck’s banks

W.08 SD 99642 
54716

2m x 2m
Location: Footbridge 5 lying within W.05 rush bed
Habitat: A small wooden footbridge (FB2) crossing a marshy
patch within a soft rush bed
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W.09 SD 99596 
54731

21m x 22m
Location: south-west of Footbridge 2
Habitat: hollow lies under a curving, probably natural, 
embankment which surrounds it on three sides. This may be 
part of a former river bed, which meandered through the old 
pasture. It is now dry in the summer, but can be damp 
underfoot in wet seasons.
Notes:, The inner slopes of the embankment are quite steep
and high, dominated by short rough grass. At the bottom of 
the hollow is a discrete stand of soft rush (11m X 14m).

W.10 SD 99566 
54736 

14m x 8m
Location: Near reservoir western boundary wall set within 
area W.11
Aspect:  east facing
Habitat: large sunken egg-shaped hollow ; highly disturbed 
ground used as a rubbish tip for small items such as broken 
pottery (most of which appears to be early to mid-20th 
Century in date)
Notes: Dense nettle patch; The centre of the hollow is 
relatively bare of vegetation and full of rabbit burrows; 
buttercups and chickweed grow only around the edges of the
hollow. The hollow appears to be man-made, and the west 
edge runs under the wall (which was built c.1908).  The soil 
here is much darker than elsewhere on the survey site on 
the Yorkshire Water side, and has a pH of 7.0.

W.11 SD 99558 
54782 (north)

SD 99577 
54700 (south)

85m X 42m
Location: Lying to the north of Footbridge 1, and southwest 
of Footbridge 2
Aspect: level platform alongside the wall side, but then 
gently slopes down southwards to meet the top of a curving 
embankment (probably natural) above a soft rush bed 
(W.09)
Habitat: Grassy slope
Notes: The vegetation is mainly short, rough grass and a 
carpet of sorrel leaves (these do not mature into flowering 
plants).  

W.12 SD 99577 
54694 

18m X 21m
Location: lying to the north and west of Footbridge 1; 
bounded on west side by the reservoir wall and to east side 
by a small set of steps
Aspect: South-facing
Habitat: sloping embankment, above slow running beck
Notes:  The top half of the slope is dominated by a thin bed 
of soft rush, while lower down, where the incline is a little 
steeper, and the conditions slightly damper, a variety of tall 
grasses dominate. 

W.13 SD 99590 
54647 (at 
Footbridge 1)

3m X 46m
Location: Footbridge 1 near stile on SW side of the survey 
site
Aspect: flat 
Habitat: Crosses a narrow, fast-flowing beck which is 
culverted under the western wall, and runs eastwards into 
the reservoir. The vegetation is quite dense in a narrow band
alongside the banks of the beck.
Notes:. Footbridge 1 lies on one of the most well-trodden 
sections of the survey site, being a few metres from the stile.

W.14 SD 99587 
54647 

Width from 
stile to 
reservoir 
edge = 35m.

Location: Embankment to north of Sailing Club, between 
Footbridge 1 and club house, on the west side of reservoir, 
running southwards alongside the west boundary wall 
Aspect:  East facing
Habitat: Large area of rough grass on high embankment
Notes: From platform alongside the wall, slopes steeply 
eastwards before sudden drop to water’s edge. This area is 
not subject to much disturbance by walkers, although a few 
fishermen come here. The survey was extended about 30m 
along this area, but this habitat zone extends a further 200 
metres or so to the sailing club hut at its southern end. 
Included in W.14 is the small area between the stile and the 
footbridge. This is well-trodden, and therefore often muddy, 
sloping steeply down towards the north. 
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W.15 SD 99619 
54667

Banks = 2m 
to 5 metres in
height on the 
west and NW
sides.  

6m X 15m

Location: Northwest corner of reservoir
Habitat: exposed for over a year by lowered water levels of 
2010 -11. Usually underwater, but often exposed when water
levels are low. Mix of sand, gravel and rock
Notes: The survey was carried out in a small pocket at the 
extreme north-west where two becks run into the reservoir, 
within 5 metres of each other. The long exposure above 
water throughout 2010 had encouraged small, localised tufts
of mixed vegetation to become established, beneath the 
partial shade of high banks and scars. 

W.16 SD 99608 
54740 
(Footbridge 2)

SD 99587 
54647 (reservoir
edge)

27m (W-E)
 X 62 m (N-S)

Location: from  Footbridge 2 down to the reservoir edge
Aspect: gently south-facing slope
Habitat: Grassland
Notes: Ground cover is short, rough grass with mossy 
undergrowth. Disturbance indicated by molehills. 

W.17 SD 99654 
54704 

4m x 4m
Location: Footbridge 4 – at southern end of area W.05 – 
streamside
Habitat: soft rush bed; fast flowing stream with steep 
banks; WATERFALL ABOUT 1M HIGH, FALLING INTO A 1½ M   
WIDE POOL  

W.18 SD 99673 
54697 (west) 

SD 99720 
54721 (east)

56m X 13m
Location: Reservoir edge
Habitat: Patches of soft rush and rough grass ; Slightly 
damp to fairly marshy
Notes:  The rush stands are not dense, and there is a 
mossy undergrowth throughout the area. 

W.19 SD 99728 5727 
(reservoir edge)

SD 99710 
54742 
(Footbridge 6)

22m (N-S). 
1m wide, 
except at the 
cotton grass 
patch where 
it curves out 
to 5m in width

Location: Around edge of W.07, from south-west corner of 
Footbridge 6 down towards reservoir
Habitat: Marsh edge. Damp to marshy fringe
Notes: A patch of cotton grass flourishes in a small but very 
sharply defined semi-circular area at the south-west corner 
of the wooden boardwalk (Footbridge 6).  This was the only 
cotton grass found on the survey site. 

W.20 SD 99673 
54697 (south)

SD 99645 
54755 (west) 

60m X 47m
Location: Large central sector running north-west to south-
east across the survey site
Aspect: gentle south-east facing slope
Habitat: large expanse of short grass ; fairly well-drained
Notes: very little else growing here; Scattering of molehills 
especially in southern section.  The soil here appears to be 
nutrient poor as very little grows across this area apart from 
a scattering of tormentil and creeping soft grass. The grass 
is always very low to the ground all year.  

W.21 SD 99720 
54813 (at 
willowherb in 
wall)

SD 99723 
54787(at trees)

SD 99663 
54777(west)

44m at widest
points (along 
wall and 
further down 
by the trees) 
x 48m (N-S)

Location: To west of mill complex; The northern boundary 
runs from end of millennium oak trees to rosebay willowherb 
growing in the wall; The western edge of the rush bed curves
out and then back down, across a grassy track,  to meet 
area M.06 where the boundary becomes quite diffuse.  The 
boundary with W.22 is also a gradual transition.
Habitat: Soft rush bed with patches of rough grass ; The 
conditions are generally dry or damp, tending towards wetter
conditions in the eastern half, as indicated by the profusion 
of horsetail there.
Notes: Although soft rush dominates, there is a good mix of 
tall grasses, mosses and some flowering plants.

W.22 SD 99737 
54811 

20m (N-S) x 
23 m (W-E)

Location: North-west of mill pond infill, against the moorside
boundary wall down to a footpath which runs  behind the 
Mission Building, heading towards Footbridge 3; The north 
edge of this area runs from the rosebay willowherb growing 
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in the wall, along to the start of the short fenced section. The
south edge touches the edge of the mill pond infill.
Habitat: Damp ground, dominated by soft rush and tall 
grasses. A small beck, almost completely hidden in the 
vegetation, runs from the moorside, under the boundary wall,
(it no longer comes through the smoot in the wall above) 
through this area, before it finds its way to the gully running 
southwards alongside the mill pond. Conditions underfoot 
range from damp to swampy. The narrow watercourse 
emerging from under the wall creates a waterlogged section 
through which a course of water eventually flows away 
towards the beck in the gully.
Notes: The transition between W.22 and neighbouring W.21 
zone is gradual.  

 Reservoir Side – Mill site
 Unless otherwise stated, the soil in Area M is a loamy clay – pH 6.0

M.01 SD 99734 
54781

14m (W-E) x 
17m (N-S)

Location: Gaz 210 - north sector of mill pond (Infill)
Habitat: Formerly part of the Mill Pond, this area was used 
as a tip until about 50 years ago or so; it is now an area 
where rubble and stones still poke through the surface. In 
wet seasons this can become noticeably damp underfoot, 
but does not turn marshy.
Notes: There is an overall coverage of moss and short 
grass. The area is bordered by the gully containing the 
former mill beck, and therefore includes the west bank of this
gully, where a variety of tall grasses grow in the summer. 

M.02 SD 99750 
54781

32m x 16.5m
Location: Mill Pond Embankment;  includes infilled area 
between Mill pond and Mission building, plus the 
embankment which leads to the building entrance (Gaz 214 
and 215) 
Habitat: predominantly short grass with mossy 
undergrowth;.The east side of this embankment slopes down
into a sunken trackway (part of M.13.1)
Notes: The infill is probably about 100 years old and hides 
the former stone-built mill pond dam walls. 

M.03 SD 99736 
54756 

19m x 17m 
Location: Mill beck and South Bank of Mill Pond; 
includes fast flowing beck (      Gaz 212) - running from the 
moorside, under the boundary wall, down the gully on the 
east side of the mill pond. The beck runs into The Pit (M.08). 
This area also includes the southern embankment of the mill 
pond (4m X 20m).
Habitat: The gully contains a significant amount of building 
rubble – probably from infill and the demolished external 
chimney from the Mission Building.
Notes: Southern embankment of the mill pond is covered 
with short grass with a mossy undergrowth, and has only a 
few small flowers in the summer.

M.04 SD 99720 
54769

21m x 14m
Location: Mill pond Gaz 203
Habitat: Former Mill pond, increasingly dominated by tall 
mixed vegetation in the summer. In dry seasons it is possible
to walk over the slightly marshy pond bed, but it becomes 
waterlogged in wet seasons to a depth of several 
centimetres.
Notes: The pond has a thick bed of marsh pennywort 
throughout.  The beck which used to feed the pond now runs
past in a gully alongside, to the east. 

M.05 SD 99725 
54770

20m x 6m
Location: West Bank of Mill Pond; Gaz 202A
Habitat: Shaded area under line of trees, on west side of the
mill pond, including the embankment, and slope down to a 
marshy area at the bottom. This marshy area is damp even 
in dry seasons, but can be trodden with care for much of the 
year.  

M.06 SD 99723 
54773 

19m x 23m
Location: West of Mill Pond 
Habitat: Periodically marshy area on north side of long 
boardwalk (FB6), lying immediately west of the mill pond.  In 
summer this is often damp, but can be walked over; In wet 
seasons this is a mix of slightly marshy to waterlogged.
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Notes: An ill-defined watercourse runs through the 
vegetation on the eastern edge of this area, under the shade
of a line of trees, and under the footbridge, down to the 
reservoir – in wet seasons this can be a significant flow. 

M.07 SD 99673 
546097 
(at Footbridge 
6) 

SD 99732 
54725 (south) 

24m x 20m
Location: South side of boardwalk (FB6), lying south-west 
of the mill pond, down to the reservoir’s edge.   
Habitat: Marsh
Notes: Dominated by soft rush, there are patches (on the 
east side) where the rush is less dense, and the ground is 
damp, but can be walked upon. However, close to the 
boardwalk it is always waterlogged, often forming pools of 
standing water several centimetres depth. This is fed by an 
ill-defined watercourse which runs from the north under the 
footbridge from M.06, then down to the reservoir – in wet 
seasons this can be a significant flow, but in dry seasons just
a small trickle. The ground rises at one point next to the 
bridge, forming a plateau which contains a small pond which 
is there all year. Local residents recently planted yellow and 
purple irises from their gardens here, and these are 
flourishing. 

M.08
 
SD 99736 
54768

2m wide 
across at the 
top, 
spreading out
to 4m at the 
bottom  x 8m 
in length

Location: The Pit – includes Gaz 216 (stone slab) and Gaz 
217 (watercourse)
Aspect: South-facing
Habitat: The Pit is a small area, lying between two short 
sections of coursed, mortared, stone walling. It contains a 
steep slope forming the end of a deep gully fed by a fast 
flowing beck (running from the moorside through Area M.03).
The beck disappears suddenly into the ground at the bottom 
of the slope.
Notes: The Pit is a discrete area with very distinct vegetation
growing on the banks, and in the stony beck. A variety of 
lichens and mosses grow here. 

M.09 This number was not used.

M.10 SD 99760 
54755

16m x 23m
Location: Includes Gaz 213, 218, 219, 220 ; The northern 
edge of the area butts up to the edge of stone revetted 
feature, under the tree, at the SE corner of the mill pond. 
Area M.10 also includes a small area of sloping ground 
immediately in front of the remains of a building (includes 
coursed mortared walling) on north side of grassy footpath.
Habitat: Platform, probably built from demolition rubble, 
lying over and behind the remains of a stone wall, formerly 
part of a mill building
Notes: Heavily pitted with rabbit burrows, the vegetation 
here is dominated by a large soft rush & nettle patch, and 
lies partly under the shade of a large tree. There is a 
scattering of old building rubble across the area; The path 
rises from here, possibly over another demolition or rubble 
mound, and Area M.10 thus extends across the path to the 
other side to include this mound, which is heavily disturbed 
with rabbit burrows 
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M.11 SD 99737 
54740 (west) 

SD 99791 
54752 (east) 

64m x 14m
Location: Flat area lying between the footpath at the end of 
Footbridge 6 (Gaz 201)  & the reservoir foreshore up to edge
of the embankment (E.01), plus a gentle slope at the east 
end, back up to the footpath which rises slightly uphill as it 
approaches the top of the embankment; This area lies on the
south side of the footpath and south-west of bench 2  
Habitat: short grass
Notes: well trodden since dog walkers bring their pets here 
to play in the shallows of the water and on the foreshore.  
There is some disturbance from mole hills. 

M.12 SD 99784 
54739 

7.50m x 
6.50m

Location: small discrete area lying within M.11 near 
reservoir foreshore, to south of mill site
Habitat: remains of building or Yard floor lying near the 
reservoir foreshore, on the south side of the footpath, 
breaking into the edges of an area of concrete flooring (Gaz 
222 and Gaz 221  - wall edging) which marks the normal 
boundary of the foreshore when water levels are high).
Notes: Discrete patch of soft rush and nettles The rush and 
nettle is occasionally prone to being waterlogged by the 
reservoir. 

M.13.1 SD 99760 
54796 (at tree)
 
SD 99782 
54758 (at 
footpath)

23m in length
(NW-SE)

Location: between MISSION BUILDING (GAZ 228) AND HIGH  
BANKING DOWN TO THE FOOTPATH (GAZ 215);       Along line of 
former trackway, from hollow way between Mission building 
& garden wall, then down between a tree and bench 2, to the
main metalled footpath;
Habitat: Short, rough grass which is heavily shaded at the 
north end  between the Mission Building and former garden 
platform
Notes:  This shaded area is dominated by nettles in the 
summer.

M.13.2 SD 99772 
54795 

30m x 18m
Location: south of the site of the workers’ cottages, and 
east of the Mission Building (Gaz 228); large platform with 
south facing slope below; includes Gaz 226 (part of an old 
garden path).
Habitat: Former Garden Platform
Notes: Now an area of  rough grass on a built-up platform 
which may overlie demolition rubble, or could be an older 
garden platform.  

M.13.3 SD 99753 
54812 (north-
west)

SD 99786 
54788 (south 
east)

34m x 48m 
Location: lying between the moorside boundary wall - from 
the west edge of a short fenced section in the wall up to the  
elderberry bush -  extending southwards towards the 
ornamental tree by the NE corner of the Mission Building 
(Gaz 228) , and continuing along the edge of the old garden 
platform (M.13.2), as far as the west side of the rubble 
mounds  (A, B, C; Gaz 234-235); It includes the footprints of 
the former workers’ cottages, which were demolished about 
100 years ago.
Habitat: short grass and patches of tall grasses
Notes: The grass here is quite rough, with mossy 
undergrowth, especially noticeable in the north-west section 
of the area. A faint footpath runs through the whole area, 
from the main footpath, around to the back of the Mission 
Building and into Area W.22. Includes cottage footprints. 

M.13.4 SD 99790 
54771 (west) 

SD 99835 
54792 (at 
footbridge)

24m  x 35m 
Location: east of rubble mounds (Gaz 234-235), between 
the moorside boundary wall and the main footpath
Aspect: The area is fairly flat on its northern side, but 
otherwise slopes gently south-eastwards.
Habitat: short, slightly tussocky, grass
Notes: Scattering of molehills. Part of the area lies under 
partial shade of the wall and a tree. 
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M.13.5 SD99785
54774

9m x 7
Location: Small area on the north side of metalled footpath, 
immediately surrounding Bench 2 by the footpath, and 
Mound D (Gaz 237) covering demolished remains of a small 
building) behind the  bench
Habitat: Disturbed ground; mostly rough grass
Notes: This is highly disturbed land, due to demolition of mill
structures and reservoir construction about 100 years ago. 

M.14 SD 99740 
54754 

10m x 21m
Location: from the south embankment of the mill pond to 
the north side of a grassy footpath, just to the east of 
Footbridge 6 (Gaz 201), and running across the south side 
of The Pit (M.08). Includes Gaz 202 (south face of 
embankment of mill pond)
Aspect: gently sloping ; south-facing
Habitat: short grass
Notes: Scatter of mole hills.

M.15 SD 99789 
54805

Location: under tree at boundary wall, to east of cottages
Habitat: Under tree canopy alongside wall
Notes: Nettle patch; mossy carpet undergrowth 

M.16 SD 99797 
54789

22m x 8.5m
Location: Gaz 224 - Line of 3 Mounds lying in a NE-SW 
direction; A and  B are a pair of large demolition mounds, 
with an additional small one, C,  to the south-west. These lie 
just to the east of the site of the workers’ cottages
Habitat:  disturbed ground full of building rubble, now grass 
covered, with little other vegetation.  

Reservoir side - Eastern area 
Unless otherwise stated, the soil over Area E is mainly a loamy clay – pH 6.0

E.01 SD 99822 
54786 

2m height;  
length 54.5m.
Slopes back 
to depth of 
8.5m.

Location: Lying south of footpath, below E.02, and sloping 
steeply down to waterside
Aspect: south-east facing embankment
Habitat: Grassy embankment, constructed c.1900
Notes: The thick and varied vegetation is lightly sprayed for 
much of the year by water gushing into the reservoir from a 
large pipe nearby. Although not well trodden, there is a 
footpath (which comes to a dead end) running along the 
bottom. 

E.02 SD 99840 
54780

The exposed 
scar is 
approx. 3m in
height, 28 m 
in length, and
slopes back 
over a 
distance of 
about 3m;. 
The rest of 
this area is 
about 3m sq.

Location: Gaz 401 on the north edge of metalled footpath 
located immediately south-west of Footbridge 7
Aspect: south facing slope
Habitat: dry sandy-CLAY SCAR, RECENTLY EXPOSED  
Notes: grassy embankment incorporating a sandy, exposed 
and partly bare scar. The scar, composed of gley (sandy-
clay) is prone to erosion. However, there is an upper layer of 
darker soil which is slightly less sandy. A small area thick 
with undergrowth, lies between the partial shade of the 
boundary wall and the end of the footbridge.

E.03 SD 99840 
54780 

1.8 m height; 
31.5m wide 
and slopes 
back to depth
of 11m

Location: slope on E      AST SIDE OF RESERVOIR INLET -        Gaz 
404; located just to the south-east of Footbridge 7 (includes 
Gaz 405); Includes small fenced-off section containing 
access to water pipe. Intersected by footpath, and bounded 
on north side by high stone wall, but open to the south and 
west as it drops steeply down to the reservoir edge and inlet 
(Embsay Moor Beck)
Aspect: North-west facing slope
Habitat: part of an embankment built c.1900
Notes: The vegetation is short grass with a good scattering 
of small flowers and tall grasses in summer. 
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E.04 SD 99838 
54800

1m deep
6m x 3m

Location: Lying between Footbridge 7 (Gaz 403), on the 
Reservoir side of wall, and the Sheepwash bridge (Gaz 406) 
on the moorside
Habitat: enhanced stream outlet; stone & rubble lined; 
straight lined banks; small islands & remains of original 
riverbanks
Notes: this small, inaccessible area dropping sharply below 
the wooden fencing, includes the gabion revetted outlet from
Embsay Moor Beck into the reservoir. The steep side of the 
embankment falls down to the heavily disturbed water 
course with its stony flat bankside, small islands and large 
boulder rubble deposits. 

E.05 SD 99846 
54795

Slopes back 
slightly 
(north-west 
facing) to a 
depth of 1m; 
6m x 2.5m

Location: A very small area on the south-east side of the 
former Sheepwash. This lies between the boundary wall and
a short section of wooden fence and the bridge built over the
former Sheepwash.
Habitat: partly built upon a straight-sided stone and wire 
revetment which guides Embsay Beck to the reservoir inlet. 
The Beck runs over the sheepwash, creating a small 
waterfall which lightly sprays the plants growing in the stone 
footings of the bridge.
Notes:  The ground here is well trodden as it is a popular 
short-cut to the moorside. The boundary wall creates partial 
shade.

Moorside  - Eastern area around Sheepwash and Embsay Beck 
The moor side of the survey site is grazed by sheep all year round. Land management for grouse 
takes place mainly on the slopes above the survey site.

B.01 SD 99848 
54801 (at 
sheepwash)

SD 99865 
54790 (at 
Westgate)

7m x 18m
+

Location: Area between footpath (Gaz 407) from 
Sheepwash Bridge (Gaz 406) and the boundary wall, up to 
the old West Gate (Gaz 112; now blocked up)
Habitat: heavily shaded dry area under wall & trees; 
moorland fringe

B.02 SD 99871 
54812 

26m
+ x 7m 

Location: East side, above Embsay Moor Beck, from 
Sheepwash Bridge (Gaz 406) to the weir (Gaz 116)
Aspect: west facing slope
Habitat: bracken; moorland fringe, RISING ABOVE MARSHY   
AREA OF B.03  

B.03 SD 99848 
54801 (at 
sheepwash 
bridge) 

SD 99870 
54826 

32m x 12m 
Location: east side of beck below Washfold Hill and north-
west of West Gate;  includes  Gaz 409, 414 & Gaz 416 
(revettment of stream side) 
Habitat: marshy sphagnum moss intersected by narrow 
watercourses and fast-flowing Embsay Moor Beck
Notes: very marshy, much of it covered with bed of 
sphagnum moss, intersected with several small 
watercourses

B.04 SD 99848 
54801 (at 
sheepwash 
bridge)

SD 99864 
54840 

24m x 6m  
Location: west side of Embsay Moor Beck below Washfold 
Hill ; includes Gaz 417  (revettment of stream side) and Gaz 
415
Habitat: grassland on riverside 
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B.05 SD 99841 
54801 

SD 99788 
54816 

Along Fence  
= 7m
Along wall = 
7.5m
N-S = 6m

Location: Gaz 111 – Area around former sheepfold, 
alongside boundary wall – between shade of trees and 
sloping bank of Washfold Hill, down to fence (short south-
east facing slope) above Embsay Moor Beck inlet to 
reservoir
Habitat: disturbed area on fringe of bracken WITH   
FOOTPATH THROUGH.  

B.06 SD 99841 
54801 (at 
sheepwash 
bridge)

SD 99788 
54816 

W-E section 
45m x 8m

N-S section 
12m x 31m 
(east slope of
hillside) 

Location: area alongside boundary wall, and then around 
curving hillside, onto south and east facing slopes of 
Washfold Hill (Gaz 145)
Aspect: part south-facing; part east-facing
Habitat: grassy verges of FOOTPATH USUALLY IN HEAVY   
SHADE; OPENING UP INTO GRASSY SLOPES OF HILLSIDE.  

B.07 SD 99824 
54800 

SD 99823 
54871

49m x 103m
Location: Washfold Hill – to east of signpost, and up onto 
the platform forming top of Washfold; includes Gaz 121 
(series of hollows to south of footpath); and Gaz 114 (larger 
hollow on top of Washfold Hill)
Habitat: Bracken moorland fringe and short open grass area
; soil pH 6.0
Notes: Three-quarters of this area is dominated by bracken.

B.08 SD 99850 
54855 

SD 99823 
54871 

SD 99855 
54888 

35m
+
 (west-

east) x 30m 
(north-south)

Location: Triangular area of short grass north-west of 
Washfold Hill up to Embsay Moor Beck 
Aspect: open – no shade
Habitat: short, closely cropped GRASSLAND.  

Moorside – Mill Ponds 
The water in the ponds and becks across the whole survey area is acidic – pH 5.0.

Largest  Pond (Gazetteer 120)

P.01.1 SD 99792 54875 36m x
53m 

Location: Gaz 119 (in-fill of pond)
Habitat: highly disturbed ; SOIL PH – 7.5  
Notes:  The soil on this “Tip” area is alkaline in contrast to 
the surrounding landscape which is acidic (pH 6.0). This is 
reflected in the poor state of the vegetation here, and results 
from infill probably left here during the construction of the 
reservoir c.1908-10.  High level of rabbit & mole disturbance.

P.01.2 SD 99719 54885 11m
x 38m

Location: Gaz 120 (Mill pond)
Habitat: standing water & marsh
Notes: Largest of the mill ponds (including large areas now 
marshy and silting up).

P.01.3 SD 99747 54861
N-S
height
varies
10 to 
17 m ;
W-E =
38m

Location: Gaz 118 (Embankment around south and west 
sides of Largest mill pond) 
Aspect: south and south-west facing sides
Habitat: disturbed, STEEPLY SLOPING GROUND (MILL DAM).   
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P.01.4 SD 99753 54852 13m
x 6m

Location: FLAT AREA OF ROUGH GRASS LYING BELOW THE   
MILL EMBANKMENT (GAZ 118), TO THE SOUTH-WEST SIDE;   
I      ncludes Gaz 123 (stream diverted from Whitfield Syke, Gaz 
133)
Aspect: west facing 
Habitat: high built embankment (MILL DAM) & FAST   
FLOWING STREAM  

P.01.5 SD 99726 54871 38m
x 2m 

Location:  Top of Gaz 118 embankment:
Aspect: West-facing slope
Habitat: disturbed ground (mill dam)

P.01.6 SD 99734 54856
Location: Between bottom of Gaz 118 (embankment) and 
footpath, from signpost to edge of P0.1.1
Habitat: rough grass with many soft rush clumps

Moorside – “Bogbean” Pond (Gazetteer 104)

P.02.1 SD 99715 
54844 

6m
Location: Gaz 131 (beck leaving south-east corner of 
Bogbean pond, Gaz 104) and running down to culvert (Gaz 
143)
Habitat: fast flowing stream

P.02.2 SD 99694 
54841 (west)

SD 99715 
54850 (east) 

32.5m
Width across 
top = 2m
Height of 
bank = 3.5m
Width of base
of bank 
between 2 
culverts = 
9.5m

Location: Gaz 103 (embankment on south and east sides of
Bogbean pond, Gaz 104) ; includes  Gaz 132 and Gaz 122 
(beck running out of east side of Bogbean pond, joining 
Whitfield Syke, and then going down to culvert (Gaz 139) 
Habitat: fast flowing stream through disturbed ground 
(mill dam); soil pH 6.0

P.02.3 SD 99691 
54848 (north)

SD 99694 
54841 (west)

8m x  2.5m
Location: Gaz 135 (spur adjacent to the embankment, Gaz 
103); west of Bogbean pond (Gaz 104)
Aspect: west and east facing sides with flat top
Habitat: built embankment (mill dam)

P.02.4 SD 99668 
54857 (west)

SD 99694 
54841 (east)

N-S = 34m
Width across 
top = 2m
Height of 
Slope = 3.5m 

Location: Gaz 101 (embankment south-west of bogbean 
pond); continuation of Gaz 103
Aspect: north and south facing sides with flat top 
Habitat: built embankment (mill dam)
Notes: top of bank dominated by thistles and soft rush

P.02.5 SD 99695 
54850 

10m
+
 x 16m

+
Location: Rough grass area between and to the north of 
embankments (Gaz 101 and Gaz 135)
Aspect: slightly east facing 
Habitat: damp, moorland fringe; possibly formerly part of 
the mill pond
Notes: slightly marshy area, becoming waterlogged at base 
of embankment P.02.4
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P.02.6 SD 99701 
54862

33.5m x 4m
Height = 2m

Location: embankment surrounding P.02.7 on north side of 
pond (including Gaz 141 north embankment)
Aspect: south facing slope 
Habitat: mill dam which peters down into area of rough 
grass
Notes: mainly damp, but with drier areas surrounding pond 
(including north embankment)

P.02.7 SD 99707 
54863

W-E along 
North side of 
curve = 
33.5m
N-S Width = 
3m

Location: flat area immediately surrounding east, north & 
west side of Pond (Gaz 104)
Habitat: marshy; sphagnum moss bed

P.02.8 SD 99755 
54850

13m x 9m
Location:  Mill pond (Gaz 104)
Habitat: Standing water fed by several small becks  
Notes:  island of soft rush lies in centre of pond; annual 
spawning ground for frogs; pond feeds a fast-flowing 
beck (Gaz 131)

Moorside - Moorside Pond behind boundary wall (Gazetteer 105)

P.03.1 SD99723 54839
(north-east)

SD 99702 
54822 (south 
west)

Curving edge
= 25m
5m across at 
widest point

Location: Embankment (Gaz 138) around north and west 
side of pond (Gaz 105) 
Habitat: bracken covered mill dam

P.03.2 SD 99727 
54822

16m x 5m
Location: Mill Pond (Gaz 105), immediately to North side of 
boundary wall
Habitat: water logged & marshy site of former mill pond
Notes: former pond, now marshy; water logged in winter; 
thick vegetation

P.03.3 SD 99705 
54815 (west)

SD 99724 
54818 (east) 

4m x 21m
Location: embankment (Gaz 106) to south of mill pond (Gaz
105); includes ditch (Gaz 107) alongside boundary wall
Habitat: bracken covered mill dam

P.03.4 SD 99732 
54822

26m x24m
Location: Land around east side of Mill Pond (Gaz 105) 
Habitat: marshy in winter; damp in summer

P.03.5 SD 54820    SD
99753
54820     

34m x 28m
Location: Triangular area to east of P.03.4, up to the 
signpost at the side of footpath; bounded to south by section 
of fence within boundary wall (at Gaz 109) 
Habitat: bracken-DOMINATED, BUT ALSO INCLUDES LOWER   
AREA OF ROUGH GRASS BY THE FENCE  
Notes: mainly bracken with more open areas alongside 
footpath where other plants grow. Mole disturbance.
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7.8 Botanical Species Distribution Maps

Distribution  maps,  using  the  DAFOR  scale  (as  described  in  Appendix  7.6)  were

compiled for most of the flowering species identified in the survey. The full collection

can be found on the CD accompanying this report. 
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Species Distribution Maps

7.9 APPENDIX – Botanical Photographic Record

The full collection of botanical photographs can be found on the CD accompanying

this report. Below is a list of these photographs:

Latin name Common name
 Achillea millefolium Yarrow
 Achillea ptarmica Sneezewort
 Anthriscus sylvestris Cow parsley
 Apium nodiflorum Fool's watercress
 Belis perennis Daisy
 Caltha palustris Double marsh marigold (introduced)
 Caltha palustris Marsh marigold
 Campanula rotundifolia Harebell
 Cardamine amara Large bittercress
 Cardamine flexuosa Wavy bittercress
 Cardamine hirsuta Hairy bittercress
 Cardamine pratensis Cuckoo flower (aka Milkmaids)
 Centaurea nigra Knapweed
 Cerastium fontanum Mouse ear chickweed (aka Common mouse ear)
 Chamerion angustifolium Rosebay willowherb
 Chrysosplenium oppositifolium Opposite leaved golden saxifrage
 Cirsium arvense Creeping thistle
 Cirsium palustre Marsh thistle
 Cirsium vulgare Spear thistle
 Conopodium majus Pignut
 Dactylorhiza fuchsii Common spotted orchid
 Digitalis purpurea Purple & white foxglove
 Drosera rotundifolia Round leaf sundew
 Epilobium brunnescens New Zealand willowherb
 Equisetum fluviatile Water horsetail
 Euphrasia sp. Eyebright
 Filipendula ulmaria Meadowsweet
 Fragaria vesca Wild strawberry
 Galium aparine Cleavers
 Galium palustre Marsh bedstraw
 Galium saxatile Heath bedstraw
 Galium saxatile Hedge bedstraw
 Galium uliginosum Fen bedstraw
 Galium verum Ladies bedstraw
Geranium pratense Meadow cranesbill
Gnaphalium uglinosum Marsh cudweed
Hydrocotyle vulgaris Marsh pennywort
Hypericum humifusum Trailing St John's wort
Hypochaeris radicata Cat's ear
Iris pseudacorus Variegated yellow flag iris (Introduced)
Iris versicolor Purple iris (Introduced)
Leontodon autumnalis Autumn hawkbit
Leontodon saxatilis Lesser hawkbit
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Linum catharticum, Fairy flax
Lotus corniculatus Common birds foot trefoil
Lotus pedunculatus Greater bird foot trefoil
Lynchnis flos-cuculi Ragged robin
Malva moschata Musk mallow
Mentha aquatica Water mint
Menyanthes trifoliata Bog bean
Myosotis arvensis Field forget-me-not (aka Common)
Myosotis laxa subsp. caespitosa Tufted forget-me-not
Myosotis secunda Creeping forget-me-not
Narcissus pseudonarcissus Daffodil (Introduced)
Oxalis acetoselle Wood sorrel
Papaver sp. Poppy sp.
Pedicularis sylvatica Lousewort
Petasites hybridus Butterbur
Pilosella officinarum Mouse ear hawkweed
Plantago major Greater plantain
Polygala vulgaris Common milkwort
Potamogeton polygonifolius Bog pondweed
Potentilla erecta Tormentil
Potentilla sterilis Barren strawberry
Prunella vulgaris Self heal
Ranunculus acris Meadow buttercup
Ranunculus ficaria Lesser celadine
Ranunculus flammula Lesser spearwort
Ranunculus omniophyllus Round leaved water crowfoot
Ranunculus repens Creeping buttercup
Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum Watercress
Rumex acetosa. Common sorrel
Rumex acetosella Sheeps sorrel
Rumex crispus Curled dock
Rumex obtusifolius Broad leaved dock
Sagina procumbens Procumbent pearlwort
Sambucus nigra Elderberry
Senecio jacobaea Common ragwort
Silene dioica Red campion
Sonchus asper Prickly sow thistle
Stachys sylvatica Hedge woundwort
Sellaria graminea Lesser stitchwort
Stellaria media Common chickweed
Stellaria uliginosa Bog stitchwort
Tanacetum parthenium Fewerfew
Tanacetum vulgare Tansy
Taraxacum agg. Dandelion
Torilis japonica Upright hedge parsley
Trifolium dubium Lesser trefoil
Trifolium repens White clover
Trifolium rubra Red clover
Triglochin palustre Marsh arrowgrass
Tripleurospermum inodorum Scentless mayweed
Urtica dioica Common stinging nettle
Vaccinium myrtillus Bilberry
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Veronica chamaedrys Germander speedwell
Veronica officinalis Heath speedwell
Veronica serpyllifloia Thyme-leaved speedwell
Vicia sepium Bush vetch
Viola palustris Marsh violet
Viola riviniana Common dog violet
.
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7.10 Photographic Methodology

7.10.1 Photography of  the  site  features,  finds  and botanical  subjects  were  made

using a Nikon D300 dSLR. 

7.10.2 The site photographs were taken, where possible, with a focal length of 35mm

(equating to 50mm on 35mm film; the so-called 'normal view').

7.10.3 The finds were photographed using a Nikon 28-105mm lens at the macro

setting of 105mm or a Nikon 16-85mm lens at 38mm (see NEF Exif data for details).

The botanical photographs were taken using a Nikon 105mm macro lens.

7.10.4 In all instances the camera was mounted on a tripod. All shots were bracketed

(metered, +0.3 and -0.3 stops) and the most suitable chosen for processing.

7.10.5 The photographs were recorded in the Nikon NEF Raw 14 bit format. These

were then converted to TIF files using Nikon Capture NX2 software.  The TIFs were

then processed in Adobe Photoshop CS3. Processing consisted of minor adjustments

to contrast and cropping (where indicated) and sharpening, the colour profile used

was Adobe RGB (1998).  Two JPGs were produced, a lower resolution version of

approximately 1300x1100 pixels @ 72 ppi  for display on computer monitors and web

use  and  a  high  resolution  version  of  approximately  3000x2500  @  300  ppi  for

archiving and publication.

7.10.6 Four files for each photograph, namely the NEF, the TIF and each of the JPGs,

were placed in the site archive.
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7.11 List of Finds

The finds were divided into two groups, those considered to be significant and a 

second group with poor provenance but which did represent the site usage.

7.11.1 Significant finds

Find ID Description

WS001 Complete pipe bowl with milled rim and plain body. Machine moulded
with long spur. Approximately 1840-70.

WS002 Fragment  of  decorated  clay  pipe  bowl  with  ribbing  and  leaf  pattern,
machine moulded. Embossed “RA O” with the final “B” missing (ROYAL
ANTEDILUVIAN ORDER OF BUFFALOES)   and  with  the  head  of  a
buffalo centrally placed. Very late 19th/early 20th century.

WS003 Large body sherd with internal glaze, fully reduced fabric. Food storage
vessel or cooking pot with fluted inner finish 18th or 19th century. 

WS004 Base sherd with mid-brown internal glaze and light brown external glaze 
incompletely reduced fabric – Bowl or dish 18th century. 

WS005 Base sherd of large diameter shallow bowl or dish, fully reduced fabric,
internal glaze.

WS006 Large body sherd,  internally  and part  externally  glazed,  fully  reduced
cooking vessel.18th century.

WS007 Pipe bowl, complete - probably late 19th century briar-type of pipe, but
could be anywhere within 1860-1930; with leaf motif and no heel. The
context suggests late 19th century.

WS008 Blackened bowl piece with lettering as follows:
B R I E N on the top line
Y O ST across the middle
N on the bottom line, at the far right. 
It translates as O'BRIEN, MAYO St DUBLIN
Although this would appear to have been made in Ireland, there is a 
possibility that it was produced  in Manchester where pipes with this 
lettering were made for the Irish Navvies. Probably late 19thC.
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7.11.2 Other finds

  7.11.2.1 Ceramic

1 body and 1 rim sherd, blue and white transfer-printed tableware. 19th/early 20th

century.

 

1 handle sherd, dark brown glazed possibly from same vessel as below. Large jug-

type vessel.

1 upper body sherd, white-glazed vessel with brown band. Domestic jug. Impression

of handle visible.

5 body sherds, dark brown fully reduced fabric, internally and externally glazed

kitchen ware with fluted body.

1 handle sherd, dark brown (chunky) fully reduced fabric from very large jug or

similar vessel.

1 rim sherd, creamy-white bowl, common tableware. Late 18th/20th century.

1 base sherd, off-white, plate or small shallow dish tableware. Late 18th/20th century.

1 base sherd, with mid-brown internal glaze and light brown external glaze,

incompletely reduced fabric. Bowl or dish. 18th century.

2 small body sherds, blue and white banded tableware. Jug or mug.

7 body sherds, mainly transfer-printed blue and white tableware. 19th/early20th

century.

1 white glazed body sherd, and 1 porcelain base sherd. Tableware.

1 rim sherd, 1 possible base sherd, and 2 body sherds, transfer-printed blue and

white tableware. 19th/early 20th century.
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1 dark brown glazed sherd, and 1 mid-brown body sherd with fluted surface fully

reduced. Food vessels. 18th/19th century.

Miscellaneous sherds, of kitchen and cooking ware or food storage vessels, various

fabrics and glazes.

1 very tall sherd, internally-glazed, light brown,  probable cooking vessel. Full of

inclusions. Very utilitarian and of poor quality.

2 rim sherds, blue and white, transfer-printed shallow dish or plate and 1 body sherd,

ditto. 19th/early 20th century.

2 degraded body sherds, off-white tableware. 19th century.

1 rim sherd blue and white tableware, incompletely reduced fabric, chunky jug or

mug. 19th/early 20th century.

1 rim sherd, internally and externally glazed storage vessel with fluted finish.

2 body sherds, fully reduced, internally dark brown glazed.

1 handle sherd, mid-brown, incompletely reduced fabric, full of inclusions. Mug or jug.

1 rim sherd, tableware, query porcelain.

1 degraded body sherd, mid-brown incompletely reduced fabric.

1 rim sherd, transfer-printed blue and white sherd, table plate. 19th/20th century.

1 base sherd, incompletely reduced glazed container possibly a marmalade jar.

Stamped with part of a word ''. . . MEE. . . '' or '' . . .AMEE. . .''.

1 body sherd, possibly from same container as previous entry
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24 tiny mixed sherds, utilitarian domestic ware, too small to identify

1 sherd, incompletely reduced fabric, external vertically-fluted finish. Possible

marmalade jar.19th/early 20th century.

1 body sherd, dark brown, with fully reduced fabric and fully glazed, with fluted finish.

Food storage vessel.

1 rim sherd, dark brown externally glazed, ditto.

1 rim sherd, internally dark brown glazed fully reduced fabric. Cooking pot.

7.11.2.2 Clay Pipes

Small, slim bowl piece, fragmentary, but with  a smaller bowl diameter and volume

which puts it earlier than the others. It is unmilled and has no decoration at all.

Tentatively c.1850 - 1890, Dutch-style, from its profile and thin-section, though it is

rather small to be this.

Large semi-portion of pipe bowl, probably late 19th century briar-type of pipe, but

could be anywhere within  1860 -  1930;  with leaf motif  and no heel.  The context

suggests late 19th century.

Pipe stem, crudely made, possibly 19th century (not perfectly straight, rough-cast, and

not made in a press-mould or gin-press). It could be an earlier form, anywhere 

between c.1750 and c.1850.

2  narrow-bore, well-made, press-moulded pipe stems from 1850 onwards.

1 small diameter clay pipe stem, machine-bored. 19th century.

1 large diameter clay pipe stem, hand-bored. Query 18th century.

12 clay pipe stem fragments, machine-bored. 19th century.
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3 clay pipe bowl fragments, 1 milled, 1 milled with leaf pattern, 1 uncertain. Probably

19th century.

1 piece clay pipe stem from the bowl end of the stem, machine-bored. 19th century.

7.11.2.3 Glass

1 bottle glass, made in Skipton, neck and body sherds from a half-pint beer bottle.

Could well be of H Will's, Skipton. 19th /early 20th century.

1 glass stopper from lemonade bottle. 19th/early 20th century.

3 sherds clear bottle glass including 1 neck piece. Probably from lemonade bottle.

One stamped on the body ''. . .ER.. .'' and ''. Diadem. . .'

7.11.2.4  Metal

2 weights – fishing, query  modern.

2 corroded metal washers.

1 corroded nail, query hand-forged.

Miscellaneous corroded iron items.

7.11.2.5 Other

    2 heat affected and sintered common brick pieces from a furnace or hearth.
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Back cover illustrations

with grateful thanks to Helen McKinlay (UWHG member)

Top

"Andrew Mason...,. ..the defendant, who is a farmer and landowner, on  the above
named day (23rd February, 1857) went to the reservoir with a policeman and with a

spade cut away a part of the reservoir"

York Herald, 21st  March, 1857:  prosecution of Andrew Mason.

Bottom
" The worst that befel (sic) each party was that Nuttall and Andrew Mason had their 
tempers cooled by both falling in the mill dam. The origin of the assault was dispute 
about property rights on the moor."

Lancaster Gazette, 10th October 1857: assault case brought by Henry Nuttall against
Andrew, Richard and Jonathan Mason.




